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The Home of ''MATCHLESS'' 
the Paint of Quality, manufactur-
. es a full line of Enamels, Fine · 
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House Paints, Varnishes, Stains. .· 
Industrial Paints and Enamels, including Fume 
Proof and Heat Resis_ting Enamel~, also Marine 
Paints, etc.: etc. 
. , 
SERVICE 
Our s~rvice is free to all users of our pro-
ducts, so if· you have any paint problems, tele-
phone our Chemist (Tel~phone 212) or if you 
I 
are· out of town Write us giving full particulars 
and the matter will have our prompt and ca.re-
r ful attention. 
The Standard Manufacturing Co. Ltd. 
Water Street East, St. John's 
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Serving -Newfoundland with 
Group of . Products of Chemical 
a 
Origin 
''Cellophane'' Division · -
' 'Fabrikoid'' Division 
Plas'tics Division 
Paint and Varnish Division 
Alkali Division 
·-
General Chemicals Division 
Mining and Organic Chemicals 
Division 
Salt Division 
' 'Dominion' ' Ammunition 
Division 
Explosive Division 
Fertilizer Division 
The St. Jo:hn's, NevYfoundland, office of C-I-L ren-
. ders availab:e th-e many indus.triat .converter and 
c-onsumer :products of Canadian Industries Limit ed. 
· These chemicnl products represent the continual 
r progress in research alld manufacturing for ,vhich 
C-I-L is known. 
NEWFOUNDLAND SALES OFFICE 
Board of Trade Building, St. John's. 
I CANADIAN IND -USTRIES LIMITED I HEAD OFI'I~: C-1-L, MONTREAL, P.Q. 
· ~·-1')-(~(~(~~~~~~ .... (,.. .... (, .... ( ,.._( .... (~(,....(,....(~,....(,....~ ,._.,(,....{)411&1)~~~~)- ..... 
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+ _,_,_,-·-----·---11 ;j··-.. -.. -·-·-· "'"'' -~-·-.. -·:i I Established ~~~~~~~.;.;;....;._,.,;;.,.;;;...;;;;;.;..J Incorporated 1 
i 1859 NEWFOUNDLAND AGENTS FOR 1903 I 
i "Schick'' Injector Razor I i "Tween" and "Christy" Hats I i Dry Goods "Saxone '' "Cable" and ''Northern Prince" Souvenirs I j , W ' . Footwear Music I 
1
1
_ Men S ear . .Raynes bury 4 in 1 Weather Coats 1 
Jewellery Yardley Toilet Requisites Grocery 1 1 Jaeger Pure Wool Goods Provisions 
i Crockery Orient Hosiery Ship Supplies 
I Stationery Sporting Goods 1 Estey O.rgans and Klein Pianos S 1 d j Hardware Ashcroft's Billi.ard Supplies mo~cr's Nee s 
i Ingersoll Watches I London Floor Wax 
i RCA-Victor Kyanize Enamels and Varnishes 
I RADIOS 
i Radiotrons 
i j 
i 
i 
and 
Radio Supplies 
''Sure Rise" Baking Powder 
Lovell and Cuvt;l Chocolates 
Wilbur's Cocoa and Chocolate 
Oval tine 
N a rima Jamaica Cigars 
Westminster Cigarettes and Tobaccos 
--0--
Agents for 
Law l Tnion and Rock 
Insurance Co. Ltd. 
and 
London and 
Lancanshire 
Insurance, Co. Ltd. 
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HIS EXCELLENCY, VICE-AD1\1:IRAL 
SIR HUMPHREY TH01\1AS W AL WYX, 
K.C.S.I., K.C.M.G., C.B., D.S . 0. 
Since I sent you a. message twelve months 
ago the "\VOrld has entered a period of crisis 
more serious, I think, than has been experienc-
ed f or n1any a day. The British Empire is 
once again faced with an outbreak of armed 
aggression, and British peoples in all parts of 
the "'rorld are devoting themselves to the 
struggle agains·i: I-Iitlerism. We have enter ed 
upon that struggle in a solemn sense of our 
duty to fulfil our obligations to our Alljes, and 
to defend our lives and homes and everything 
we count dear. 
The conflict has already called for huge 
sacrifices on t ,he part of every country of the 
E1npire. It claims the maximum of effort on 
the part of each one of us in order that a just 
peace may be won. We are perhaps only at 
the beginning of the· struggle, and many dark 
da~rs may lie ahead, but it is our earnest belief 
that under the Hand of God we shall see the 
fruit of the sacrifices t1hat are being made. 
In many 'vays the present war calls for ser-
vice of rather a different character from that of 
twenty-five years ago. In every Empire coun-
try this has been the case. Many Ne·wfound-
landers have already found their p 1ace· as vol-
unteers in the Fighting Forces in Eutrope. But 
here as a country 've have. been askeg to provide 
special contingents. First , there has been a 
call for 1nen f or the Navy, and a number have 
already left f or Overseas. Large numbers of 
others 1\Vill shortly b e following them, and we 
~ hope that a steady stream of our splendid sea-
lnen 'vil l be crossing to the Old Country so long 
as the 'Yar last s. Men are also being recruited 
for a special unit to which Newfoundlanders 
are being drafted in the Army, and it is our 
hope that a fio,v of recruits will come forward 
also fo r this se1vice. 
The special call for loggers elicited a mag-
nificent resp onse and many have crossed al-
r eady 'to apply t heir skill and s·trength to 
for estry ' vork a1 hon1e, where they are so muc1h 
needed . 
In the economic field Newfoundland is put-
tin g all its resources at the disposal of those 
directing the struggle. We are providing food 
and ra'v n1aterials, much needed for the 
prosecution of the ~Tar. Finally, N ewfou'nd-
land has, in con1mon with other countries o.f 
the Empire, made big financial sacrifices to 
m eet the heavy cost of the preS'ent conflict. 
I am glad to note that the increase in un-
en1ployment to be observed last winter has 
given way to a Jrtore favourable outlook in this 
rt'spect. I hope that in the more recent returns 
it 'vill be s~hown that unemployment has falleu 
below that of the corresponding· months last 
year. 
In the Budget Speech in July· the Govern-
ment ·s program1ne for meeting the economic 
situation \vas announced, and broadly the Re-
construction policy has been pursued in spite 
of the out.break of war. In pursuance of it a 
great an1ou1nt of road building has been unde·r-
taken in the last six months in almost every 
part of the country; the plans have been on a 
scale 'vhich has not been seen in this country 
for a number of years. Other public works 
have . been pressed forward at the same time, 
and good progress has been made with Land 
Settlement and the development of agriculture. 
In spite of thf· unfavourable outlook as re-
gards the price of fish earlier in t1he year, the 
pr1ce to the fishermen has been maintained 
through the operation of the Government's 
plans. !viueh brighter prospects have now 
opened up, I am glad to say, in the fresh fis1h 
industry. Our exporters are d1spos-ing of large 
quant5.ties i11 the U11ited Kingdom, whilst the 
completion of the Agreement with General 
Seafoods Corporation gives us the anticipation 
8 JOURNAL OF COMMERCE JANUARY, 194'0 
of an industry catering for the United States 
market on the South West Coast. 
Employment in the logging industry has 
grcat~T improved dutring the past year. T·here 
has be.en i11creased activity in several branches 
of the lumber, ne,vsprint and pulp· industries. 
Ne"?foundland is acquiring new markets which 
we hope will be permanently retained. In the 
mining industry there has been a high degree 
of activity throughout the year. The Eearch 
for ne'v industries is being very thoroughly 
carried out \vith the assistance of the Ne'v In-
dustries Committee, representative of numerous 
local interests. 
We have seen progress in many public ser-
vices where such an advance is great:y needed. 
In none has it been more noticeable than in th'e 
sphere of public ;health, whe.~e the effects of the 
years of depression left their deepest mark. 
We have before us a year of struggle, of 
sacrifice, even-it is possible-of hardship. Let 
us stand together in the true s€nse of loya"' ty 
and devotion which has a1ways marked New-
foundland and its people, conscious that th ~s 
conflict is on beha:f of the freedom for wthich 
we here and every part of the British Empire 
stand. 
HUMPHREY WALWYN, 
Governor, 
Vice-Admiral. 
Government House 
' St. John's . 
._ . l--... ·-..c·-·---·-·-·-·-·-·-· ·-·-·-·-·-~--·-·-· --·-·-·--·-·-cO 
1 Mr. Merchant 
STOCK UP WITH 
ROYAL ·DESSERTS 
The best selling Jiellies and Puddings 
on the market 
T. & M. WINTER, IJIMITED, Agents 
(...e.a_a_IJ_U_II_CJ_O_e_e_IJ_II_"_I_II_rt_II_II_O_C,_..~,_.c,_...,_. .............. ~,-~ .. ..-.c ..... n~J--,_..,I_IS_~ 
,.._1_1l_~._..~, -ll_O_I_I_I_I_ •• ~,--.cl_ll_e_Cl_O_Coi_U_~_P_Cl_U_C~,_..~~~., 
INSURANCE 
COSTS • 
REDUCED 
THE DOMINION ATLANTIC INSURANCE CO., LTD. 
THE LOCAL COMPANY 
Issues FIRE-MARINE-AUTO~MOBILE-Insurance Policies 
See about the cost if you "\\1ant to save money. 
A. E. HICKMAN CO., LTD. St. John's Managers 
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The Commercial Y ear---.-...1939. ·:: 
The year 1939 has in many respects been a 
disappoi11t1ng one for Newfoundland. Reven-
ues or Government for the, fiscal year enqed 
June 30th, 190t;, were at record h1gh figures, 
due to improved business conditions applying 
throughout most of 1937 and in early 1~:18 
which latte~r year, due to the lower prices' offer-
ing for nearly all fishery and forest products, 
ended on rather a sombre note. The depressed 
state of world markets applying in ear.ly 1939 
reacted unfavourably on revenues of Govern-
ment and conditions of trade, which were, fur-
ther aggravated by a late Spring with almost 
unprecedented ice conditions on the coast and 
as 'vell by delay on the part of the Govern.ment 
in making s.ettlement under the 1939 Fishery 
Government Scheme and difficulty in arriving 
at a basis for 1939 operations acceptable to 
suppliers in the industry. 
The virtual failure of the sealfishery, lessen-
ed catch and returns from salmon and lobster 
fisl1er~es were further - contributing factors to 
• J 
diminishing trade. 
Completion of construction activities jn mid-
·summer at the N e'vfoundland Airport added 
considerab"!y to unemployment which was off-
set only by a road building programme by the 
(_-}overmne11t and moderate " roods act ivity on 
the part of the operating paper companies at 
Grand Falls and Corner Brook. Mining oper-
ations on an undim~nished sca1e and enlarged 
Rt1ral Reconstrtlet jon activities under Cov·-
ernment sponsorship provided a needed pallia-
tj_ve but not sufficient to check mounting relief 
figures, as evidenced below : 
Number on Reiief 1939 1938 1937 
(A:verage for 9 mos.) 65,722 49,437 50,272 
This situation which existed up to Septem-
ber last has changed only by reason of condi-
tions of vvar whi_ch reacted immediately· in sev-
eral directions but particu,ar1y to the benefit 
of the pulp an'd paper indllstry and asso~iated 
woods work which for 1939-40 season. IS ex-
' . . pected to reach record high proport1ons In a;t 
cstin1~ted r.,lt \)f not l_ess than 750,000 cords. This 
and additional avenues of emp1oyment opened 
Ly the enlistment of forestry, army and navy 
units will more than offset any loss through 
contraction in construction work and Govern-
ment activities, and should result in a lessened 
demand on revenue for relief purposes. The 
impetus given trade has had the effect of .in-
creas.ing G-overnment revenues for the pe~riod 
Julv-November to just over the total for the 
el 
corresponding period in 19·38. 
The codfishery while showing small declines 
in catch for all branches as compared with fi.g-
, J .. ~ 
' : J. 
ures of a year previous, was, under Govern:.. . 
ment Guarantee of minimum prices, a fairl~y ~:~ 
satisfactory one to the fishermen engaged. A '') 
clean-up of Shore and .Bank varieties seems ~ 
ass11red and at prices slightly better on the < 
whole tl1an last year, but lack of demand in 
foreign markets for Labrador cure may result 
in a large carryover, with resultant heavy 
c 1aims under the Government assistance 
scheme. Usually reliable sources say the cost 
of a similar scheme applied to 1938 fishery, waa 
close to three quarters of a million dollars. 
The question of developing new innllstriea 
in Newfoundland is being actively considered 
by a special committee set up by the Govern-
ment under the chairmanship of the Cornmis-
sioner for Natural Resources.. Tl1is committee 
examines the merit<s of anv industrial sclJeme 
... 
which may be submitted by interested promot-
ers and, under certain conditions, the Commit-
tee might recommend financial a1sistance to 
an approved project. It is reported that the 
committee is considering several sche.mes for 
the estab1ishment of ne'\V industries ""hich hold 
promise of fruition. 
In recording belo'\V the activitirs of the dif-
ferent industries of the r.ountry, we omit ref-
erence to the salt codfish trade 'vhich, 'vith 
others, \vhile of the greatest importance to the 
trade of the country as a whole, is fully de-
scribed in separate special articles. 
Herring 
Exports of herring from January 1st t'c 
November 30th, 1939, 'vere as follo,vs: 
Pounds Value 
Pickled Cured ..................... 6,868,296 $199,111.30 
Saltb11lk .................................... 295,880 512 10 
Fresh and Frozen ............ 453,175 4,533.81 
Smoked ................................ M····· 13,263 8·16.20 
7,630,614 $205,00!1.41 
The Scotch cure pack which was larger tl11\n 
the previous t'vo years '\vas sold through the 
'Tit a Food Products, Inc., of N e'v Y orl{, at 
prices satisfactory to all concerned. Simjlar ar-
rangements have been made for the 1939-40 
pack of Scotch cure herring, but with a 15% 
red11ction in the qllantity. This red1.1ction in 
quantity is caused by a carryover of some of 
last year's Newfoundland and other packs of 
herring. However, slightly higher prices than 
last year have ·been obtaine.d, which together 
with the benefi~ of the high premium on Unit-
ed States funds, should compensate packers 
for the reduction in the pack, 
' 10 JOURNAL OF COMMERCE JANUARY, 1940 
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The past year has been an important one for 
the herring industry in this country for two 
reasons. This year saw an experimental pack 
of approximately 2,000 barrels of Matje her-
ring carried out on the Labrador coast. This 
is a special cure of herring vvhich caters to a 
different trade than the regular fall and winter 
pack, and usually sells at higher prices. The 
results of this year's experiment have been 
highly satisfactory and purchasers in New 
York are very satisfied with the quality of the 
herring. It is by no means improbable that 
within the next few years \Ve shall be able to 
build up a profitable industry in this type of 
herring. 
The other important development with re-
gard to herring was the commercial produc-
tion of hering oil and meal by a floating fac-
tory. The factory ship "Lalre Mirafiores '' was 
stationed on the Labrador during August and 
September, and while this venture may not 
have been a financial success, the operators 
have been able to satisfy themselves with re-
gard to the best method of fishing and type of 
gear most s11ited on the Labrador coast~ and 
they believe the prospects for a permanent in-
dustry to be good. From the Labrador coast 
the factory ship moved to Bay of Is1ands 
where very substantial quantities of herring 
are no'v being man11factured. It is expected , _ 
that the boat will move to Fortune Bay from 
Bay of Islands and continue reduction oper-
ations there. If, as appears likely, this indus .. 
try is successful in all these areas, the opera-
t1ons can be carried out for the greater part of 
the year in N e\vfoundland waters to the benefit 
of our fishermen. To the end of Decembe-r 
3,883,785 pound~ of herring meal have beeri 
exported from N e'\Yfoundland at a value of 
$82,988.98. The oil produced by these opera-
tions has not exported as yet. 
Lobsters 
Once again the export of live lobsters shows 
/
a considerable increase, the quantity exported 
alive in 1939 being practi~ally 1,000,000 pounds 
greater than in 1939. However, the quantity 
packed sho"Ts H considerable decrease being 
only 1,926 case~ as compared to 10,800 cases 
packed last year. [ The exports of live lobsters 
in pounds, destination and value were as 
follows:-/ 
Country 
Canada ............................... ·-····· 
U. S. A. . .... -........................... .. 
Pounds Value 
591,862 $ 59,638.61 
1,721,639 202,732.68 
2,313,501 $262,371.29 
.. 
During the past two years a number of 
Fishermen's Co-operative Societies have been 
organized for the marketing of live lobsters, 
'vhich have proved very advantageous to 
the fishermen. Fishermen marketing their 
lobsters through these co-operative societies 
have obtained, in many cases, as muc~ as 3c. 
per pound more for their lobsters than they 
would have done if sold to the ordinary buyers. 
The lobster fishery was extended for a week 
at the end of the season beca11se of the fact 
that heavy storms during the season destroyed / 
much gear and many fishermen lost an oppor- V 
tunity of obtaining a normal season's catch. In 
the affected areas the Government granted free 
asP.ist.anrc pron1ptly by replacing gear, and this 
together with an extension in the season was 
of great assistance to fis~1ermen in recouping 
their 1 osses. 
Dr. \V. Templeman continued his biological 
research into the life history of the Newfound-
land Jobster for the second year. Dr. Temple-
man's st11dies are princinally connected with 
the q11estion of conservation of stocks and to 
determine the most intelligent method of pre-
venting depletion. The results of his work 
during- the past two summers were recently 
published in pamphlet form. 
Salmon 
Exports of fresh and frozen salmon, which 
today comprise practically 90% of the total 
catch, were as follows: 
Country Po11nds Value 
Canada ....................................... 1,253.216 $156.0~2.35 
U. S. A. .................................... 18,506 2,8B4.53 
United I{ingdom ............ 1,551,4 70 238,355.92 
Barbados .................................... 300 60.00 
2,823,492 $397,282.80 
The 1939 sa1mon fishery was very disappoint-
ing. The total q11ant.it3' exporteil fresh and 
frozen was annroximately · 1,400,000 pounds 
less than in 1938. However, due to the short-
age, prices to fishermen were slightly higher 
than in 1938. 
Turbot 
Exports of turbot during the year "'\vere as 
fo1 J'O\VS: 
Po11nds Value 
Pickled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 397,220 $17,144.20 
Sea1flshery 
The seal fishery for 1939 season was virtual-
ly a failure. Seven steamers carrying 1,291 men 
took part in the fishery. The total catch 
amounted to 97.345 seals valued at $149,399.36 
as comnared with 236,747 seals valued at 
$490.642.00 for the year 1938. 
Five Norwegian steamers engaged in the 
sealing industry last season and secured be-
t,Yeen them some 19,500 seals. One German 
boBt 'vas also engaged in seal hunting but 
was damaged by ice and had to abandon oper-
a t ion~. 
Cod Liver OU 
The demand for Newfoundland cod liver oil 
.. 
in the ~pring of the year was very poor and 
• 
• 
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ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN • • -• • 
You will have to stand the cost if it happens to YOU! 
We can protect you against this loss. 
J ANU ARY1 .· 194'0 
In justice to yourself and your family you should have this pro'tection. 
Write for par.ticulars of our policies, stating your age and occupation. 
• ANGUS REID 
I Reid Building 
I 
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• • • • • 
• • • • • 
AGENT FOR 
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ST. JOHN'S I 
The Railway Passengers Assurance Co. 
OF LONDON, ENGLAND. 
i 
All Standard Codes Used I 
JOB BROTHERS & CO., L TO. I 
Cables: JOB, St. J o~hn's. 
ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND I 
Established 1780 
Steamship Own.ers, General Merchants, Agents and Importers 
Exporters of Salt Codfish and all Fishery Products 
FRESH F~ROZEN FISH A SPECIALTY 
Producers of the well known Brands 
. "HUBA Y'' and "LABDOR" BRINE FROZEN SALIV1:0N 
- Agents for ~ 
ROYAL FIRE INSUR.Lt\NCE CO., LTD., Liverpool. 
NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.) of Hartford. 
UNION MARINE and GENERAI.J INSLJRANCE CO. LTD. of Liverpoo~I. _ 
English Correspondents: JOB BR·OTHERS, LTD., Liverpool. 
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the prices offering were lower than for some 
years past, consequently fewer factories than 
usual operated. 'fi11s fact, togetner with a 
poor fis.hery in some sections resu.1ted in a con-
siderably lo,ver production in cod 1iver o1l for 
this season. ri'he lo\v pro,duction during the 
past year \vas unfortunate in vievv of the re-
lle\ved demand for Ne,vfoundland oil at higher 
prices which fol1ovved the outbreak of war and 
the consequent dislocation caused in other pro-
ducing countries, especially Great Britai11, 
"\Vhere many trawlers were taken ~ff for war 
purposes. 
At the end of ther year oil "Tas in active de-
.. 
mand and there wiJl be no carry-over of stocks 
into the new season. 
The trend of the market for the new year de-
pends largely upon the effect of the war on 
other producing countries and while it is rea-
sonable to assume that the production in these 
countries wil~ be curtailed to a certain extent, 
yet the exceedingly high prices which were 
available during the last great war, should not 
be anticipated. 
If present market conditions continu~, how-
ever, it might be wise to open new factories in 
order to meet the existing demand for cod liver 
oil. The standard of· quality should be 
carefully guarded as the prese-nt demand 
might well create permane;nt markets for the 
Newfoundland product. 
Bank Clearings 
The clearing figures of the Banks represent-
ed in St. John's for the year ending November 
30 as compared with the previous year, are 
given below: 
1939 .................................. - ... -..... $57,981,105.21 
1938 ............. ! ......... ~....................... 58,308,860. 67. 
Building Society 
The Newfoundland Building and Loan As-
E>ociation Limited, reports having had a satis-
factory year. This Association, although only 
in its third year of business., has ma~11tained 
the satisfactory progress which the Directors 
anticipated. Since its ince·ption, the Associa-
tion has financed the building of 22 new homes 
for its members, 7 of which have been con-
structed during 1939, involving a totaJ invest-
ed capital of ove·r $60,000.00 
Transportation 
Until the outbreak of the war the various 
steamship lines engaged in the trade of this 
country carried on according to schedule and 
'vith regl1larity. With the exception of the 
European lines, the same conditions exist to-
day. 
Two of the European lines which operated 
from I.1ondon and Continental ports: to St. 
John's have since i!iscontinued their Elervice, 
but ~one service is still maintained from Liver-
• 
pool, 'vith as n111ch regularity as can be ex-
pected in the present circumstances. · 
l Jntil September the port vvas used to a great 
extent by the J:i'rench traw_lers, but this busi-
Iless is apparently finished for the time being. 
llowever, it "~as pleasing to see the appearance 
once again of Spanish trawlers, after a lapse 
of several years. Several Portuguese vessels, 
'vhich 'vere the first for some years, also called 
here. As there are a large number of .Portu-
guese vessels on the Grand Banks each Y.,ear, it 
is hoped that more: will use the port. 
'rhese trawlers and vessels come into St. 
John's for coal, oil, salt, provisions and occa-
sionaly for repairs> and spend quite a consider-
able surn of money in the purchasing of re~­
quired supplies. 
During the year one of the smal~ refriger .. 
ated steamers engaged in the trade of the 
country was stranded, and this vessel has been 
replaced by a larger steamer with increase~d 
cold storage facilities. As the business of re-
frigerated prod~cts, partjcularly frozen fish, is 
shovving consderable improvement, the new 
acquisition referred to has already proved her 
usefulness in connection with this increased 
export trade. 
The transportation facilities provided dur-
ing the past year were adequate and no di:ffi .. 
culties were exper!enced in the handling of 
import or e~xport shipments. 
Comparative statement showing passengers 
and freight handed by railway and Government 
steamers for t!le years ending Jun~ 30th, 1938 
and 1939 are: 
Railway-
1938 
Passengers .................................... 183,216 
Freight-Tons ........................... 592,375 
Steamers-
1939 
146,130 
524,352 
1938 1939 
Passengers . .................... n .................... 45,182 38,400 
Freight-Tons .................................. 70,104 67,17 4 
The foll.owing steamers, operated by the 
Newfoundland Railvvay, performed the various 
coastal services around the island during the 
past season :-
Port aux Basques and North Sydney-S.S. 
~'CARIBOU". 
South West Coast-S.S. "GLENCOE''. 
Placentia Bay-S.S. "HOME". 
Notre Dame Bay and Green Bay-S.S. 
''CLYDE". . 
St. John's tC! Fogo-S.S. "SAGONA". 
Labrador-S.S. ''KYLE". 
St. John's to Humbermouth-Northern Ser-
vice-S.S. ''NORTHERN RANGER''. 
The S.S. ''PORTIA" operated between St. 
John's, South Coast ports and Halifax main-
taining fortnightly service. During the win-
ter the S.S. "NORTHERN RANGER" replaced 
S.S. "PORTIA'' . 
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~----' ><X><X>OCX>O I i i Home modernizing at its best. The Robert Ubi 1 residence in Decatur, Ill., has been made hand-
• somer. It has also been made vastly more com-1 f ortable and economical, thanks to the use of 
i cane fiber insulation. The improved home uses 
' a fraction of the fuel it once did, savin&" its 1 owner money every winter. 
I MANY home owners are missing benefits they should derive from the National Housing Act 1 because they think home modern-
i tzing is like face-lifting-a matter 
, fJf good looks-instead of common 
1.-;ense business economy, according to Bror G. Dahlber5. president of 
' 
.. the Celotex Company. 
Thrifty home owners, he de-l .. lares, hesitate to draw on savings 
i nr borrow money for modernizing 
! oecause they do not realize their 1 dwellings can be made less costly 
i to operate, more comfortable and 
! more healthful to live in. 
Some home improvements, he 
points out, actually pay for them-
selves. Home owners failing to 
take advantage of them are like 
the business man who refuses to 
i make factory improvements that 
! would bring him greater profits. 
Home modernizing jobs that are 
self-liquidating, he believes, rep-
resent an ideal outlet for loans 
from institutions co-operating 
with the Federal Housing Admin-
istration. 
Savings Pay Costs 
There is no better example of 
"self-liquidating'' modernizing than 
home insulation, he declares. In 
many instances, fuel saving over 
a period of years will pay the en-
tire cost of the job. For example, 
tests made by Armour Institute 
show that with cane fiber insula-
tion an average annual saving of 
30 % to 40% in the fuel bill is pos-
sible. A Canadian government sur-
vey shows similar results. 
Insulating only the attic will 
yield annual dividends in fuel sav-
ing ranging from 35 to 124 per 
cent of the job's cost, depending 
on the kind of fuel used, according 
to figures based on computations 
JANUARY, 194'0 
approved by the American Society 
of Heating and Ventilating Engi-
neers. · 
Two types of insulation are 
available. When the material is 
needed solely for insulation, archi-
tects recommend wall-thick in-
sulation such as Celotex rock wool 
batt. This furnishes the maximum 
protection possible within the con-
fines of the standard wall. 
Boards Serve Dual Purpose 
In contrast to this single pur-
pose material, board form insula-
tions may combine two or three 
functions. Cane fiber insulation 
board is made in lath form for use 
as combination insulation and 
plaster base, and in board form 
for use as sheathing and interior 
finish. The boards are made with 
one surface smooth and one tex-
tured to provide a choice of fin-
ishes for interior decoration. 
• 
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The S.S. "BACCALIEU" is expected to be 
in service on the Halifax route early in March, 
and the S.S. ''BURG EO" is expected to be 
in service some time in April on the South 
Coast route, displacing the ''POR'riA'' and 
"GLENCOE'' respectively. 
Three express trains were operated on the 
usual schedule across country during the period 
June to November 5th and since that date, 
but for a change of time in the "OVERLAND 
LIMITED" from 10 am. to 6 p.m. on Sundays, 
'vill continue until the end of the season. 
Beginning January 1st, 1940, two trains per 
weel\: 'vill operate from St. J ohn's-on Mon-
days and Thursdays-returning Mondays and 
Fridays. 
During the. year the express trains, par-
ticularly the "OVERLAND LIMITED", were 
weJl patronized. 
Pulp and Paper 
The outbreak of war and the consequent dis-
ruption of trade from the Scandinavian coun-
tries has led to a rene,ved demand for pulp 
wood and paper on this side of the Atlantic. 
Woods operations in Newfoundland had almost 
closed down in the early fall, but by October 
activities were fully resume·d and upwards of 
5,000 men were then engaged in logging oper-
ations. 
The mill at Grand. Falls is at present worlr-
ing at full capacity and the Ango-Newfound-
Development Company is supplying paper to' 
Great Britain on a large scale, shipments being 
forwarded as frequently as the convoy system 
will allow. 
The Ameri.can market, it is reported, is pre-
pareo to take a .. l the paper that the Anglo New-
fr\11Tlrll!l-nrl nevelopment can supply at the 
present time. 
The Company r.on+1nues to produce 60 tons 
o£ Rlllp hite pulp daily. 
N e'v demand has l1ad a similar effect upon 
the plant at Corner Brook which also operates 
at full capacity. Bowaters are expected to 
complete their projected 1939-40 output of 
400,000 cords, and it has been recently an-
nounced that extensions to the sulphite plant 
at Corner Brool{ are expected to be completed 
by the end of 1940, one year ahead of the date 
set for completion as provided for in the Com-
pany's agreement with the Government. This 
plant is expected to increase the present output 
to 30,000 short tons per year. 
The cutting of pit-props is being actively 
pursued, but due to the lateness of commence-
ment, the outnut is not expected to be more 
than 100/120,000 cords, which amo11nt wi1l not 
be sufficient to meet the demand. It is tho11gl1t 
that upwards of 10,000,000 feet of sawn lumber 
will be produced, part of which has already 
been c.ontracted for by the British Timber 
-
Control Board. The 1939-40. cut is not expect-
ed to be. less than 750,000 cords, 75% of which 
should be logged by December 31. 
A number of enquiries have recently been 
received from British West Indies and other 
p.laces and it is interesting to note that both -
Australia and South Africa have recent~y made 
provisional agreements for admitting New-
foundland newsprint without custqms duty. 
The following. items summarize for the past .-
season, the operations of both companies. 
1. Total output of paper for 11 months end- ~ 
ing November 30th-252,500 short tona. ' 
Export value $12,261,319. : 
2. Average number of men e.mployed in the 
plants (including office sta:ff)-3,100. 
3. Average number of employed in woods 
-2,700. 
4. Average daily rate of production-1,175 . 
short tons. Percentage of capacity-
85%. 
5. Number of cords of pulpwood produced 
during the period-394,000 cords. 
6. Increase in capacity during year-17.2%~ · 
7. No alteration in wage scale. · 
Mining 
General business conditions at Bell Island, 
~the centre of our principal mining operations, 
are reported as less · active than during 19:38. 
This condition was· brought about by the un-
certain state of international affairs and the 
fear that the mines on Bell Island would de-
crease production. 
A considerable number of men were e.m-
ployed on the island in the b11ilding trade and 
. . ' It IS reported that $60,000 was expe.nded on 
construction. · M: ~ 
Up to December 11, 1939, 1,572,555 tons of 
iron ore was mined, and it is estimated that 
another 50,000 tons will be produced be.fore 
December 31 making approximately .1,625,000 
tons for the year 1939. 
The following shipments have been made:-
Gros~ tons 
Germany ........................................................................... 696,628 
Great Britain ............................................................ 168,860 
United States ............................................................ 14,450 
Sydney, N. S. . ............................................................ _ 480,655 
Estimate for balance of season to 
Sydne·y ......................................................... _ ......... . 30,000 
Making a total for the season of............ 1,390,593 
The payroll for the year will approximate 
$2,500,000.00 which is slightly less than last 
year's figures. The ave-rage number of men 
employed for the year was 1,856. 
It is seen from the above figures that some 
250,000 tons of ore are· at present on the sur-
face and vvith thjs considerable quantity to be 
.shipped during the new year and the difficulty 
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II BAINE, JOHNSTON & CO., L TO. 
ST. JOHN'S~ NEWFOUNDLAND 
I 
IMPORTERS, SHIPOWNERS, and GENERAL MER,CHANTS 
AGENTS FOR 
ALLIANCE ASSU·RANCE CO., LIMITED, LONDON 
(Fire Insurance) 
NEWMAN'S CELEBRATED (Newfoundland) P(ORT WINE 
EXPORTERS 
SHORE and LABRADOR CODFISH, HERRING, 
SALMON, LOBS1TERS, COD and SEAL OILS 
Branch at BAT'IU HARBOUR, LABRADOR I 
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ewfoundland ail way 
AT YOUR SERVICE! 
Your Railway is operated in the best interests O'f the people of New-
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in securing tonnage, we hesitate. to make any 
forecast for 1940. 
Other Mining Activities 
No diminution of activities during the winter 
months is expected at the base metals mines at 
Bucha11s which are contro.~.led and operated by 
the Anglo Newfoundland Deve~opment Com-
pany, Ltd., and the American Smelti11g and 
Refining Company. At this plant 700 men are 
employed on · a full time basis. 
Commercial Situation 
It \viii be !loted that last year's record of 
defiei ts .fro1n business failures was the lowest 
'vith the exception of 1937, in the eleven year~ 
recorded belovv. 
Year No. Assets 
]9·29 42 
]930 52 
1931 60 
Liabilities 
$ 560,155 
1,628,315 
630,147 
Deficit 
$ 21n,o95 
994,358 
419,709 
At St. Lawrence on the Burin Peninsula, the 
St. Lawrence Corporation of Ne·wfoundland, 
J..Jtd., continues to export fluorspar on about 
the same scaie as formerly. Shipments for the 
year are expected to exceed 10,000 tons, which 
represents a smal~ increase over the previous 
year. Sales are made to the Canadian and 
American markets. About 100 me-n receive full 
time employ1nent and 40 to 50 "rork internlit-
tently during the season. 
1932 62 
1933 49 
1934 39 
1935 32 
1936 31 
$ 45,307 
633,957 
210,438 
513,431 
99166 
' 114,946 
112,900 
84,029 
21,432 
23,685 
30,879 
1,675,003 
347,732 
373,243 
504,404 
309,435 
100,080 
139,576 
122,798 
1,161,5?2 
248,566 
258,297 
391,504 ' 
225,406 
1937 20 
1938 19 
1~}39 23 
(To Dec. 12). 
78,657 
115,891 
91,919 
The American Fluorspar Company, Limited, 
has carried O:Q. development work all during 
the 1939 season, but it it is not yet known if 
results assure profitable mining operations. 
About 30 men are given employment. 
In Comparative State-ment the Assets have 
been reduced 50% as on realization they sel-
dom exceed that proportion. 
Tourist Traffic 
' Assets and liabilities are as sho,vn in state~ 
ments either filed in court, or submitted to 
meetings of creditors. 
The Newfoundland Tourist Development 
Board gives the following figures for visitors 
to this country: 
Conclusion 
_..,._ 
''rholesale and retail trade. is fair after a dull 
period and \vhile 11nder conditions of \var, it is 
apparent that unusual demands might be creat .. 
ed for some of our products and unemploy-
ment 'vill decrease, these abnormal conditions 
make it difficult to forecast the future with 
any confidence. 
1934 .................. _ ......... _ ...... ··- 6,001 visitors 
1935 ........................ ····- ...... ...... ...... 7' 7~)1 
1936 ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 6.57 5 
1937 -··- ............ ····- ······ ...... ...... ...... 8,206 
1938 ····- ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 7,480 
1939 ................................................ 6,300(approx.) 
............. ? .. '\' ,, .................... . ,. ' .. .. ... .. 
~-.:.. . "' ... .. . .. 
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(PASSENGE~ AND FR_EIGHT SERVICE) 
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. Regular sailings b~tween New ~ o·r~ and St. J o~n 's, N fld., v~a H~li- '; ~ 
fax and St. Pierre, Miq. Through rates ql:lnted to ports m West Indtes and 1 
South America. Excellent Pl:!-Ssenger accommodation available . . For further:· I 
> -. 
- ':" -
information apply to - , 
'"\ .. - - -
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t FURNESS-RED CROSS LINE. FURNESS WITHY CO., LTD. HARVEY & CO., LTD. 
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Operating Freight and Passenger Services between England, Ne\v-
foundland, Canada 1 and United States. 
We also represent the London Assurance Corporation and the Eco-
nomic Insurance Co. Ltd., both long-established and reliable English Com-
panies, and wottld be glad to receive enquiries. 
Furness ithy & Co., Ltd. 
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Secretary's eport 
To the President, Council and Members of the ' 
Newfoundland Board of Trade: 
provi~ed in t~1e proposed Act, should 
vest in or1e official, but the matter of 
regulations to govern broadcastir1g 
material should be at the discretion of 
the Corporation as appointed by the 
Government. 
Sirs: 
During the year 1939, vvhich has been one of 
the most trying and uncertain in recent times, 
those who voluntarily accepted the duties and 
responsibilities associated with appoi11tment 
to the Council, devoted great energy and many 
hours to the 'vork of the Board. 
'Ihe many important subjects dealt with 
during the year are recorded but briefly in this 
report. l11 i10 case1 ho,vever, was action taken 
before, matters on the agenda received very 
careful coi1sideration and prolonged study, 
when the nature of the subject required it. The 
Council often called upon th~ general menlber-
ship to assist in the 'vork of special con1mittees 
on particular Sllbjects and al,vays received a 
ready response. 
Forty-seve.n regular and four special n1eet .. 
ings \vere held \vith an average attendance of 
10.5. 
In accordance with the By-1a,vs, the Council 
co-opted two additional members bringing the 
total to the required fifteen. l\ir. Jam rs Baj rd 
of Messrs. Baird & Co. Ltd. and Mr. I-I. R-. 
Broolres of Messrs. Harvey & Co. Ltd. :were. ap-
pointed. 
The Journal of Commerce 
Members have received quarterly issues of 
the Journal of Con1merce and it is hoped that 
this publication has been of some interest 
and value. The co-operation of advertisers, 
without \V·hich this pub~ication would not be 
possible, is highly appreciated. As a quarterly 
review of the activities of the Council has been 
pub~ished in detail in the Journal, an account 
of the 'vork perform.ed for the past twelv.e 
months is, therefore, limited to a brief sum-
mary of the subjects dealt with. 
Broadcasting Corporat~.on of Newfoundland 
During the. past year the Government pub-
lislled for comme11t and criticism. a. Bill pro-
viding for the establishment of a Broadcasting 
Corporation in Newfoundland, and setting 
forth regtl1 ations for the operation of the 
l~adio Station erected by the Government and 
t.o govern all Radio B~oadcasting in New-
follndland. 
The Cot1ncil careft1lly considered the propos-
P-el Bill and regulations, and a special comrnit-
tee intervie,ved the Commissioner for Finance 
a11d clisct1c;;;sed \vith him the follovving recom-
tnendations: 
(1) It is t1nclesirable that absolt1te at1thority 
for the censorship of broadcasting pro-
grammes and tl1e po,ver to veto a decis-
ion of the Broadcasting Corporation, as 
(2) 
(3) 
That the Corporation (and as the 1\.ct 
then stood 'vith the final control vested 
in the Commissioner for Finance) should 
not have power to make regulations to 
govern the conduct of prograrnmes of 
privately ovvned stations. 
That Section 2 subsection 6 should read, 
''Each Governor shall hold office during 
good behaviour for the period of his ap-
pointment"; the 'vords, which immedi-
ately follows, "but may be remo·ved for 
cause at any time by the Government" 
should be deleted. 
This last recommendation was made with the 
thought in mind that a11 officer or officers might 
be removed by a Government without sufficient 
reason. 
As a result of the committee's recommenda-
tions a Section i11 the Act was deleted which 
stated that in any case in which the Govern-
ment representative on the Broadcasting Cor-
poration may request that action in relation 
to a programme or a matter of broadcasting 
be referred to the Commissioner, such matter 
shall be so referred and the decision of the 
Commissioner thereon 'vill be final. 
Royal Visit 
At the request of the Commission of Govern-
m.en.t1 that a representative of the Board should 
sit upon a committee set up by the Government 
.. for the reception and entertainment of tl1eir 
:rvrajesties the King and Queen, on the occasion 
of their visit to Newfoundland, the Presi.dent~ 
Mr. C. J. Fox, K.C., was appointed to the re-
ception committeee. 
Canning of Rabbit 
rrhe Department of N~tural Res.o11rces pub-
lished 'vith a reqllest for comments, proposed 
regulations with regard to canning of rabbit. 
In reply to this notice, the Council renewed its 
recommendation that canners or packers 
throughout the island should ,be enabled to 
pack all commodities under one license and 
\vith one license number in order to avoid 
dllp1icat1on of inspection and t.o increase the 
effi.cier1cy of the inspection system. At the 
present time the system of granting licenses is 
comnlicated by the fact that a packer of rom-
moditjes such as lobster, rabbit and tinned 
salmon, has to obtain ·a separate license for 
oach commodity, _ 
... -·. . ... -
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i ST. JOHN'S, NE'\VFOUNDLAND ESTABLISHED 1811 I i . I 
i GENERAL MERCHANTS and STEAMSHIP 0\VNERS ~ 
I e 
i I 
i · 'Vholesale and Retail Dealers in . I 
- ' I DRY GOODS, HARD,VARE, GROCERIES, SHIPS' STORES I 
- ' I and HEATING, PLUMBING and BUILDING REQUISITES 1 
I i I Exporters of ! I CODFISH, COD OIL, SEALSKINS and SEAL OIL I 
I I j Agents for- ~ ~ ' I LLOYD'S I I THE LIVERPOOL & LONDON & GLOBEINSURANCE CO.LIMITED I 
~ ' 
1.. I I THE WORLD AUXILIARY INSURANCE CORPORATION) LIMITED -~ ' ' -~ ' t Agents and Distributors for the follo·wing ('Goodrich'' Prcducts I 
' -i RUBBER FOOTWEAR, SIL·VERTOWN TIRES, ! 
- ' I l\ULLBELTING and RUBBER HEELS I I .. ; 0 
' ~ j
. ' i "NEEDLER'S" CHOCOLATES and CONFECTIONERY I-
A ' I ' 'MAPLE LEAF'' FLOUR I 
* ' I Steel and Wooden · Sealing Steamers Suitable for Arctic Exploration I 
i available for Charter. ! 
- I I I t Sportsmen who intend visiting Newfoundland will find no difficulty in ,. 
! selecting their Guns, Ammunition, Fishing Tackle, Food Supplies, etc., I 
! from this firm. Orders carefully packed and shipped to any part o·f the i t c i Island. ! 
~ 0 
' e ~ 8 ! . . i 
I Bowring Brothers, Limited I 
c . 8 
I hn c i . . St. Jo 's, Newfoundland . . 1 
~ . - . . . . . I 
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Sealfi.shery 
Before commencement of the sea~ing oper-
ations for tne l~c)~ season, tne lJ_ounc1l gave 
consideration to the question of provld.Ing any 
reasonao1.e ass~stance to, or facilitating tne 
conauct of tne sealtishery, as prospects ror its 
success 'vere regarded as uncertain, in v1ew of 
the outlook for the sale of sea~ oil and seal 
skins. 
A committee of the Board interviewed the 
Hon. Commissioner for Natural Resources on 
February 10, on this question and it was dis-
cussed subsequently 'vith the l-Ion. Coinmis-
sioner for Finance. 
\Vhile the matter was s.ympathetically re-
ceived by the Commissioners, the Government 
felt unable to extend assistance to the operat· 
ors of the sealing industry, beyond the remis-
sion of the tax of 35 cents per ton on coal im-
ports, ~rhich an1ount represents the Govern-
tnent's share of the total tax of $1.10 per ton. 
'rhe balance of 75c. per ton is paid to the Muni-
cipal Council and operators were unable to 
i11duce the Council to forego its proportion of 
the tax. 
Labrador Fishery 
At the request of the Hon. Commissioner for 
Natural Resources the Fish Committee of tb.e 
Board and the Salt Codfish .L\..ssociation exam-
ined and reported upon a scheme advanced by 
the Chairman of the N evvfoundland Fisheries 
Board for increasing the size of the fish which 
js normally produced from the Labardor trap 
fishery. A lack in the demand for small fish 
as callght on the Labrador, even in marlrets 
'vhich formally took this type of fish, prompt-
ed the proposal. 
The Chairman of the Fisheries Board pro-
posed that the practical solution of this ques-
tion is the substitution of a larger mesh for 
the drying or brailling section of traps, than 
is being used at tl1e present time. If this was 
done he contended, a large proportion of 
small fish 11ow taken 'vould escape. \Vhile a 
longer time for a voyage might be taken, this 
,vould be to the good as fishermen would have 
more time for proper attention to splitti11g, 
salting and curing. Other details regarding 
the proposal "rere outlined by the Chairman. 
'rhe Fish Committee and the Salt Codfisl1 
Association in jts report, pointed out that 
while it is recognized as desirable that the size 
of fish caught on the Labrador by trap fisher-
mell should be increased, it would seem neces-
sary to know whether an increase in the size 
of the mesh of trap netting so as to allow 
smaller fish to escape would, in practiee, res11lt 
in a larger run of fish being caught 'vitho11t 
ut1duly prolonging the period of the voya.ge . 
The report al~o suggested that the question 
has to be determined whether a larger size 
fish actua1_ly inhabits the Labrador :wate~ con-
Sls~ellGly or i11 8U111Clenc quallLliJy. 
'l 'lle report recommenued tnat in order to 
obla1n Borne ev1ueuce on tne quest1on 1t might 
be au v1sao1e .tor tne uovernme11t to prov J.Ue a 
11oater \Vltll traps of altered. mesh and. .having 
guara11teed tne voyage ootain recoras of the 
re~ult! over one or two seasons. lt was also 
suggested that the VIews of nsnerme11, wnose 
pructica.i know1edge would be of value Oil this 
question, might be obtained by the Govern-
nlent throug.n fishermen's J..Jodges and Associa-
tions along the coast. 
Income Tax 
Some time ago the Bo~rd recommended for 
the consideration of the Commissioner for 
~--,inance a rev lj)ion of tlie N e'vfound!and In-
come 'l"'ax Act of 1928. It was then pointed 
out that the present method qf assessing for 
profits tax bears heavily upon those engaged 
in speculative business such as the fishery. It 
'vas advocated that the method of assessment 
in vogue in the United Kingdom shou1d be 
adopted in Newfoundland. 
Under the J?ritish system the tax is based 
on profits earned for the previous year; where 
a loss occurs no tax is payable at the end of the 
follo,ving year, and part of the loss is carried 
forward up to a limit of six years, and is de-
ductable from future p:r:ofits, the result is that 
the taxpayer is asse~sed on his profits less his 
lossesi over a period of six years. 
I.n reply to the Council's representations the 
Hon. Commissioner for Finance outlined cer .. 
tain reasons why, in his opinion, such a change 
might not really be equitable from the point 
of vie\v of the whole body of trade and indus-
try in Newfoundland, or of economic advan-
tage to' the country as a whole. 
The matter has not received further consid-
eration at the time of writing. 
Unstamped Cheques 
A committee of the Board has given consid-
eration to the question of losses incurred by 
business firms which receive a large number of 
unstamped cheques. 
It has bekn advocated by the committee as a 
solution to this problem, that the Banlrs in 
N e'vfoundland be required to sell cheques, al-
ready e1nbossed, to the custo1ners. The com-
mittee made this recommendation to the 
• 
Co1nmissioner for Finance, and later at his re-
quest considered and reported upon certain 
difficulties 'vhich the Commissrioner pointed 
out, mig.ht arise in the operation of such a 
scheme. 
No decision has yet been reached regarding 
the committee's recommendations, as the Com-
missioner is at present making eriquiries in 
England regarding certain aspects of the mat-
ter. 
• . - - ··- - - -. ... ,.J 
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1· Mr. ·Merch"nt! I 
We are direet Importers oi British and I 
American Dry Goods and Notions I 
. . 
1
-_ Before purchasing your requirements 
for this year's business it will pay .')p(Jlt I to visit our. store, inspect our stock and 
1 compare pr1ces. 
I 
I 
I 
More Pleasure 
More Convenience 
With a New 1939 
PHIL CO 
I 
' 
I 
I I I I 
Superb new Philco engineering achievfl- I 
ments including instant, trouble free 
Electric Push Button Tuning, no'v bi-ing 1 
you more radio enjoyment t1han you' ever I 
dreamed possible. Performance hitherto 
unkno'\\rn, cabinet beauty beyond com-
pare. See these sensational ne'v Philcof; 
now on display . 
STRICTLY WHOLESALE 
I I . . 
1 The British Import Co. 1 
Priced from 
.. $43.50 up 
1 169-·171 Water Street I 
• • ·:·~(~,....,....~,...,~,,....~~,.._.~,...(~...U·i'· 
The Royal Stores, Ltd. I 
I Sole Agents J 
·:·,~~~~,....,~,_.,,....(,....(,....(,....( .... ( .... ( .... (,...(~ .... Q·:· 
~ ~ ....Cl....C~l~~)41111H~~··· •!•() ...... )~0.-..c~~~~ ·:·· 
r·------ ' .I 1, Chrysler--..Plymouth-D·eSoto a,: I . I . I PASSENGER CARS i 
Diamond-T- Fargo -Plymouth 1 
ROOFING 
PLUMBING SUPPLIES 
COPPER PIPE 
and 
FITTINGS, ETC. 
-------------------------
I 
JAMES C. CRAWFORD I 
COMMERCIAL CARS an:l TRtJCKS 1 
Trico ---- Fulton ---- Vulcan 1 
Perfect Circle 
AT.JTO PARTS and ACCESSOR.'~ES I 
Cro~ey 1
1 RADIOS-REFRIGERATORS- ,~ 
WASHING MACHINES I 
National--- Ken-Rad ---lea--- 1 
Bliley 1 
RADIO PARTS and ACCESSORIES I 
I DeVry I 
I PROJECTORS - CAMERAS - I 
SOUND EQUIPMENT I · 
WRITE US FOR ILLUSTRATED 
CATALOGUES AND PRICES I 
MARSHALL MOTORS, LTD. I 
SUDBURY BUILDING I 
I WATER STREET WEST, ST. JOHN'S I • P. 0. BOX 634 I 
··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-Q-~-Q-Q_G_Q_O_O_U_Q~ 
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Customs Examination 
~ 011 behalf of members who made represeil· 
tations to the Board, the Council in~ormed the 
Chairman of the Board of Customs of com-
p1a.111ts received regarding delay experienced 
,in having goods examined at the Customs 
.. Warehouse. It was stated that the de~ay in 
·having goods examined often causes consider-
:able inconvenience, and is due to an insufficient 
·:number of assistants in the examining ware-
hous.e. 
~- After consideration of this question the 
·council recommended that the staff at the 
Central Examining Store should be perman-
ently augmented and a~so urged that Customs 
clerks at the Station anrl Docks might be em-
_{>Owered to assess _certai11 goods, thereby reduc-
ing the quantity requiring to be sent to the ex .. 
· 'a mining store. 
The Chairman of the Board of Customs was 
·not satisfied that sufficient grounds existed to 
justify the pe~anent augmentation of the ex-
isting staff and maintained that delays in the 
examination of goods occur only at certain 
peak periods and at such- t~mes, officers would 
. be diverted to the examining store. He express-
ed his desire to provide the: trade with a satis- · 
factory service for the examination of goods. 
Fishery Supplies 
'rhe Council con-sidered the depressing effect 
upon the general trade of the country whicl1 
in the Spri11g of last year, 'vas altgrnented by 
-the delay of the Government in announcing its 
policy regarding the prosecution of the fish-
ery for the 1939 season. 
The Council instituted an inquiry amongst a 
·large number of suppliers and informed tl1e 
Government that the prospects for a vigoro11s 
prosecutio11 of the fishery were not encouraging. 
On the contrary, under the precarious condi-
tion existing at the time, it appeared that 
- there would be considerable curtailment of 
fishery operations. It was also pointed out that 
n heavy carry over of ol~ fish from 1938 ¥vas 
still on hand. 
The delay in payme11t of accounts o'ving Slip-
pliers under the Government guarantee scheme 
left some suppliers 'vith a lack of . f\1nds for the 
ne'v season's operations. 
It was urged upon the Government that a 
. prono11ncement of its policy for the forthcom-
. ing year was eagerly awaited and should be 
. rnade as soon as possible. 
'rhe Government in reply to the Board's re-
presentations~ stated itself as being fully aware 
of the feeling of suppliers in thi-s regard, and 
requested the Board to nominate one or two re-
presentatives to co-operate w1tii the Salt Cod--
. fish Association and the co-ordinating commit-
. tee in discussing the policy contemplated by 
. the Government. . . 
On May 1st, the Hon. Commissioners for 
. ~ . -~.  . ... ... ; - - . .. - .. -
Natural Resources and Finance attended a 
special meeting of the Council and discussed 
infor1nally the prospects for the 1939 season 
and the proposed policy of the Government 
for a-ssistance to the fisheries. 
A committee of t'vo was appointed, which 
took part in the discussion of the Govern-
1ne11t's fishery policy as subsequently adopte·d 
and as described elsewhere in this publication. 
Tariff Regulations 
During the year the Council received coin-
plaints from members of the Board regarding 
lack of uniformity in tariff regulations. With 
a view to dealing vvith the various cases where-
in there appeared to be cause for dissatisfac-
tion, the Council addressed a circular letter to 
j!nporters, requesting them to bring to the at-
tentioil of the Council any instances or matters 
of Customs regulations which, in their opinion, 
are worthy of consideration and adjustment. 
A sufficient number of replies to this circular 
to justify any action by the Council, were not 
received. 
Lake Melville Operations 
rrhe Council interested itself in the proposal 
o! Mr. G. H. Davidson for development of a 
timber area 011 the Labrador near Lake Mel-
ville, and on June 9, Mr. Davidson attended .a 
special meeting of the Council and outlined ill 
detail plans in mind for the export of timber 
from this area. 
Some months later an aeroplane iri. which 
Mr. Davidson was flying to Labrador becan1e 
lost and has not since been heara of. We record 
here our deep regret at this unfortunate acci-
. dent and express our ardent hope for Mr. 
Davidson's safety. : 
Partridge Beiry Trade .. 
The Council appointd a committee to discuss 
vvith the Department of Natural Resources the 
question of setting a date before vvhich l)art-
rjdge Berries should not be picked. 
The Wild Frt1it Act under which a picking 
date -vvas set from season to sea-son, was repeal~ 
ed in 1934, on the grounds that it could not 
be enforced. Based on last season's experienc·e 
ho,;vever, it was felt that some assistance fro~ 
· the Government in the form of regulations, was 
necessary in order to eliminate the picking of 
unripe berries. .. 
At the suggestion of the Department a·n 
ARsoeiation of exporters was formed and 
was given authority to set a date before whic·h 
it is illegal to pick partridge berries. While 
exporters express goratification at this action it ~ , 
is tholl!!ht that the f11ll value of the ne"\v reg11la-
tion will not be felt until next season . 
Memorial Sunday 
First Vice-President H. G. R. Mews attended 
the ceremony at the War Memorial on Sunday, 
' . 
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WATER STREET ST. JOHN'S, NFLD. I BAIRD BUILDINGS Branches at MARYSTOWN, P.B., and BELL ISLAND, C.B. 
IMPORT~RS OF 
Dry Goods, Millinery, Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Ladies', Misses' and Chil· 
dren's Wear, Men's and Boys' Wear, Stationery and Hardware, Etc., 
Provisions, Feeds, Flours, Groceries Molasses,, Paints, 10ils, Varnish· 
es, Etc. 
E:XPORTERS OF 
Codfish, Cod Oil, Lobsters, Herring, Dtied Fish and all Fishery products. 
Age-nts for The "Northern'' Assurance Co., Limite,d, London, England. 
"MARCONI" RADIOS 
I 
I 
~~· -o -n-.r,.., ..~-.illk....,.,~._. . _ . ~,~·~~·1111H~~·1111Hl~l~~~~~c~~~~~~~~)1111H~•:4 
I STEERS LIMITED 
Warehouses and Wharves:-
387-389-391 Water Street, St. John's, Nfld. 
EXPOR1~RS ·Codfish and General Ptroducts 
IMP~O~RTERS-Provisions, Groceries and Dry Goods 
AGENCIES 
LEA 'l"'HER, SOLE .................................................................................... -············ ............ Charles Bromley & Son 
CREAM .................................................................................... Dan~sh Dairy Industry and Export Co. Ltd. 
~.,IJ() UR ............ ............. ...... ..... ............ . ...... ................. ... ........ , ·········~·· ...... ......... In terna tiona! Milling Company 
LEATHER, SOLE .................................................................................... Anglo-Canadian Leathe~r Company 1 
CLEANSE11.S and LYES ...................................................... .............................. B. T. Babbitt, Incorporated 1 
SAIJT, TAB IJE and DAIRY ........ ... ............ ·····-····· ............ ............ ............ ............ Western Salt Company · I 
0IL CLOTHES ............ ........................ ................................................ .................................... J. F. Creaser Co. 
SHOI~TENING and LARD ............................................................................................. Southern Oil Co. I_Jtd. 
El.JECTRIC BULBS ........................................................... .. : ............ ........................... Hygrade S~'lYa11ia Corp. 
BArrTERIES, STORAGE ...................................................................................................... Globe Union Inc. 
\V OOD PRESERVATIVES ........................................................................ Osmose Wood Preserving Co. 
J> AINTS, VARNISH, EN AMEI.JS, ETC. ·······~···· ........................................ ........................... Burrell & Co. 
RADIOS ................................................ ............ ............................................................ Zenith Radio Corporation 
ENGINES, DIESEL .............................................................................. Bolinders Company, Incorporated 
BOLOGNA ...................... n •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Dumarts I . iimited 
1 INSURANCE, FIRE ........................ .................................................................. Underwriters Lloyds, London LIFE .................................... ~ ........... -··············· ........................ Dominion Life Insurance Co. 
. MARINE ·····-··· .. ·········- ............ _ .......... World Marine and General Insurance Co. I 
••••••~o411•c..-..~~~..-c~~,.....,_.~,.....~...-.<)_..O_..I~~· o-a-u-u-1~)-U-~~-lJ- •filii ~ 
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July 2, and on behalf of the Board placed a 
wreath on the Memorial. 
transmitted to .. the Curling merchants from 
whom representations \Vere received, wit.l1 a 
request for their further comments, but no 
Spanish Trade further representations have been made by 
During the year the Council lrept in mind them to the Council. 
the question of reoper1ing trade with Spain , 
and also the possibil1ty of l1quidating payments Commerc=al Education 
owing Ne,vfoundland shippers by Spanish buy- Early in the year a special committee was 
ers. appointed to consider the question of New-
The Council was informed bv the Ne,vfound- foundland's facilities for Commercial Educa-
., 
land Fisheries Board that the n1atter has been tion. The COJnmittee discussed this question 
actively considered since the close of the Span- 'vith the Presldent of the Memorial Universit~r 
ish \\Tar and tbis matter, together \vith the College, and was informed subsequently that 
question of liquidating debts, is at present the co1lege authorities have favourably consid- · 
receiving special attention. ererl the q11estion of proyjfling subJects on mat-
ters of a practical commercial nature in the 
Ne\v Commissioner for Natural Resources college curriculum for 1940, · . 
Upon the app()intment of. the Hon. J. H. 
Gorvin, C.B.E., to the Newfoundland Commis-
sion of Government as Commissioner for Nat-
ural Resources, the Council conveyed its com-
pliments to Mr. G·orvin, and informed him that 
the facilities and services of the Board are at 
his disposal, and at any time that the Council 
can be of assistance on matters 'vithin its pur-
vie,v, it wou 1 d be most. happy to co-operate in 
every po&sible way. 
Coastal Regulations 
A committee of the Board is at present con-
sidering the question of coastal regulations in 
tl1eir applieatjon to sailing vessels ca.rry'ing 
fishermen to Labrador in pursuit of their call-
• In g. 
It is felt by certain vessel o'vners that some 
of these regulations are an unnecessary incon-
. 
:ven1ence. 
Customs Fac:Iit!es at Curling . 
, . 
A commuilication 'vas received from mem-
bers of the Board and other mercha11ts at 
Curli11g, statil1g that Customs facilities at that 
place are insuffic~ent for the purpose of hand-
ling- satisfactorily the Yo111me of trade there, in 
co1npli.ance vvith ordinary customs reglllations. 
The co1npla~nt was based on the fact that a 
Customs official_ serves Cl1rling only on a part 
time basis, an.d on many occasions wh.en his 
services are reqt1ired at Curling he may be 
doing d11ty at the Corner Brook offiee. 
The Co11ncil toolr this matter up ~rith the 
Chairman of the Board of Customs and recom-
mended that a Cllstoms official, on a full time 
basjs, be appointed at Curling. 
The Chairman of the Customs Board co:Q.Sid- · 
ered this matter and gave reasons in. s11pport 
of the contention that the appointment of a 
C11stoms official on a full time basis js not jus-
tified either from the standpoint of revenue or 
from the vie\vpoint of the need of adequate 
~racilities for the trade of importers and ex-
porters at Curling. 
The views of the Customs Chairman were 
Lobster Exports 
'fhe Council addressed a letter to the De-
partnlent of Natural Resources, stating that 
informal advice had been received by export-
ers of lobsters in St. John's, to the effect that 
the possibility exis.ts of increasing the French 
quota of Ne,vfoundland lobster imports, should 
official representations be made to the proper 
author~ties in France. 
The Department agreed to investigate this 
question bllt owing, no doubt, to the outbreak 
of 'var the rnatter has not been pursued fur-
ther. 
General Meetings 
• .I ~ • .. -
Immigration: On March 23. the F.Ion. Com-
.1nissioner for Finance addressed a well atteild-
ed genera1 meeting of the Board on the subject 
of Canadiar1 rules and regulations with regard 
to the emigration of Newfoundlanders to Can-
ada. The Commissioner's speech should be most 
ttseful to an)rone planning to enter Canada to 
take up permanent residence. As the text of 
the address. has already been published no fur-
ther reference here is necessary. 
Education: During Educational Week a 
general meeting of the Board was addressed 
by ltev. Brother 0 'Hehir, President of the 
N e\vfoundland Teachers Association. The 
speaker dealt with the subject, "Environment 
as a Factor in Education." The address 'vas 
broadcast and was heard with great interest by 
the meeting and throllghout the country. 
Budget St>ee·ch: In accordance with the 
practice adopted by the Comm;ssionr for 
Finance, the Bud~et Speech of the Commission 
of Government for the financial year 1939-40 
was delivered before a generaJ meeting of the 
Board on Jl1ly 3 . 
New Taxation: On November 20, the Com-
missioner for Finance, in a broadcast speech 
before a general meeting, outlined proposals 
for r r rtain increases in taxation . to be imposed 
.for the purpose of raising revenue to enable 
Newfoundland to invit~ the British Govern-
• 
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·INfORM TION about Business and 
Investments iri Canada and Newfoundland 
Canada's foremc,~t national newspaper, THE FINANCIAL POST, brings to Newfoundland's lead-
ing merchants, business executives and investors every week a c.omprehensive review of Canadian 
activities in business, finance, investments and public affairs .... and to its thousands of Canadian 
readers news of developments in Newfoundland. Of special interest to investors who subscribe to 
SURVEY OF MINES, 1939-40, contains the 
.most complete information regarding the mines 
qf Canada and Newfoundland available in per· 
ma.nent form.. All operating properties and de· I vcloping companies fully covered; exclusive 
- maps. Size 12 '' x 9' '-280 pages, price per copy: 
postpaid, $2.00. 
The Post is the Investment Enquiry Service, 
pro vi ding replies by personal letter to their 
enquiries regarding Canadian securities. This 
service is free. Of further interest are the sub-
sidiary publlcations described at the left. 
Subscription price of The Post 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
SURVEY OF CANADIAN OILS, 1939, is a 
eomplete analysis of oil and natural gas com-
panies and syndicates. Every operation, details 
of properties, drilling contracts, royalties are 
given. ·Maps and charts fully illustrate the 
text. Size 9'' x 6' '-over 200 pages, price per 
copy, postpaid, $1.00. 
is $5.00 a year. 
Address the Newfoundland Editor 
481 University Avenue 
- CANADA I 
. I ''!•,~<,_.,~~<~~,_.,,...,~,_.,,...,~<~._.,,...~~,_.,,...,,._.,...,~...,_.,_.,~._...,_...._._.,,._,,...~~,-c.~• 
BUSINESS YEAR BOOK and Market Survey 
1940, contain~ more than 70:000 facts in the 
most up-to-date survey obtainable of the trade 
anti comn1ereo of Canada and Newfoundland. 
Manv charts and other illustrations enhance the 
usef{ilness and value of this book. Size 12 '' x 9 '' 
price per copy, postpaid, $2.00. TORONTO • 
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1 For BetteT' Walls and Ceilings II 
I First introduced into Newfoundland in 1921. Now Plastergon Sales far I 
1 . exceed all other brands of similar manufacture combined. I 
t . . . -1 Note the following Plastergon points: 
11
1 
! (1) It is made of Long Fibred North American Spruce-Real Lum-
1 ber reconstructed.-perfected I 
(2) It is heavily sized front and back-moisture resistant-ready for 1
1 the brush. 
(3) It is packed in strong steel-bo·und waterproof packages - danger 
of breakage in transit eliminated. 
t PLASTERGON is also an Insulator against the passage. of heat and cold. 
I Distributed in Newfoundland by I I HORWOOD LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED. I 
I· PLASTERGON WALLBOARD COMPANY I 
I ",·,· -.: .. · '.. BUFFALO,N.Y. . . . ·., ' I 
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ment to withhold certain grants payable in 
dollars at a time \vhen sterling might be con-
served \Vhere possib~e for Britain's war pur-
chases abroad. 
, Railway Freight Service 
In 1938, the Council di~scussed with the Ra~l­
way Management the need for i~proved fac.Il-
1ties for the acceptance of fre1ght .:and 1ts 
carriage to rail and bay points. An additi?nal 
frei(J'ht shed 'vas recommended and has since beer~ built. Other suggestions were made by a 
special committee of the Board regarding the 
re-arrangement of freight schedules. 
On J11ly 10, the Railway :rvt:anageme~t ~d­
dressed a circ11lar letter to the trade 'vh1ch ln-
dicates that the points then raised by the 
committee have received attention. 
Government Purchases 
On many occasions during recent years, the 
Council has recommended to the Department 
of Public 1Jtilities that in the purchase of flour 
and tea for distribution. as relief, orders should 
be placed 'vith local dealers and not thro~g~ 
the C~ro\vn Agents. As a result of the Council s 
representations the Department agreed to 
invite tenders for tea from local de~lers as ~veil 
as the Cro,vn Agents. Orders for tea have s:nce 
been p1aced locally. 
Similar procedure regarding the purchase of 
''dole" flour has been adopted by the Depart-
ment at the Council's insistence, except In so 
far ~s the Department, in calling for tenders 
for '' ilole'' flour, has invited only agents for 
Eng]ir.h n1.ills tu quote o?- the grounds t~at 
Canadian flour has not 1n the past complied 
accurately 'vith snecification as laid down by 
the Department of Publ~c Health an~ yrelfa~e. 
From the viewpoint of the Council s des~re 
that agents for Canadian as well as Engl.Ish 
mills should l1ave an opportunity of c?mpeting 
on an equal basis for Government business, the 
Commissioner for Public Utilities was asked to 
reconsider the question of receiving tenders 
for Canadian as 'veil as English flour. 'Fhe 
Commissioner agreed to this recommendation, 
on the condition that independent laborato.ry 
certificates acceptab 1 e to the Gove:r:nment, . giv-
ing assurance that flour conforming. strictly 
with the specifications, can be supplied . from 
Canada. 
On the Jast occasion on which the Govern-
me~t purchased a large quantity of fl~ur .for 
distribution as r elief, all agents 'vere InVIted 
to tender. · 
Conception Bay Mail Serviee 
The Council received representations from a 
member of the Board stating that the maH. 
~ervice from St. John's to points around C?n-
ception Bav is 11nsati:;;factory and su!!gest1ng 
that the Department of Posts and Telegraphs 
might consider despatching mail to and from 
St. John's over this route by motor truck. 
The suggestion was taken up with the Secre-
tary for Posts and Telegraphs, who made a 
very careful examination of the proposal and 
submitted a full report to the Council contain-
ing facts and figures, in view of which it was 
decided that the institution of a mail servce by 
motor truck as suggested, is not practical at 
the present time. 
At the request of other members, the Coun-
cil brought to the attention of the Posts and 
Telegraph authorities from time to time and 
had investigated, several instances of delay ex-
perienced in deliverj~ of mail. 
Local Merchant Marine 
A special committee was appointed to ex-
amine the possibilities of reviving a local mer-
chant marine. A considerable amount of data 
has been collected on this subject but up to 
the present time the committee has not been 
nb1e to present a report. 
Avalon Telephone Act 
During the year the Government published 
an Act, providing for the establishment, by the 
A val on Telephone Company, of certain Wire-
less Telephone Services, for comment and 
criticism. The Council gave the proposed leg-
jslation its attention and pointed out to the 
Government that und~r the proposed measure 
any licensed broadcasting company, other than 
the Broadcasting Corporation or Government 
Station, is precluded from using the services 
of the Avalon Telephone _.Company. 
The Government in reply stated that no such 
r~striction was intended under the Act, and 
the wording \vas amended accordingly. 
Shop Closing Act 
The Government published for comment and 
criticism in the daily press an Act to govern 
closing hours a~d other matters in relation 
to shops. 
A sub-committee· of the Board examined the 
proposed regulations and submitted a report 
to the Council which was adopted and for-
\varded to the Secretary of the Commission of 
Government. 
Eeonomic Situation 
A Committee has been occunied during the 
year with the study of economic conditions in 
the island in their broad aspect, and the ques-
tion of unemployment in St. John's. 
These matters are still under review at the 
time of writing. 
Immigrat;'on Regula~ons 
The Council made representations to the 
In1miQ'ration Department emnhasizing the ad-
visability that some check should be made on 
the activities of aliens il! Newfoundland who 
. 
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(Newfoundland) Limited 
MAKERS OF Ql.TALITY TOBACCO PRODUCTS 
CIGARETTES 
Wings 
Players .. -
Go·ld Flakes 
Richmond Gem 
Royal ·Blend 
Flag 
Zephyr 
CUT SMOKING 
Big Ben 
Bugler 
. Target · 
PLUG 
·Beaver 
Black Duck 
American Banker 
British Colonel 
Imperial 
Ivy 
Stars and Stripes 
• 
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TeStimonial . from A Real Burglar- I 
. . I 
· George Styles, leader of a gang of . _New York yeggmen, was being grill- I 
. . 
ed recently after a ·strirtg of jobs on a nationally-known chain of grocery I · stores: "We ~peci~ized in S-and S-s~ores" he confessed, "because they 
. 
Nine o·ut of ~very ten burglaries are committed under coyer of DARK-
NESS.. Night ligl1ts strategically placed in homes and shops, are as effec-
1· tive as levelled pistols .. 
I 
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in certain cases may subject the public to fraud 
or exert other undesirable influences, and en-
quired as to what regu1atio~s are in force re-
garding the matter. 
The information was provided by the· Chair-
man of the Customs Board, that regulations 
made under the Immigration Act 1926 had 
lapsed, and the question of the introduction of 
a nev{ Aliens Act, more in consonance with the 
requirements of the present time· have been re-
ceiving the careful consideration of the Gov-
ernment Department concerned. In the mean-
while, u11der the direction of the Commission 
of Government, the lfi\migration Department 
exercises strict supervision and does not permit 
the lan.ding jn this country of any person (other 
than persons of the tourist class) proposing 
to engage in occupations for which Newfound-
landers are available or to engage in any trade 
or business '\vhich '\vould be in competition 
with any established concern. 
Information as to the . landing of any aliens 
is conveyed to the Chief of Police and their 
whereabouts and activities wl1ile in this 
country are known to his Department. 
British Industrie·s Fair 
Suggestions and criticisms were received by 
the Collncil throllgh a member of the Board 
regarding the Newfoundland exhibit at the 
British Indllstries Fair. The observations re-
eeived "'\vere conveyed to the Commissioner for 
1-Iome Affairs and were brought to the atten-
tion of the Trade Commissioner in London. 
Canadian Freight Rates 
A member of the Board asked the Council to 
take up with the Canadian a11thorities the 
matter of Canadian railway freight. rates 
eharged on goods imported by Newfoundland. 
It was pointed out that on certain c.lasses of 
goods, importers here pay the Canadian domes-
tic railway rate and do not receive the special 
export freight rates allovved on goods freight-
ed to the Atlantic coast for export, which are 
accorded to other countries. 
The Council instituted an enquiry amongst 
importers as to their views, but as it appeared 
that the special Canadian export freight is 
received on the goods principally importe,d 
from Canada, and that the higher freight 
charge applies only to certain isolatecl commo-
dities, the matter was not proceeded with. 
Companies Act 
A special committee of the Board carefully 
studied the proposed Bill entitled An Act to 
Amend and Consolidate the Law relating to 
Companies. 
The Committtee presented· the Commissioner 
for Justice with a report '\vhich was approved 
by the Council, recommending that the legis-
lation should not be proceeded with on the 
g_rounds that the· proposed Act is too cumber-
some and 1s unsULtao}.e to local business con-
ditlons. lt was po1nted out that certain amend-
ments to t.he liompanies Act as at present 1n 
force, would make 1t tulJ.y 1~ consonance w1th 
present requirements ana woUld eliminate the 
11ecess1ty for rep_1ac1ng the present Uompan1es 
Act With an ent1~e1y n~.w and complicated 
measure. 
Railway Freight Service 
.A representative of the Council discussed 
''?~h th~ Railway l\lanagement the responsi-
bi1_Ity of the Ra11'vay in cases ,vhere O'Oods 
shipped _from St J oh~'s might be claim:d as 
not h~v1ng been delivered to the, cons.ignee. 
He pointed out that in some cases claims nave 
been made upon the shippe:r for goods undeliv-
ered, and that no prope~ record seemed to be 
held by the~ Railway. 
'rh~~ Rail.way lVlanagement pointed out that 
prac~Ical difficulties encountered by the coastal 
.servic~, Sllch ~s boats calling at places vvhere 
there IS no ~ail,vay Agent or pubJic wharf and 
perh.aps at Irregular hours, made it almost im-
possible to obtain receipts on delivery of 
goods. 
It was agreed that in view of the nature of 
parts of the route serviced by the Railway 
and the difficulties to be contended with the 
number of complaints received has bee~ re-
markably few. 
Municipal Assessment 
c.orrespondence was received from ce.rtain 
business estabJ~s~ments in St. John's pointiilg 
out that a r_evision by the Municipal Council 
of t~e appraisal, value of their prope:rty result-
e?, Ill manr cases, in greatly increased Muni-
Cipal taxation. · 
This .~atter was taken up with the Municipal 
authorities ~nd the Council \Vas informed tha~ 
the only body. e.mpowered to deal 'vith appeals 
from the deciSion of the appraisers is the 
~ourt of Revision, and that any representa-
tions from property ovvners would be consid-
ered by them. 
• 
United States Neutrality Act . 
Upon the passing of the United States Neu-
tralit~ Act, _the Council '~as able, through 
the kind assistance of the American Consul 
General in St. John's and Messrs. Harvey & 
Co. Ltd., Agents for the Furness Red Cross 
:L.i~e, to obt~in an. in~erpretation of the pro-
VISions of this Act In Its application to Ne~w­
foundland importers of American goods. · 
It was learned with gratification that the 
Neutrality Act does not seriously inconveni-
ence Newfoundland firms trading with the 
United States. 
General Seafoods Agreement 
Negotiations between the Government and 
General Seafoods Corporation were renewed 
\ 
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You Sell For~ 
Is it fo·r the workers of Japan or Germany, Czecho-
slovakia or Russia ·that you are selling, or are you 
selling 
Made-in-Newfoundland Goods 
and so h:elping the wage-earners of ·your own 
country, It is their dollar that co~mes back to you 
in trade . , ..... 
MARVEN'S 
BISCUITS 
Made Rich and Nourishing with 
the. Finest Ingredients 
BAffiD & CO. LTD. 
Agents 
I 
I 
I Water Street East I 
· I I 
.:. 
·+,~~....,.,_,n_,_,~,...,~ . 
.. ~ - "' .. .& ._ • \,.,j,o ,. 
H~s not advanced ir1 pr~ce. 
ESTABROOKS ORANGE 
PEKOE TEA 
ThE- best bargain you can 
stoek today 
()rdrr yoltr s11pply now 
. 
T. H. ESTABRO~KS GO .. liMITED 
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early in the year and in ~uly the text of the 
proposed Agreement was pub~ished with a re-
quest for comments and criticisms. 
While this agreement did not contain many of 
the recommendations made by the Board in its 
Memorandum of March 4, 1938, as referred to 
in our previous Annual Iteport, certain recorn-
mendatlons by the Board of very great im-
portance, 'vere accepted and embodied in the 
Agreement. 
'rhe .Council, ne!vertheless, studied the re-
vised agreement carefu)ly and on August 15, · 
1909, having obtained an extension of time 
during which public comment would be receiv-
e.d, presented the GovernUlent with a Memor-
andum which concluded with the following re-
commendations. The Memorandum was for-
warded by the Government to the Dominions 
Office. 
"The country does not receive and is not 
likely to receive commensurate· returns for 
the concessions and p_rivileges proposed to 
be conferred upon the promoters : 
The rights of local industrialists engaged 
in similar ventures and the rights. of other 
local manufacturers are not properly safe-
.guarded,_ nor given that degree of protection 
to which they are entitled, and 'vhich was 
assured to them both by the Government 
a.nd the Secre·tary of State- for the Domin-
• lOllS. 
The concessions both financial and other-
wise including tariff exemptions, freedom 
from future and present taxation, import 
and export duties, as mentioned and from 
the coastal laws and regulations, the right 
to maximum drawbacks, and the exclusive 
privileges proposed to be conferred upon the 
Corporation, are far too extensive, and quite 
unjustified. In that they discriminate as 
against local concerns and in their effect may 
· prove disastrous to the business of local 
operators, they are unsound in principle, 
and s.hould be disallowed. 
We consider that the General Seafoods 
Corporation should be confined in its oper~­
tions to the Treaty Coasts of Newfoundland 
and Labrador, and should not be permitted 
• • • to utilize or enJOY any concessions or priv-
ileges conferred upon it for the purpose of 
establishing an enterprise~ within these lim-
its, in anyway outsi.de that area, particularly, 
in competition with established industries. 
For these reasons 've are of opinion that 
the agreement in its present form should not 
be confirmed. 
In view of the seriousness of the situation, 
we strongly advocate, in repetition of our 
prev1ous recommendations in that behalf, 
that before proceeding further in the matter 
the Government should call into conference 
representatives of local industries, who are 
so vitally concerned and whose inte:rests may 
be so prejudicially affected in the premises." . 
On December 2, the Co11ncil again wrote. the 
Government enquiring as to the position of the 
proposed agreement and conveying the Coun-
cil's opinion that in view of the need at the 
present time for national economy, and the 
greatly increased operations in the fresh :fish . 
business now contemplated by local cold stor-
age companies, the expenditure of $200,000 to 
which by implementing the agreement, the 
Government would be committed, is not justi-
; 
fie d. 
In reply to this l~.tter the Government stated 
in a letter dated December 7, that the represen-
tations which have been received were careful-
ly considered by the Commission of Govern-
ment and the Secretary of State for Dominion 
Affairs who approved the execution of the 
Agreement and the passage of the Bill for its 
confirmation, and that the Bill had, therefore, 
passed all its stages and become law. 
Outbreak of the War 
Immediately upon the outbreak of the war, 
the Council addressed a letter to the Commis-
sion of Governmeut enq11iring as to measures 
vvhich the Government proposed for the ass11r-
ailce of sufficient supplies and proper distri-
bution of essential food comn1odities, and ex-
press~d the desire of the Council to co-operate 
\vith the Government in every possible way 
in dealing with any difficulties which might 
arise as a result of unforseen circumstances. 
The intentions of the Government were sub-
sequently published under the Defence Act, 
and a Food Control Board was set up. 
The Cot1ncil later convened a meeting of the 
larger dealers in foods and provisions from 
'"h~h a standing committee was appointed 
to confer \vith the Food Controller and his as-
sociates when necessary. 
The Council also discussed with the Govern-
ment the question of making Newfoundland's 
raw materials, which might be suitable to 
Great Britain for the prosecution of the war, 
easily available to the Mother Country. 
The Council also collaborated with the 
Commissioner for Finance on various matters 
of special emergency legislati~n affecting 
trade. 
'rwo special meetings were held at which con .. 
sideration \Vas given to le-gislation regarding 
the fixing of the American rate of exchange in 
Newfoundland at 10% premium for the pur-
pose of duty assessme,nt, and al_so legislation 
for exchange control, as the Commissioner was 
anxi_ous to hear the views of the trade regard-
ing the practical working of the, requirements 
imposed on importers and exp_orters, and the 
effect on the conduct ·of business generally, of 
exchange restriction ·made necessary to deal 
with circ11mstances arising out of the war .. · 
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u~rhere Radio A-fust NOt .Fail 
Top-Marconi Radio Range 
Beacon Transmitters un· 
dergoing final assc1nbJy 
at the l\Iarconi fa ~· torv . 
.. 
Centre - Interior Canadian 
Marconi Transmitting 
Station, Drummondville. 
Que. 
Bottom-The Canadian Mar· 
coni factory at Montreal 
devoted exclusively to 
the development and 
manufacture of all types 
of radio transmitting 
and receiving equipment. 
CANADIAN 
Reigns Supreme 
Since that memorable day at the dawn of 
the century 'vhen Marconi first gave 'vireless 
to the world annihilating space and time, the 
Canadian Marconi Company has played a vital 
part in the \VOr1d of communication. In every 
phase of life radio has been an integral part, 
and in the forefront is Marconi. In the great 
n1odern Marconj plant at Montreal, untiring 
research goes on, incorporating into the Radio-
telephone and Radiotelegraph transmitters and 
receivers still greater 'vonders. The Marconi 
organization has 'von the reputation from those 
best quali.fied to judge-the reputation which 
is embodied in the slogan, "Where radio must 
not fail, Marconi reigns supreme.'' 
The .l\.valon Te1_ephone Company 
and the Canadian 11arconi Com-
pany, by co1nbin,~ng tl1eir resour-
ces, have provided a radiotele-
phol1e circllit jo~nil1g N e'vfou11d-
land 'vith Canada and the rest 
of the \vorld. 
MARCONI COMPANY 
ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND 
Halifax Montreal Toron~o Winnipeg Vancouver 
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The Commissioner expressed himself as will-
ing to meet the Council at any time at short 
notice, for the purpose of discussing any 
special measure or other matter of interest to, 
or affecting the trade, which it might be found 
necessary to adopt from time to time. The 
Commissioner's courtesy has been fully availed 
of. 
Regional Developme.nt Operations 
The Council gave considerable study to the 
interim report of Mr. J. H. Gorvin, now Com-
missioner for Natural Resources, published in 
November 1938, and its application· as an ex-
periment to an area in Placentia Bay. . 
The Council recently invited Hon. Mr. Gor-
vin to attend a special meeting of the Council 
for the purpose. of discussing informall.y cer~ 
tain aspects of the Placentia operations. At 
the time of writing this report the meeting has 
not taken place. 
Branch Offices of the Board 
Preliminary consideration has. been given to 
the question of widening the Board's represen-
tation and scope by establishing branch offices 
in certain towns outside St. John's. This pro~ 
posal 'vill receive further consideration by tht 
Council in 1940. 
Finance 
The finances of the Board continue to be sat-
isfactory and readers are referred to t~he state-
ment of accOU!lts published on page 55 of this 
report. 
Respectfully submitted, 
H. T. RENOUF, 
. Secretary-Treasurer . 
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PACKERS and SHIPPERS 
Highest Grade Scotch, Split, 
Dressed) Frozen, Vinegar 
and Filleted 
HERRING 
F. BANIKHIN & SONS 
22-24 Water Street West 
St .. John's, .Newfoundland 
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St. John's, cNewfoundlsnd 
STEAMSHIP OWNERS 
AND OPERATORS 
OLAF OLSEN 
Managing Director 
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1 Colonial Cordage Co., 1 1 
I LIMITED I • 
I ESTABLISHED 1883 I I 
I I 
Manufacturers of 
I 1\tianila, v\1 h:te & Tarred; B~nking Cables; 
... Hemp; Cordage; Hemp and Manila Bolt-
11 rope; Coir Rope; Oalrllln; White and Cot-
ton Lines, Tarred Hemp Lines; Herring I Nets a11d Netting; Wrapping T\'\'ines. 
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We make to order a11d guarantee quick 
de]jvery-Caplin Seines, Herring Seines, 
Cod Sei11es and Cod Traps, Large stock 
Cutch, Corks, Leads and Tar always on 
hand. 
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Insure your prope-rty with 
THE. ACADIA FIRE 
INSURANCE -CO. 
. For security and peace of mind. 
It is a glorrious feeling to have a few 
thousand dollars in the. event of loss. 
BAIRD & CO. LTD. 
Agents 
I . WHOLESALE ONLy I 
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-. .-.. 1939 Review of Codflsher 
· Estimated catch for 1939-At the time of 
publishing this Report, it is possible only to es-
timate the figures comprising the total catch 
of the various types of codfish produced during 
the current year. The figu'res supplied by the 
Statistical Department of the Newfoundland 
Fisheries Board estimate the total production 
for 1939 to be as follows: 
Deep Sea Fishery . . . . . . . . . . 203,000 qtls. 
I h F . h 500 000 ' ' ns ore 1s ery . . . . . . . . . . . , 
Labrador Fi3hery . . . . . . . . . . 348,000 " 
1 051 000 " 
' ' 
The comparative figures in the season, 1938, 
are as follows: 
Deep Sea Fishery . . . . . . . . . . 233,000 qtls. 
Inshore Fishery . . . . . . . . . . . 515,000 '' 
Labrador Fishery . . . . . . . . . 408,000 " 
1155 000 '' , ' 
It ,vjll be notEd that there is some reduction 
in production of Labrador fis,h, which appears 
to be in accord 'vith the demand for it; diffi-
culty having been experienced in disposing of 
stocks at any price in some of our previJus 
sources of out-let, particularly in the Mediter-
ranean. 
Supp~ying-As in 1938, there was some 
pessirnisrn as regards supplying in the Spring 
of 1939 and ma11Y exporters 'vere reluctant to 
supp~y on the san1e scale as heretofore, owing 
to marketing conditions. This was based on the 
poor prospects jn some markets, together with 
the c ~osutre of others, which indicated such a 
low price to the fishermen, that it would not 
cover the cost of production. 
In 1938 a similar situation arose and the Gov-
ernnlent restored confidence in supplying, by 
g11arantceing e}. porters' losses on certain types 
of fish provided fixed minimum prices were 
paid t~ fishermen. In addition to this, the 
Gover11ment also paid the fishermen a rebate 
of $1.50 per hogsl1ead on the purchase price of 
salt used for fishery· purposes. 
The Government, anticipating that there 
would be no i111provement in marketing con-
ditions in 1939, and desiring that fishermen 
should be employed on a sc&l.e as large as be-
fore, a gain pro1nised . assistance. Many dis-
cussions 'vere l1eld w1th the Salt Codfish As-
sociation and the Exporters, in the Spring and 
early Summer, and plans as to the form of 
assistance to be extended were drawn up. The 
plan flnally agreed upon i.ncluded. ~uarantees 
against losses u;nder ce!t~In con~1t1onc;:, a~d 
provided that l11gher m1n1mum prices than In 
the previou·s year, be paid for Merchantable, 
Madeira and Labrador fish. These higher 
prices, 'vhicih \\'ere quite uneconomical, were 
stipulated because it had been deeided to dis-
continue the salt rebate in 1939. ~..,ull infor-
nlation as to the terms on which the Govern-
mental assistance operates will be found in the 
Fishermen's AsEistance Act, 1939 . 
Shore Fishery-Because of the late Spring, 
the Shore Fis·hcry on many parts of the coast 
was late in con11nencing and as was anticipat-
ed, the catch ' :;·as be,low the average. It fre-
quently happe11s that on some sections of the 
coast, the catch is below average, whilst in other 
places, it is aboYe average and this fact gives 
rise to contradjctory reports as to the estimated 
total catch. Thi~ season has been no exception 
and it is learneu that increases in catch were 
recorded in Placentia Bay, Avalon Peninsu~a, 
Bonavista and Trinity North, Hermitage, 
Burgeo and St. Barbe districts. In Fortune 
Bay, Bay St. George, Port au Port and Humber 
districts the catch was about the same as last 
year, whereas decreases were recorded in the' 
sections from Flo,vers Cove to LaScie and Cape 
St. Jo·hn to Cape Freels. 
Local 'Prices-Jlrices for better qua 1 ities of 
Shore fish and for No. 1 and No. 2 Labrador 
are regulated by the Fishermen's Assistance 
Act, and as previously mentioned, these were 
in excess of the 1938 price~. The following w(~re 
paid at export points: 
l.Jarge and Medium Mercl1antable $5.50 per qtl. 
Small . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 7 5 '' '' 
Large and Medium Madeira . . . . 5.00 '' '' 
Small . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 2 5 ' ' ' ' 
No.1 Labrador . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 25 '' " 
No. 2 Labrador . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00 '' '' 
In addition tc the above prices it was agreed 
thnt fishermen shou,d be allowed to ma~e one-
third of their ·heavy salted catch semi-dry for 
Puerto Rico, fol' which they were paid $3.50 
per qtl. for No. 1 and $3.25 for No. 2. 
General-Reference has alreadv been made 
... 
made to the Fishermen's Assistance Act 1939, 
which is a substitution for the much less for-
mal arrangement made with exporters in 
1938. In many respects the terms of Govern-
ment assistance are similar to last year, but in 
others, particularly in so far as deterioration 
of stocks is concerned, the exporters' risk is 
greater in the present season. The element of 
risk depends firstly upon the cure of the fish, 
and secondl,r, the ranidity 'vith 'vhich it js ~o1 d. 
At present it is beleved that there has been 
SOm 0 lo~~ in (l()l1'tllmnt1on rl11P to thP llTI~ott P({ 
conditi~ns which prevailed ~ nearly all the 
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markets for about a month after the -outbreak 
of \var., but there are no'v encollraging signs 
of a desire to purchase, in some 9f our major 
markets. 
Brazil-Last year additional duties, which 
resulted in the price being prohibitive to some 
consumers, were placed on 1'4 e'vfv undlana nsh 
entering Brazil. The total shipments to the 
30th June, 1~:~8, 'yere 142,~40 drums F or tne 
year ending 31st July, 1939, the total of 147,491 
drums were shipped which bec.ame possible 
only by maintaining the low price of 27 I- to 
28/- per drum throughout most of the season. 
\Vhen the 1939 production was available in 
the Fall, the pound sterling depreciated and 
freigl1t rates increased, conseq11ently higher 
c.i.f. prices were asked. Comparatively small 
quantities were at first sold in sterling. To-
wards the end of the, year, a direct cargo was 
loaded1 the sale having been made in United 
States funds, but the closing of the sale was 
delayed for such a long period, o'ving to buy-
ers resisting the increase in price, it is felt that 
consumption was lost. The shipments from the 
1st August, 1939, to 30th November, 1939, tot-
ttlled only 27,596 drums, compare.d with 37,-
924 drums in a similar period last year. -
The prospects are, that sales of the 1939 
production will not exceed, and may fall short 
of these of the past two years, o'ving to buy-
ers having to meet the additiona 1 costs !n(-:n-
tioned above. 
During the summer Capt. M. G. Power, the 
representative of Brazil Exnortrrs T_...jmit~d, 
was sent to the West Coast of Africa as the re-
presentative of the Fisheries Board, to explore 
the possibility of marketing Newfoundland 
fish there. Much interest was shown by poten-
1 ial buyers in the samples taken by him from 
Brazil, and since then, other samples have, been 
forwarded direct from here. 
If the const1mer approves of our cure of fish, 
there are prospr>cts of d nveloning another out-
let for the N ewfot1ndland product. 
Jamaica-Altho11gh comp1ete statistics of 
shipments 1 o this market for the vear 11nder 
... 
review are not yet available, it looks as if the 
export for 1939 will equal the quantity for-
'Yarded in 1938. During 1938 there 'vas a total 
quantity of 130,000 qtls. exported to Jamaica. 
This can be regardeq as being satisfactory and 
Hho,vs that our exnort trade 'vith Jamaica is 
being- 'veil maintained. 
During the year the West Indies Codfish As-
~:q<!iati.on T)imi.tecl, started to function, and it is 
fo11nd that the new t1niform method of market-
ing is more satisfactory than the previous un-
controlled system. In the past, there has been 
excessive competition bet\veen the Jamaica 
brokers, \vith the t1sual result of price-cutting 
in order to secure orders from tl1e buyers. 
rl'his COlnpetitive spirit has now be~en curbed, 
{lncl thf' brokers haYe formed themselves into a 
group that is known as the Newfoundland 
Codfish Brokers Association of ~T amaica, Lim-
ited. Me·mbership in this Association is open 
to those firms in Jamaica who are the recogniz-
ed representatives of Newfoundland export-
ing firms. · 
According to plan all exporters who want to 
ship to Jamaica must become members of the 
A.ssociation and they are then bound to sell at 
standard rates of commission and discount and 
ship standard grades and sizes of codfish as set 
by the Association. Before the Association 
commenced to operate the majority of shippers 
made e-xtended forward sales, and it was gen-
erally believed that this always worked to the 
advantage of the buyers rather than the ex-
porters. Today, ho\vever, sales have been re-
stricted to one month and thereby those inter-
ested in the market are able to have a better 
control over prices. Prices at which shippers 
1nay sell are set a.t th~! begin11ing of every 
month by the AssoGiatiqn in consultation with 
the N evvfoundland Fisheries Board. No ship-
pers are permitted to transact business unless 
they have representatives who are members of 
the Jamaica Association. These brokers have 
to abide by all our rules and re.gulations. It 
'vill thus be seen ho'v many abuses which ex-
isted in the past have now been eradicated. It 
''Tas realized by those interested in the. market 
that if sales could be contro1led in some man-
ner better prices could be realized, and it was 
'vith this object in mind that the West Indies 
Codfish Association, Limited, was formed. As 
stated above, it commenced to ope.rate this 
year, and already its true 'vorth is being recog-
nized. Through it. savings all rrn1nrl are be~nQ' 
made and it bas also been possible to increas·e 
prices. The Brokers Association keeps the 
local body fully \nformed of market trends 
and conditions from time to time, and their 
information has al,vays been most helpful. 
Since October there has not been much ac-
tivity in Jamaica, but this is only to be e·xpect-
ed, as the Jamaicans bought heavily during 
September and October, and the result is that 
the market is rather overstocke·d at the pres-
ent time. It is thouf!ht, ho\vever. that this con-
dition 'vill readjust itself iy{ January and 
normal buying '\vill be resumed during that 
month. 
Canadian competition has not been very 
serious during the past few months, and it is 
not anticipated that it \Vill be for the balance 
of the season. as the Canadian Asherv iR ht:'1 tY\V 
normal and the Canadians are short of suitable 
stocks to offer to tT amaica. 
Mention shot1ld be made here of the excellent 
service that Mr. Morle:Y Bursey, the Newfound-
land Fisheries Board representative in Jamai-
ca,.;~ renderi~g to exporters. He is continually 
striVIng to bring about better marketing condi-
tions and iron out any difficulties that might 
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arise from time to time between local shippers espeeially since an European war is now in 
and Jamaica buyers. He is taking a great inter- progress. 'rhe 1 rade fully realizes the import-
est in the new selling organizations, and his ance of this insurance seh·eme, and appreciates 
various reports have been most helpful in guid- thP- efforts of the Government in this connec-
ing the local Associ~tion's policy. - tion. Prospects do appear brighter for increas-
Greece--There is now a control over the pur- ir1g Ol~'r trade '' ith Italy during the coming 
chase of codfish in Greece, similar to that 9f y~ar, and for the informatior1 of our readers 
other European markets. it might not be out of p ~ ace to give the exports 
It is understood that inquiries have been of salt codfish from Newfound~ and to Italy 
received for Labrador fish, but no sales have rluring the years 1930 to 1938. inc~usive: 
been made, presumably because the necessary Total 
permit to import has not been granted. The Year Shore Labrador Dried Salt bulk 
only sale of any importance, made to date, con- (Qtls.) (Qtls.) (Qtls.) (Cwts.) 
sists of 2,000 tons of bank saltbulk, which is 1930 .... 122,751 3,743 126,494 .... . 
considerably less than last year, when 5,000 1931 . . . . 81,315 1,460 82,775 .... . 
tons of saltbulk we-re sold. 1032 . . . . 92,S73 11,65.g 104,532 .... . 
The bank saltbulk fish has in recent years 1933 . . . . 113,090 23,149 136,239 .... . 
undoubtedly proved more acceptable to buyers J 934 . . . . 136,351 37,495 173,846 .... . 
than the Labrador fish, as. the following com- 1935 . . . . 64,540 1,060 65,600 .... . 
parative figures of shipments show: 1936 . . . . 20,131 500 20,631 .... . 
1935 1938 1937 . . . . 49,788 18.866 68~654 .... . 
J__;abrador . . . . . . . . . . . 87,753 27,202 1938 . . . . 124,412 29,489 153,901 68,000 
Saltb11lk ............ 29,238 106,R50 NOTE- Total va~ue of the 1938 exports was 
There is still a possibility that Labrador fish $963,872.00. 
will be purchased during the coming year as it 
is believed that it will be possible to restore 
buyers confidep.ce in this type of fish, as the 
cure shows considerable improvement over the 
past two years 
It is understood that in order to conserve 
· the supply of salt codfish and prevent any 
wastage through its being distributed out of 
the. cold stores during the hot weather, the 
Greek Government stopped its sale during the 
months of September al).d October and thus 
consumpti.on was lost. 
Stocks at the end of October we~re substantial 
and should be sufficient for some time to come. 
Italy-For Newfoundland codfish, tbe Italian · 
market appears to have been the only active 
outlet in the Mediterranean during the past 
seaso11. During the period from ~Iarch to 
June, 1939, about 60,000 qtls. of Labrador cod-
fish, and 15,000 qtls. of shore codfish was sold 
to Italy, and from July to December, 1939, a 
f11rther 60,000 qtls. of shore codfish, and 28,000 
qtls. of I.1abrador codfish, making a total of 
·· 88,000, qtls. of Labrador, and 75:000 qtls. of 
shore codfish during 1939. It must be noted, 
ho,vever, that the 60,000 qtls. of Labrador shjp-
ped from 1\{arch to ~Ttlne \Vas of 1938 catch. 
A further contract for 30,000 qtls. Shore 
codfish and 45,000 qtls. of Labrador codfish has 
been cone 1uded for sh~.pment from January to 
March, 1940, against t·he 1940 quota. Exchange 
restrictions are still imposed and any pay-
ment for the codfish must be through the Anglo-
Italian Clearing Office, London, England. 
Dnring t'he past s-eason arrangements were 
co11C ,11deit. 'vith the Government to jncrease the' 
ItaHa11 Insurance Scheme from 80% to 100%. 
\\Tithont thiR insurance it would have been im-
possible to malce the sales above described or 
rven to continne shipping codfish to Italy, 
Portugal-T~he stock position of foreign 
caught fish on tlH~ 1st January was considerably 
heavier than in the previous year. In the case 
of Oporto there '""as practically ten times the 
an1ount of stock,. and there is no doubt that 
Lisbon stoeks vYcre a .. so excessive. It is. esti-
mated that the stocks of national fish still in 
saltbulk state andjor part·y cured 'vere about 
the same as at the corresponding period in 
1938. 
Stocks of old fish in Norway being excessive, 
caused that country to be active in attempts 
to malre substantial sa1 es to Portutgal in the 
early part of tht• year but, undoubtedly owing 
to the extremely heavy stocl{S being carried in 
the market, for some t ~n1e the Gremio showed 
no interest in purchasing further, and it was 
not 11ntil the end of March that the Norwegians 
SllCCeeded in inrlucing the Gremio to contract 
furtl1er quantities. To do this the Norwegians 
had to reduce tl1eir prices to a record low 1evel, 
viz: 30/ - per 60 kilos c.i.f. for Lofoten No. 2 
and 27 I- for Fj11n1arken and other qualities. 
The Jast price paid by the Gremio for Lofoten 
No. 2 \vas 33 / - so that the reduction was near1y 
I 
10%, 'Y·hilst the reduction on Finmarken and 
other qualities '"as even heavier because the 
usual difference bet\veen these qu1a1ities and 
.Lofoten is only 1/- The contract was for a 
total of 175,000 ba,es for shipment up to Octo-
ber and included 60_.000 bales of o1d fish:' the 
baJance being ne,v. It is probable that the ex-
·port subsidy 011 this sale payab}e by the Nor-
wegian Governn1ent to the exporters amounted 
to about 2 million kroner averaging say abo~t 
11/ 6d. per bale. 
The Norwegians concluded a contract in 
April for about 3000 tons of wetsa1ted fis~h a.t 
·a price of £11. 10. Od. per ton c.i.f. shrinkage in 
excess of 5% for account of sellers. -
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Early in Apri] the Icelandic official rate of 
exchange 'vas altered from 22 kroner to 27 
kroner per pouud sterling. This devaluation 
of the currency no doubt made it easier for 
Ice.and to accept lo,ver sterling prices for their 
fish in Portugal and elsewhere than would 
otherwi~e have been possib4e, and shortly after 
the Norwegians l1ad so~d the 3000 tons mention-
in the previous paragraph, Iceland sold to 
Portugal1600./2000 tons of wetsalted fish. Price 
and conditions '\\7ere the same as for the Nor-
'vegian fish. 
The Nor,vegians subsequently sold a further 
cargo of wetsalted of 1500 tons. The price for 
all the wetsalted contracts compares \vith £14 
c.i.f. in 1938, £11. lOs. c.i.f. in 1937, and £9 per 
ton for French in 1936. 
The ''yeather in Portugal during May 'vas 
very hot and considerable anxiety 'vas caused 
to the recejvers of the heavy arrivals of wet-
salted fish and criticisms appeared i11 the press 
against the policy of importing so much wet-
salted rather than cured fish at that time of the 
year. 
D11ring this period a~so, negotiations were on 
foot by Newfoundland, Iceland and Norway 
for contracts of cured new fis·h. Catches in 
Iceland and Norway had shown considerable 
increases over the previous year, and with the 
large sa:e of Kor,vegian fish in March at re-
duced prices, the heavy purchases of wetsalted 
by the Gremio and considerably heavier stocks 
actuallv in the n1arket as well as pressure from 
French., exporters with low prices for wetsalted, 
it became evident that there would be a reduc-
tion ir1 price for the anticipated substantial 
sales of new cured fish. After lengthy negoti-
ations Newfoundland finalJy sold 100,000 cwts. 
in early June for spread shipment U!P to Feb-
ruary, 1940, at 26/6 for Large and Medium _and 
21/6 Small c.i.f. being 1/..; less than previous 
• pr1ces. 
In all European producing countries the po-
sition during July and August was very \veak 
indeed due to tht extremely heavy catches and 
consequent mouiJting up of unsold stocks. Nor-
way was pressing the Gremio to purchase ad-
ditjonal quantities and in view of the worsen-
ing of tl1e international situation Portu1gal was 
undoubtedly inttl·ested in covering its further 
reqllirements fo1· some time ahead. N everthe-
less, by the end of August, when Nor~ay suc-
ceeded in selling 150,000 bales, the prices once 
again ,vere reduced down to 27j .. per bale of 
60 kilos c.i.f. for 1939 cure and 1/- less for old 
fish. Thus Nor,vegian prices were reduce~ by 
3/- and 4/ per ba,e, the price for the preVIous 
contract having been 30/- for new and old. It 
was estimated that the Nor,vegian export sub-
sidv for this latest sale would be at the rate 
of about 15/- to 17/- per bale. Simultaneousl.y 
the (jremio purchased 100,000 bales o~ Icelan~~hc 
new fish at 26/- c.i.f. pe.r baJe of 60 kilos wh1ch 
a, so representeLl a considerable decrease on 
previo11s Icelar1dj c prices. 
T_ ... pon the outbreak of war the Gremio hasten .. 
ed to negotiate further purchases and contract-
ed 50,000 bale-:i of Icelandic fish and 30,000 
bales from Faroe. The Icelandic price \Vas at 
28/ - per bale ol: 60 kilos f.o.b. I celand. The 
.Fnroe purchase 'vas believed to be a bartc r 
transaction, th~ exchange va}ue of the fish ap-
parently br.jng 30/ - c.i.f. per bale of 60 kilos. 
This made the total supplies already con J'" ract-
ed by the Grenlio, together 'vith the National 
production, sufficient for their requirements for 
a long period ahead, in fact, probably unt l to-
'\Vards the middle of 1940 assuming demand is 
experienced in tl1e meantin1e, and it therefore 
seems likely· that further purchases wi] be 
suspended for some time to come unless it is 
decided by t·he I'ortuguese authorities to main-
tain permanently a very heavy stock whilst the 
'Yar continu1es. 
A ro1nparatiYe statement of importations of 
foreig'!l fish into Oporto during recent years 
may be of interest and is as follows. 
Canada .. 
France .. 
Iceland .. 
Nfid ..... 
Nor,vay .. 
Faroe and 
Greenland 
Germany . 
G. Britain 
(~Ietric Tons) 
(Calendar years) 
1935 1936 1937 
. . . . . . . . . . • • • • • 
. . . . 897 • • • • • 
7748 7877 5259 
10215 8375 3874 
314:6 6883 6152 
151 840 . . . . . 
853 574 277 
55o 234 . . . . . 
226~1 25680 15562 
1938 
5 
1954 
1039 
6972 
10580 
720 
120 
267 
21657 
1939* 
• • • • • 
. 300 
5357 
5544 
7025 
. . . . . 
• • • • • 
. . . . . 
18226 
(to 30th Nov. only)*. 
The fo~lowing quantities of foreign fish have 
been imported into Lisbon during recent years: 
Faroe ... 
France .. 
Germany 
G. Britain 
Iceland . : 
Nfld ..... 
Nor,vay . 
' 
Metric Tons) 
(Calendar years) 
1935 1936 1937 
. . . .. 1039 894 
. . . . . 540 60 
240 . . . . . 203 
72 228 ..... 
9540 6980 6472 
1329 2058 961 
6467 10842 9818 
1938 
1119 
2072 
60 
18 
1039 
2314 
14400 
1939* 
15 
60 
. . . . . 
• • • • • 
4859 
1327 
13202 
17648 21687 18408 21022 19463 
(to 30th Nov. only)•. 
N.B.-Foreig11 ca11ght wetsalted and semi-
cured fish imported and dried in Portugal has 
b een included at its equivalent dry weight. 
.A. comparatiYc statement of sailings of New-
foundland fish to Portugal is as follows:-
JotrRNAt OF COMMERCE 
CWTS. 
1st Jall.-30tr~ June 1st July-31st Dec. Total 
1934 . . . . . . . 76,382 145,425 221,807 
19 3 5 . . . . . . . ,11' 9 21 17 6' 816 218' 7 3 7 
1936 . . . . . . . 38,302 150,642 188,944 
1937 . . . . . . . 20,310 70,365 90,67 5 
1938 . . . . . . . *44,052 173,263 •217 ,315 
1939 . . . . . . . 3'"1,742 •*90,126 •*127,868 
~Thjs includes 20,462 cwts. saltbulk in its 
shipped state, othervvise all figures quoted are 
C'\vts. of dry fish. 
**This is estirnated, as list is compiled before 
31st December but can be taken as almost ac-
Cllrate. 
Early in the year the Portugutese Government 
pub_ic~y announced its desire to see the nation-
al production of salt codfish increased to about 
60% of the total consumption in Portugal. In 
recent years th c Portug11ese fishery has . pro-
duced equivalent to about 20% of the average 
national consun1ption. The Governme11t an-
nounced its inte11tion to encourage the build-
ing of nevv fishing vesse.1s and tra'\V'Jers during 
the next four yE-ars and to attain a production 
eqll'ivalent to 60o/o of the national consumption. 
It is calct11a'ted that this will necessitate at 
least doubling the aggregate carrying capacity 
of the present Portuguese fleet. There appear ... 
ed to be a strik]ng response to the Portuguese 
Government's decision to encourage a vast in-
crease in the salt fishing fleet and it is under.: 
stood that 5 large new traw:ers are now under 
construction. 
Owing to strong complaints from the Portu-
guese receivers of the Newfoundland fish dur-
inoo the 1938 season, The Portugal Exporters 
G;otlp Ltd. decided to enforce Government in-
spection on all fish exported to Portugal dur-
ing 1939. The inspection system has eliminat-
ed the possibility of shipment of fish of inferior 
grades to thoS•J. require~ by. the ~ontr3;ct, and 
the evidence or bu1yers satisfaction with the 
standard of ship1uent this season is shown by 
the considerable reduction in. the allowances 
,vh.ich have been made to buyers on arrival of 
the fish in the n1arket. Last season when well 
over 200 {)00 quintals of fish were shipped al-
loV\ratlce~ for quality averaged near1y 1/- per 
qtl. on the tota1, whereas allowances on t1his 
season's new fish amount to less than Yzd. per 
qt1. on 68,949 qtJs. arrived to date. 
Of the total of 127,868 qtls. shipped in 1939, 
74% was shipped from ports on the South 
Coas't bet,veen Burgeo and Harbour Buffett, 
18% from St. John's and vicinity, and 8% from 
ports North of St. John's. 
Puerto Rico-Our· last Annual Report gave 
an account of the formation of the Puerto Rico 
Exporters, Ltd., a Company formed under tne 
auspices of the Fisheries Board, to market 
r~abrador codfish in Puerto Rico. This Com-
pany has continued to operate and during the 
year has taken over the marketing of shore as 
well as Labrador codfish. The exports for the 
year under review are below those of the. last 
few years due to the poor economic conditions 
existing in Puerto Rico a~d, to a certain extent, 
to the competition of other producing coun-
tries. The total exports for the calendar year 
1938 amounted to 62,978 quintals of shore and 
147,759 quintals of Labrador, while in 1939 the 
tota exports ,vere 58,0~9 quintals shore and 
115,740 quintals Labrador. 
l\1ention was also made in ~ur last report · of 
an agreement w1tb an Irnportant ouyer ana n1s 
associates ir1 Puerto Rico1 for the purchase of 
100,000 quintals Labrador codfish for delivery 
by the end of August, 1939. During the first 
part of the season reglllar shipments were 
made under this agreement at contracted prices 
for No. 1 and No. 2. The agreement worked 
satisfactorily until the early summer when, 
o\ving to adverse trading conditions and a seri-
ous depression in Puerto Rico's economy as 
referred to above, and competi'"'ion of tisn rrorn 
other sources, some revision in prices and quan-
tity was requested by the buyers, and after 
· negotiation, :was acceded to by the shippe.rs. 
In October a standard form of contract for 
the new season, with a sliding scale of discounts 
on total annual purchases, was worked out 
with the object of interesting all Puerto Rican 
importers in Newfoundland codfish, and sales 
were made at an improvement in price over 
last season. Sales have since continued at the 
same prices and with the expected improve-
ment in economic conditions in Puerto Rico, it 
is hoped that these prices will be maintained 
or increased as the se.ason advances. 
Mention should be made of the appointment 
of Mr. F. H. Hue as Government R-epresenta-
tive in Puerto Rico who is at present in that 
country endeavouring to promote ft1rther busi· 
ness between Puerto Rico and Newfoundland. 
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eN ewfourtdland Manufacturing Industries 
(October, 1938, to September, 1939) 
The expectation that business conditions and 
returns ·\vould show a distinctive improvement 
over 1938 and possib~y reac'h the 1937 level, 
'vas not bor11e out ·in fact. Actually, with but 
fevv exceptions; all manufacturing concerns 
showed a decrease in ~ales, particularly during 
the first nine rnonths, as compared with 1938. 
Belo'v are givt:n returns showing the average 
monthly payrol] and number of employees of 
the 60 concerns situated in St. John's. It will 
be observed that these figures are divided into 
t'vo groups of 31 and 29 concerns respectiveJy. 
For the sal{e of ·comparison this is deemed 
neceS'sary because only 31 concerns have filed 
returns with the Department of Health and 
'\Ve,fare since 1935 whilst the remaining 29 con-
cerns filed their first returns in January, 1939. 
31 CONCERNS 
~IonthlJr Average 
Number Emp.Joyees 
Monthly Average 
Amount Payroll 
1935-1936 1908 
1936-1937 1992 
1937-1938 2053 
1938-1939 2063 
29 CONC·ERNS. 
$116,678 00 
120,944.00 
130 667.00 
134,481.00 
~January to July 
1939 483 $31,418.00 
Tlo'rAL 6o ·CONC:ERN.s 
Average Per Month 
1939 2546 
The contributing factors to this decrease in 
business during the period October, 1938, to 
September, 1939, appear to be: 
Fisherie·s~Thc virtual failure of t~he seal-
fishery, lessened catch and returns- from salmon 
and lobster fisheries . . The depressed state of 
the codfish markets throughout the worJd, par-
ticularly noticeable early in 1939, resulting in 
decreased dema11d and prices. 
Government Guarantee._The d elay ·On the 
part of the Goyernment in making settlement 
under the 1938 Government Fisheries Scheme. 
p·apetr MilJs and Woods Operations-The de-
crease in the average monthly payroll and 
number of employ·ee:S as shown b elow·:-
. October 1937 to September 1938 
Monthly Average Number Employees . . 6209 
Monthly i\.verage Amount Payroll $516,537.00 
October 1938 to September 1939 
Monthly Ave·rage Number Employees .. 5485 
Monthly Average Amount Payroll $447,174.00 
Airport- The completion of construction 
activities in mid.summe~r at the Newfoundland 
Airport. 
Government 1 oadbuilding, an en] a.rged rural 
reconstruction programme and a slight increase 
in mining operatjons offset in a very small de-
gree the r educed avenues of employment as 
evidenced by the· relief figures shown below:-
Monthly A:vera.ge Number Relief Recipients 
J anuary-Dccember, 1937 . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.272 
J anuary-.December, 1938 . . . . . . . . . . . . 49:4 37 
January-September, 1939 . . . . . . . . . . . 65,722 
The prospects of much increased employment 
and purchasing power in 1940 appear to be 
very good. It is to be regretted that the 
bright prospects for 1940 a re based almost en-
tirely upon the fact that a state of war now 
exists and not because of any improvement in 
N e'vfoundland and 'vorld conditions. 
Since the outbreak of hostilities an order was 
received from three privatelv owned concerns 
. ~ 
1n England .for 2~250,000 pounds cod fi1lets and 
1,000,000 pounds round cod. Three · cold-st orage 
firms in St. John's 1have pooled their resources 
in order to filL this contract p·romptly. It is 
estin1ated that this order will be completed by 
mid-February and will involve the expenditure 
of 195,000.00 for catching, filleting~ an.d pack-
ing the fish a11d an additional $25,000.00 for 
boxes. 
Upon completion of this order it is not un-
likely that a further and much larger one will 
be placed for delivery this coming summer. 
Fishing by trawlers in the North Sea is now 
virtuaily non-existent owing to the hazards of 
mines, aeroplane attacl{s and other such things. 
If this. contjnue.s to be the case it is almost cer-
tain that EngJand will be compelled to look to 
N evvfoundland for a part of her codfish require-
ments. The limiting factors to the size of the 
order that could be accepted under present 
conditions are the scarcity and difficu1 ty of 
obtai~ing the fish "\vhen freezing facilities 
are almost unlimited, and the curtailed 
freezing faci]itie.s when the fish is plentiful 
and comparatively easy to obtain. Tak·n~ the 
foregoing into consideration it is believed that 
with the freezing . facilities available an o:-der 
for 20,000_. 000 pounds could be filled within ~ 3 
to 4 month period during the summer of 1940. 
The floating factory "Mira Flores' ', owned 
by the North An1erican Fisheries and used in 
reduci11g herring into meal and oil, b egan 
operations on the Labrador this August. N or-
maJly these' operations would begin in July but 
owing to circun1stances over wh~ch the com-
pany had no control the actual fishing 'vas de-
layecl by six weeks and was Clhie:fly responsible 
for the venture no't being as succe~sful as was 
anticipated. The factory ship is now locat ed 
in Bay of Islands and from reports received it 
is being supplied with all thP- herring that it 
can reduce, with very satisfying results both 
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to the co1npany and the Bay of Islands fisher-
men so en1ployed. In 1940 it is expected that 
<>perations will start on the Labrador as soon 
as navigation opens; tihence to Bay of Islands 
and :finally to Fortutne Bay. Prosecution of 
this fishery on a larger scale will undoubtedly 
add to the earning power of the fisherman and 
be beneficially felt by the country in general. 
The advent of General Seafoods Corporation 
has been the cause of considerable criticism 
because, among other reasons, of the Govern-
ment assistance offered, thereby placing the 
enterprize on "That 1has been deemed an unfair 
footing ·with sin1ilar local industries which have 
been developed over a period of ye'ars without 
the assistance of GoYernment capital. 
s .urveys have already be'en made and the 
Govern:rnent intend beginning construction of 
the cold storage plant at LaPoile in the s,pring 
of 1940. Thjs p]ant will involve the expendi-
tu~e of $200,000.00 and, whilst many are of t 1he 
opinion that the Government should never have 
assumed the rt.sponsibility of erecting this 
plant, nevertheless it cannot be denied that the 
temporary employment that this project will 
give will be of benefit to that part of the coast. 
']_,,he pulp and paper industry and associated 
woods w0rk have shown increased activjty 
since September and an estimated re·cord cut 
of 750,000 cords for 1939-40 season is e'xpected. 
The erection of the extension to the su,phite 
plant in Corner Brook began in December. 
This project will involve the expenditure of 3 
to 4 million doJJars and will glve considerable 
employment as well as increased butsiness to all 
manufacturing concerns in Newfoundland. 
It 'vas recently announced by Bowaters that 
arrangeme11ts have been concluded for the sale 
for the next t''"enty years in England of the 
stipulated annual Olltput of 30,000 tons of sul .. 
phite putlp. 
Because of the war, additional avenue.s of 
employment are opened by the enlistment of 
Forestry, Army and Navy units. Many of the 
vol11nteers for the Forestry unit were but re-
cently employed by the paper companies in 
their woods operations. The vacancies will 
have to be filled by men who are now on relief. 
It is estin1ated that the 2,000 Foresters will 
contribute to the purchasing power of the 
country an additional $50,000.00 per month. 
There has alvvays been a local prejudice 
against goods n1anufactured in Newfoundland. 
It is gratifying, however, to notice each year 
a.n improved den1and for local products. Be-
cause of the irregularity of shipping from Eng-
land and also because of the premium on the 
American dollar it is believed that 1940 will 
see Newfoundland industries selling their 
products to an even greater number of New-
foundlanders. 
1 
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. gricul ture 
Again 've have to report an unfavourable 
growing season. The summer of 1939 has 
been the worst on record for many years as 
regards 'veather conditions. An exceptionally 
late, cold spring delayed planting and placed 
a severe strain 011 supplies of livestock feeds; 
and throughout the entire summer and fall, 
cold winds and frequent cold rains retarded 
gro""th of all crops. Only a few crops, w1hich 
are tolerant of cold approached a satisfactory 
yield. 
Hay crops were fair on the whole, although 
old meadows yielded very small crops in most 
cases. New seedlings and heavily manured or 
fertilized fields gave good yields. Good crops 
of oats and barley were harves,ted but difficul-
ty 'vas experienced in ripening the grain, due 
to excessive wet weather. Tlhe acre,age of oats 
shoV\red an increase over Jast year, particularly 
f b 1 , • i11 the Vv..,. est. The acreage o artey a so In-
creased slig•htly but it is still almost n·egligible. 
The potato crop vvas in the neighbou•rhood of 
80% of normal, although in some parts of the 
co~ntry, nota.bly the Codroy ~alley, the yield 
was somewhat better than this. Around St. 
Mary's Bay the yield 'vas good, but practically 
no potatoes are grown for market in that 
locality. 
T·he crop was r easonably free from injuries 
cattsed by diBease and insects, but most of the 
tubers 'vere im1nature. Farmers in nearly ali 
cases report a large percentage of undersize 
potatoes. 
This year a start was made by s.everal farm-
ers in gro,ving certified seed potatoes under 
~upervision of the Agricultural Division. 
The turnip crop is the smallest in many 
vears. ·The tardy growth occasioned by low 
temperatures during the summer season cauiSed 
the ravages of di~ease and insects to have ~n 
even more telling effect than usual, so that In 
many cases first seedlings failed entirely and it 
\vas necessary to re-seed t1he crop. The period 
of o·ood growing weather which usually ap-pea~s each fall, this year failed to materiali.ze, 
with the result that many acres of turnips 
which looked quite promising in August a11d 
Septen1ber did not make satisfactory growth 
during the fall. There was an abnormally large 
amOllnt of turnips whic'h were too sm~ll to 
qualify as saleable under the Grading Act, but 
the q11ality on the whole was good. 
The cabbage crop was. the lightest in many 
years. It suffered in the same way as ~id tur· 
nips, as both are a:ffected b~ _the same Insects, 
cliseases and grow1ng conditiOllS. The early. 
crop which usually becomes a glut on the 
market, was, this year, insufficient to meet the 
demand, while late cabbage was definitely 
scaree. 
Other vegetables such as carrots, parsnips 
and beets gave poor results also, to such an ex-
tent that in most case.s the people who cultivate 
small farms and gardens have little or none f or 
their own use. 
The acreage of all crops is being steadily in· 
creased. T'his year indications are that there 
is again an increase in the acreage cleared un-
der the Government land clearing bonus 
policies. Some hundreds of acres are being 
cleared under the pasture clearing b·onus 
scheme, 'vhich 'Yas plnnned by the Government 
in 1938 and introduced this year. All approv-
ed permits have. not been received at the time 
of writing and it is therefore impossible to give 
a statement of the actual acreage cleared. 
Ir1 conjnnc~~iGY) with efforts to encourage t1h e 
clearing of more lapd, the Agricu,:tural Division 
of the Department of Rural Reconstruction 
has continued to stress the n eed for improved 
methods of increa~ing the ferti~ ity of the soil. 
.r\.s a result, farn1ers ir1 all parts of the country· 
are n1aking greater efforts to supply the-ir 
lands 'vith organic n1anure in t 1he form of peat 
0r mltck compost, etc. Furthermore, there is 
concrete evidence to show that during the past 
three or four years there has been a decided 
advance toward the use of better grade and 
more suitably balanced cornmercial fertilizers. 
'rhe use of agricutltural lime by the farmers 
has not sho,vn a~ muc~h increase as is desirable. 
This is probab]y due to the fact that, even with 
the Government subsid,· of free rail or steamer 
.. 
transportation, it still costs the farmer six or 
seven dollars to Jime an acre of J and ; and as 
the results from the use of limestone on the 
land are usu'a-1y not immediate or spectacular, 
most farmers hesitate to tie up s-o much money 
in t·his type of soil improvement. 
T1hroughout the country as a whole, 1939 vvas 
not particularly favourable for livestock. 
Shortage of hay last winter caused a consider-
able reduction of livestock on the part of all 
stockmen except those who produce for the 
fiu1id mill{ trade. 
Most of the cattle and sheep throughout the 
country went Oli pasture in poor condition last 
spring and pasturage 'vas scanty for the great-
er part of the summer. 
As usual ther·e 'vas considerable importation 
of .horses for farn1 use during the year and in 
addition to this there is ar1 increased interest 
in horse breedi1.1g among farmers. Nine pure-
bred stallions " ' ere in service during the sum-
mer and a large number of mares have been 
bred. Only three of the stallions at present jn 
service are owned by the Government. The 
I 
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Government's scheme for bonusing foals got by_ 
registered purebred stallions of approved 
breeds, is inducing an increasing nun1ber of 
farmers to buy 'veli bred stallions and there is 
a rnarked i1nprovement in foals. Far1cy prices 
are being asked and readily paid for foals from 
putrebred stallions and tl1e demand for horses 
of all kinds has been greater than usual- this 
fall. The general level of prices has been high. 
Dairy farmers throughout the country con-
tin.ued to improYe their herds, as witr1essed by 
the importations of milking stock. Eighteen · 
purebr~d bulls and 122 purebred cows were 
]mported during the year and . many of these 
'vere of exceptio11ally good breeding. 'rihe Gov-
ernnlent's policy of paying ha f the purchase 
price of approYed purebred bulls has s.ecured 
a rnu~h higher star1dard in the bu~ls purchased. 
· Many of the larger breeders have begun to 
raise young stock from the very excellt nt cows 
which tl~ey have in1ported. 
Dtl'ring the summer the Agricultural Division 
exte11ded free of charge to dairy farmers who 
Sllppl~y milk to the city of St. John's 
facjlities for testing their cattle for Bang's 
Disease, and most of the farn1er.s availed of the 
opport11nity to have the test made. 
Loca]Jr raised butc.hers' cattle, speaking 
generally, \Vere llllable to compete in quality 
\Yith i1nported stocks, but numbers of good 
anin1a~s 'vere sol<l. 
It is felt that a certain amount of progress 
is being 1narle by· the Agricultural Division in 
inducing farn1ers ir1 the main centres of pro-
duction to breed and feed 'vith a view to meet-
i11g marl{et req11irements. 
There has bee11 continued interest in sheep 
impro,Ten1cnt a11d 75 graded purebred rams of 
the Shropshire, OxfJrd and Cheviot breeds 
'vere imported by the Agricultural Division. 
~iost of these rams were bought outright under 
the purchase bon·us scheme by s'heep breeders 
in a'll parts of t.he country. The s-cheme under 
which the Goverr1rnent distributed rams on lc&.n 
has fl1Jfillcd its purpose and it ~as decided to 
disco11tin11e it i11 1939: hence the on1 y ·rams 
distributed on loan were t1hose which were 
placed to fulfill e11gagemer1ts undertaken by 
District AgriCll1turists before the dec~sion to 
discontinue the scheme 'vas arrived at. 
After mal{ing a 1 lowance for improvements, 
br,1llght abollt by· the use of better rams, it may 
be said that lambs are, on the wh·ole, somewhat 
lighter than last ·year, dute probably to bad 
'veather and unusually scanty grazing. 
The necessity for undertal{ing some improve-
ment in the quality of milking-goats 1has· long 
been recognized, but the difficulty and expense 
invo}ved in securing good bree'ding stock have, 
up to the pr2sent, disco11raged all attempts ir1 
this direction. This fall, however, a scheme for 
bonusing the purchase of purebred male go_ats 
similar to the scl1cme 11ow in effect regarding 
bulls and ~a~s, and oth~r pia~~ ~f~-~~ ~In:~rov~ .. 
. ' 
ment in goat breeding have been outlined by 
the Agricultural Department. 
- -Expansion in pou1try production continu'es 
and prospects for poultry men at present are 
bright. 
- Pu~lets were rather later than usual _ coming 
into production i11 the a11tu_mn, and the result 
\Vas a shortage of fresh eggs for several weeks. 
At present,- production is coming along well 
and supplies of eggs are .more readily available. 
Poultry Clubs formed under the direction of 
the Agricultural Division have had a successful 
year and seven n1ore such organizations have 
been formed. Several Poultry Clubs and in-
dividtlal breedt:rs are making plans to engage 
rnore extensively in commercial hatc,hings, · as 
the ]ocal trade in young pullets provides a 
considerable market. 
011e hundred R.O.P. Pullets were imported by 
private breeders and by the Agricu:tural Divis-
ion during the ~rear. 
The Agricultural Division has recently in-
augtlrated a service for blood testing poultry 
as a precaution against pulloram diseas.e, and 
it is hoped to £xte11d this service next year to 
a11y poultryme11 who 'vis,hes to avail of it. 
~~ good start has been mad·e in turkey raising 
a:nd ~everal hundreds of good birds have been 
marketed during December. Two additional 
Turl{ey Breed~ng C_; ubs 1have been organized 
this year ur1der the direction of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. The Department has also 
dra,vn up a scl1eme under 'vhich a bonus is 
pain to purchasers of good turkey toms. This 
scheme, 'vhich is in line with ot,her bonus 
sche1nes of: the. Departme11t of Agriculture w:ll 
be available to purchas.e.rs of turkey toms next 
y·ea.r. 
The All-Newfou11dland Agricu"'tural Exhibi-
tion again showed a su1bstantial increase over 
the previous year, in practically every class., 
and the exhibits in all classes of livestock 
reached an· exceptionally 1high degree of · ex-
cellence. 
- · Tlte vegetable and fruit entries were sur--
prisingly good in view of the unfavourable· 
g1 .. o,ving season; ""rl1ile the needlework, knitting 
and cool{in·g classes maintained the high 
standard set i11 previous years. Thirteen 
thousand, seven hundred and fifty-four exhibits 
'vere sho,vn by a total of 1035 exhibitors, r epre-
senting practically t:he whole country. 
Besides the All-Newfoundland Agricultural 
Exhibition, · twenty·-four local g2neraJ Exhibi-
tions vvere held in various sett1ements through-
out the country. Thirteen sheep sho,vs, six 
svline sho1vs_, one calf show and sixteen junior 
garde11 clu1b competitions also were held in out-
lying districts. 
A new kind of garden co:q1petition among 
farmers was introduced by the Department of 
Agriculture thjs :year, 'vherein groups of farm-
er~ enter yegetable gardens in· comnetition in 
the sprin~ under the s~p~r~ision _of the Depart-
ment. Prizes are awarded - a -number of the 
• 
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competitors at the end of the season according 
to merit. Nine of these competitions were held 
tl1is year. 
· ... -About 85% of the prize money awarded at 
the General Exhjbitions and all the prize money 
of the other shovvs and competitions,) as well as 
for the .L\11-N e''lfoundland Exhibition, is pro .. 
vided by the Department of Agriculture and 
Rural R,econstruction. 
· At the Government Demonstration Farm the 
rattle have been reduced to 14 head which, 
\Vlth 3 horses and 8 sheep, is as many as can be 
fed 'vith t~he hay: produced at the farm this 
Year. 
~ The hay, fodder· and grain crops were fair~y 
good. An exceptionally good yield of banner 
oats \vas offset by the complete destruction by 
rust of a field of El'ban Oats. This rust spread 
to the 11earby grain experimental plots and 
rendered them llseless. 
Only a small acreage of vegetables was set 
last spring-and the crop, in common with the 
ge11eral trend throu1ghout the country, was 
light. The vegetables were, however, of ex-
cr:e.llent quality·. 
~- / .. t\.n experiment in grazing hogs and sheep on 
r_ape pastllre proved 1nost satisfactory, as did 
n.~-so the gro\ving of a soiling crop, composed of 
oats and peas, for the cows. 
. Co11siderable permanent improveme'nts were 
Q:ro11ght abollt during the summer in the form 
of underdrainage and land clearing as well as 
grading and shaping the grounds near the 
residence. 
Ten students ~rere given Agricultural train-
ing, i11clt!ding .the regular ~hree months' course 
of lectures, which begin in the first of each 
year. There i~ evidence to sho'v that ma~y 
of the students who completed the course ln 
fprmer years are making ex~ellent use of the 
experience which they acqu1red at the Dem-
ori.strati'on Faru~. 
: Tw~lv~ neW. A gricultural Societies \vhich 
,\J;ere formed this year bring t1he total up to 70 
sbcieties. With fe\V exceptions, these organiza .. 
tions are fl1nctioning actively and are· in vary-
ing degrees carrying on g?od work in pr~m?t­
ing better farmjng practice. . These S_oc~~ties 
and the various other community organizations 
are of immense value to the Department in 
th~t they enab,e its representatives to contact 
large groups of farmers for the promotion of 
in1proved farming met~ods. Many of the 
Societies ~have been making some attempts at 
co-operative marketing during the past f~w 
yee;trs but with tl1c advent of !he _Co-ope;at_Ive 
.Act it is expected that organizations wishing 
to engage in trade will register under this Ac!, 
while organizations registered under the Agri-
culttlral Societjes Act will confine themselves 
to .the .problems of agricultural production and 
that their only activity with re'gard to nlarket-
iita-. ""ill 'be t•he consideration of policies. 
'."Three s'vine cluos, ·2 calf clubs -and 11 junior 
garden cl11bs· were formed. ..The Swine Club 
Scheme has bee1~. modified so that the' Depart .. 
rnPnt of .... -\gric11.ture no longer supplies young 
breeding pigs 011 loan. 
All vegetables con1rnanded good prices this 
fall and in all except potatoes, the' local sup-
plies v,rere not 11ear:iy sufficient to meet the de-
rnand. Potatoer-; sold at prices ranging from 
$2.50 to $3.00 per barrel delivered at the con-
snrning centres, and turnjp prices were from 
$2.25 to $2.7 5 per barrel. 
~rany small growers who peddle their own 
vegetables in St. John's were obliged to accept 
prices considerably lower than t •hose quoted 
above, due to the fact that this source of sup-
ply is irregular in volume and unreliable in 
qu,a]jty; besides. Jthe grower in this case is at 
the 111ercy of the purchaser \vhen supp~ies are 
sufficieHt to meet demand because he is prepar-
ed to accept any· price rather than take his 
produce home again. The vegetable grading 
law 'vill eventually r emedy this s:tuation in 
part and the Department of Agriculture is giv .. 
ing the matter further study. 
Buvers in Grar1d Falls and Corner Brook 
., 
have stocked 11p well vvith potatoes, but St. 
John's stores l1ave not been fiLled. Confidence 
ir1 local vegetab~ e products is definitely on the 
inereuse. This is undoubtedly due in part to 
the A.gricultu:ra} Exhib:tions, but the chief 
factor responsib]e is tihe improvement in the 
general standard of potatoes and turnips since 
the introductiort of the Grading Act. 
This )Tear the Depart1nent was able to give 
n1uch better itjspection service, althollgh a 
combination of circumstances made it impos-
sible to get the inspectors ir1 the field as early 
as \\Tas desirable. The service is now arranged 
on a more satisfactory basis than ever before 
and it felt that it will be possible in future to 
attend to practj.cally all vegetab~e Inovements 
through t1he main ship~;· r1g centr'CS. 
The standard of gradi11g on the part of the 
pa~kers was -high and though shipments 
an1ounting to many thousands of barrels were 
inspected, only one prosecution was necessary. 
The buyers have all expressed themse~ves as 
deeply· appreciative of t1he protection afforded 
by the inspection service. 
All arrangen:ents have been con1ple'ted by 
tl1e Department for issuing p ermits to sell po-
tatoes under the National Mark and many 
gro,vcrs and some dealers have .expressed their 
desire to avail of this facility, but the wide-
spread immatlirity prevalent this year prevent-
ed Inost of the crop from qualifying for the 
''~Iark'', as th.. standard requ•.ired is very 
high. 'Dhere are several gro,vers whose pota-
toes have qualified for the National Marlr but 
they have decjded to hold their stocks for 
spring shipment. 
In pra~tice it has bee'n indicated that the 
grading acts could be improved son1ewhat by 
several amendments and it is hoped that these 
may be introduced before 1940 spring ship-
nl~flt~ begin to niove. ~ • ~ ~ 
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The Westerr' Newfoundland Agricultural 
l\far lceting Schen1e did not go into effect this 
fall as anticipated, but one warehouse is being 
co1npleted and il is hoped that the Scheme will 
come into full operation next year. 
More than ordinary difficulty is being ex-
perienced by farn1ers in disposing of any but 
the best grades of locally prJduced beef, par-
ticularly on the St. John's market, and it is 
difficult to obtain 1938 prices. Mutton is a~so 
se.iliug slowly ar1d, at this tin1e of year. pork is 
almost a drug on the St. John's market. 011 
the West Coast, sales of lamb are about normal, 
but 011 Avalon Peninsll1la neither the demand 
nor the price is as good as they 'vere last year. 
The demand for well finished dressed chicken 
is good, but the small supply of locally pro-
duced turkey had to contend with comparative-
ly lo'\v prices induced by the surplus of turkeys 
for market in Nova Scotia. 
Egg prices ihave advanced in line '\vith the 
increase in feed prices. 
'!'he Agricultural Division this fall introduc-
ed a plan for malcing an annual check on agri-
cultural production and marketing, but it has 
not been i11 operation for a sufficient length of 
tin1e to figure in this report. It is hoped, ho,v-
ever, that it '\\"ill enable the Department to 
present some interesting statistics at the end 
of 1940. 
Cold StoraSe Operations 1939 
New Installations. 
During the past year the Government have 
continued their po1icy of enlarging their cold 
storage facilities) primarily for bait p11rposes. 
They have increased the freezing capacity of 
the M. V. "Malal{off'' considerably, and either 
l1ave, or are in the course of building and 
equipping new freezers at Long Harbour, Her-
mitage, whi1_e holding pla11ts for bait have been 
built at Merasheen and Oderin, Placentia Bay. 
In addition to th.~s, and as part of the· Placen ... 
tia Bay Reconstruction Scheme, a large cold 
storage plant is also being built and equipped 
at Marysto,vn. 
During the year the Bonavista Cold Storage 
Co. I.~td. built at Bonavista, a pla11t capable of 
freezing 25,000 pounds of fish per day. It is 
hoped that this plant will enable the fishermen 
of Bonavista to substantially increase their 
• 
e·arnings. 
The "Malakoff,'' "'ith her additional freez-
ing facilities., has continued her very useful 
operations and is again this winter stationed 
on the South West Coast, with Rose· Blanche as 
her headquarters, and she acts as a distributor 
of bait supplies for the fishermen in that sec-
tion. 
Frozen Salmon. 
This indt1stry wa3 again actively carrie.d on 
duri.ng -1939 by Messrs. Job Brothers & Com-
pany Ltd., Harvey & Co. Ltd., the Monroe Ex-
port Company~ and the A'"alon Cold Storage 
Con1pany Ltd., of Ne,vfoundland, and also by 
various Canadian companies located in the 
Maritimes. 
The. season was marked by most unfavour-
able 'veather conditions. The spring was a very 
late one, a11d ice conditions partic11larly, hin-
dered the operations of the Northern fishermen 
to a very large. extent. As a resltlt, the pro-
duction of salmon was considerablv below the 
.. 
a'rerage of previous seasons. We cannot but 
feel that there is evidence: that the salmon fish-
ery, at least in some areas has now reache·d its 
' peak of production, and we fear that if the 
present intensive fishing is continued, there is 
a probability that the salmon fishery may be-
coma so depleted as to jeopardize the future 
of this very important Newfoundland indus-
try. 
It is a matter of gratification to know that 
the Government have an expert working on 
this problem, and it is hoped that his _report 
will soon be made, so that if the fears express-
ed above are well founded steps may be taken 
• • to obviate the danger. 
Reports have also bee.n received from various 
parties, that a considerable quantity of imma-
ture salmon 'vas inadvertently taken on the 
Labrador in nets that were used for catching 
herring. While we cannot vouch for the accur-
acy of this statemen.t, the report has been 
heard from so many parties that we think 
there must be some foundation in it, and we 
trust that the Government 'viii further in,."esti-
gate the matter, 'vith a vie'v to conserving 
what constitutes one of the most valuable as-
sets to the Labrador fishermen. 
Frozen Bait. 
As a result of the activities of the Govern-
ment in this connection, ~o scarcity of bait was, 
so far as we are aware, in evidence during the 
past year. We lrnow that very little frozen 
squid 'vas exported during the past season, 
and we ~nderstand that this was because there 
was no demand for it in Nova Scotia, which 
took care of its own requirements in that 
respect. 
Other Frozen Fish Products. 
It is a matter of great satisfaction to the 
Board to know that the commercial produc-
tion of fresh frozen fish in N e.wfoundland has 
now become a fact. This has been entirely 
brought about through the present unfortunate 
f... 
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war conditions, which have resulted in a very 
severe limitation of the British fisheries. The 
three major cold storage operators, Messrs. Job 
Brothers & Co. Ltd., Harvey & Co. Ltd., and 
the Monroe Export Company, Ltd., have pooled 
the1r co ... d storage fac1L"lt1es and equipment and 
have jointly undertaken the production of a 
large. quantity of frozen codfish fillets and 
round codfish for the British market. As a 
result of this they are now operating plants 
at Port-aux-Bas.ques, Rose Blanche and Petites. 
The result of these operations will be that the 
entire winter fishery of that portion of the 
South West Coast will be processed as frozen 
fish, and it will ensure a market for all the 
fresh fish that can be produced on this coast 
during the entire winter. It is the hope of the 
Board that these operations will be continued 
after the winter fishery is over, and that other 
sections of the Newfoundland coast will be 
able to supply their quota. The combined 
freezing qualities of the cold storage compa-
nies enable them to handle large quantities of 
fish per day and it is expected that if the war 
continues, very substantial quantities of frozen 
fish will be shipped to Great Britain. 
The production of blueberries during the 
past year \Vas seriously curtaile.d beea11se the 
crop in some sections of the country seems to 
have been blighted, and the phenomenal rains 
experienced during the sun~mer interfe.red not 
only with the production of the fruit but also 
with the crop itself. This is the first year since 
the blueberry industry started that the crop 
failed to materialize. -As a result of this, sup-
plies were on the short side and not one of the 
companies was enabled to produce sufficient to 
take care of the bu~iness that was offering. In 
view of this, we understand that considerable 
inroads '\vere made on the United States mar-
ket by Canadian producers. The increase· in 
freight rates had to be taken care of by the ex-
porters, as their contracts were made before 
war conditions made the increased freight rates 
necessary. The season therefore did not repre-
sent a profitable one for the producers, but not-
withstanding this setback we antici.pate that 
next season, provided the crop is normal, they 
wiLl, by improved methods in grading and 
packing, win back for N ewfoundlana the 
superior pos;tion this country has always had 
in the supplying of this product to the United 
States market. 
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Mineral-Exploration and the Mining Industry, 1939 
(By the Geological Survey) 
In a ~y·ear in which the 'vord ''mine'' has 
suddenly taken on a sinister notoriety on the 
seas, terrestrial mining acquires an added im-
petus under '\var conditions. Unlike the World 
War of 1914-18 ho,vever, t~he present emergency 
so far has not caused any appreciable rise in 
the price levels of base metals, and indeed the 
action of the Britis-h Ministry of Supply in 
fixing the price of Empire copper at about 
9.12c. per pound, as con1pared to the current 
price of nearly 13c. per pound in the United 
States, ha.s had the effect of discouraging an 
anticipated ne"\-Y copper development in the 
island. It is g1·atifying to note that all s:hip-
ments of copper, lead and zinc concentrates 
from N e'vfoundland to foreign countries are 
being made in bond and that the refined 
product is destined for the Ministry of Supply 
in London. The Newfoundland price for these 
war essentials i~ therefore that price set down 
by the ~Iinistry of Supply which is substanti-
ally less than 'that prevailing in the open mar-
ket. T,his is aiJother instance of how New-
foundland is helping in the present ·conflict. In 
the n1eantime tij e Geological Survey· is pushing 
forward its dr]lling programme and the pote·n-
tial industry should profit from the stability 
which comes from the present control. 
The Wabana iron ore industry, which in the 
first year of the first World War suffered a drop 
of more than 50%, today is benefitting from ar-
rangements whEreby much of the production 
'vhich formerly was destined to Germany is 
being absorbed by the United Kingdom mar-
ket. Reflecting increased demands for steel 
on this side of the Atlantic, ore shipments to 
Sy·dney, Nova Scotia 'have also advanced and 
St. Lawrence f!uorspar production has also 
been stimulate<l by near-capacity operation of 
Sydney and United States steel mills. 
On the prospecting · front, particular atten-
tion is being gjven to minerals required in 
making ferro-alloys. T'hese minerals, often 
referred to as ~trategic or war minerals are 
essential components of special steels which 
are now finding expanding uses. In the island, 
deposits of chi·ome, manganese, molybdenum 
and nickle have been investigated by the Geo-
logir!al ~urvey and our potentialities in regard 
to these ferro-alloys have been partly deter-
mined. Small (iUantities of chrome, manganese 
and nickle orfs ha-ve been produced in the 
past. Areas likely to contain chrome and moly-
'Jdenllin ores, in addition to those already 
found, have be~n delimited by the Geological 
3urvey and offe1· an attractive field for in-
~~zwive prospecting. 
FIELD WORK OF THE PAST SEAS·ON 
The Geological. Survey again had nine field 
parties i11 actio11. The 1939 field work of the 
Survey was in large part a continuation of pro-
jects initiated in previous summers, and de-
signed to determine the mining possibilities of 
dormant properties and inactive prospects, as 
well as to explore territory hitherto unstudied 
geologically. ~,or the first time, geophysical 
(electrical and magnetic) methods of ore-hunt-
ing were employed under Government auspices, 
and the finding~ of the geologists and geophysi-
cists \Vere tested by the Government diamond 
drill. So aggressive is the Geological Survey 
policy in these respects that an internationaJly 
kno'\vn mining consultant, Dr. A. M. Bateman, 
editor of the journal '' Econon1ic Geology'' who 
'\Vas in the island on professional butsiness, com- . 
plimented the Government on its . thorough-
going efforts ttJ stimulate further mining en-
terprise. 
Copper 
A concerted investigation of copper-bearing 
areas was made in 1939 and comprehensive da-
ta are no'v bein~· assembled for publication. 
Most of the topper properties in the old 
mining region of Notre Dame Bay were ex-
amined and also several old mines and pros-
pects near Bay of Islands, west coast. 
Geophysical Survey 
The follovving areas we're chosen for geophy-
sical investigatjun, Mineral Point and South-
west Shaft, a.'t Gill Pond, East and West Mines 
at Tilt Cove, Mount Misery and mine valley at 
Betts Cove, 'ferra Nova Mine at Baie Verte, 
Sleepy Hollow and Hearn's gold property at 
Little Bay, and the C:het1vynd gold-copper 
prospect Cinq Cerf, southwest coast. In this 
work Spontaneous Polarization and H ctckkiss 
Superdip methods were used by Geophysical 
Exploration Ltd. of Toronto. The particular-
ly promising indications obtained at M·neral 
Point, Gull Pond (near a known orebcdy of 
more than 2,000,000 tons) were confirmed, and 
the Government diamond drill is now set up 
at ._ that place to explore additional ore bodies 
which do not crop out at the surface. 
Little Bay 
The Little Bay area in Green Bay is of in-
terest because of its numerous old mines and 
prospects. A party conclu,ded a survey begun 
in 1938 of a large quadrangle extending from 
.Southwest Arm to Hall Bay and will describe 
the rock formations and ore deposits in a docto-
rate dissertatiDil at Princeton University. This 
broad regional survey supplements the de-
tailed stlldies of specific areas by the copper-
r 
,. 
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~nves'tigation party. Within this quadrangle 
IS the Rendell-,.Jackman copper mine which was 
diamond drilled by· the Survey during the past 
season. 
Oil 
A regional survey of the complicate'd forma-
tions of the west coast where oil seepages oc-
cur 'vas concluded. A comprehensive repo;t 
on oil possibilitie~ of the west coast in the light 
of new determiuations of rock sequences and 
structures, is no''" compiled. 
La Poile 
In this northe-rn part of the Central M:neral 
Belt of the islar1d, discoveries of ore some,vhat 
similar to Buehans have been made' in recent 
years and Dr. J. R. Cooper of Ohio Wesleyan 
University· in 1939 finished a regional survey 
extending about 20 miles inland from the coast. 
Hermitage Ba.y 
This area lies between the Baie d 'Espoir and 
Rencontre East quadrangles on the south coast 
w·hich have previou~::;ly been mapped. In the 
hope of finding deposits of molybdenum, zinc~ 
and other ores, such as occur in the adjacent 
map-areas, a geological survey was undertaken 
of the coast and interior of Hermitage peninsu-
la. A member of this party was successful in 
discovering some molybdenum occurrences 
'vhich 'vere staked for the Crown. 
Burin Peninsula 
In this area, surrounding the St. Lawrence 
tluor~par mining districts, geological mapping 
is expected to rJrovide clues to the location of 
additional spar veins. 
Publications and Publicity 
During 1939 the Geological Sutrvey issue·d 
three bulletins: No. 16, ''Geology and Mineral 
Deposits of the Canada Bay Area'' by Dr. F. 
Betz, Jr.; No. 17, "Geology and Mineral De-
posits of the Baie d 'Espoir Area" by Dr. W. B. 
J e'vell; and No. 17, "Bedrock Geology of the 
Seaboard Regioll of Newfoundland Labrador'' 
by Dr. E. H. KTanck. In the July number of 
Engineering and Mining Journal (New York) 
appeared an artjcle "Newfoundland Ships 
Fluorspar'' by (,. K. Rowse and R. P. Fisher. 
Much valuable publicity for Newfoundland's 
mining possibilities '\\'as derived from a mineral 
exhibit supervised by C. K. Howse, Asso·ciate 
Government GEologist, which was featured at 
the Quebec City annual meeting of the Canadi-
an Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. Dr. 
A. K. Snelgrove~ Government Geologist, ad-
dressed this conYention on '' 1Iining and Min-
eral Exploration in Newfoundland and Labra-
dor", accompanied by colour motion-picture·s. 
La.brador Concession 
In 1939, work on the 22,000 square-mile m~n .. 
eral concession in westernmost Newfoundland 
Labrador, ·held by Labrador Mining & Explor-
ation Co. was concentrated upon trenching and 
sampling of iron ore deposits which had been 
di~covered i~ recent years. The company's 
chief geologist, I·eports that one of the JarO'e 
?perators fron1 the Lake Superior iron rang~s 
Inspeeted the Labrador occurrences this sum-
mer with a vie'v to their exploration. Unfor-
~unately, wo~k on the concession was seriously 
Interfered 'vith by the tragic loss of one of tte 
company's airplanes. What effect the war wll 
have on this exploration is not yet predjctahle. 
Government Laboratory: 
The operatioL. of the Government Labora-
tory, "':hich comes under the sutpervision of the 
Geological Survey, has continued satisfactorily 
throughout 193g, and the Laboratory ~has h nd a 
very· busy_ year. A t~tal of 1515 samples have 
been received on which 3380 determinations 
had to be made. The follovving table shows 
the variety of the work handled at the Labora-
tory: 
. Samples 
M1nerals . . . . . . . . . . 287 
Alcoholic Beverages. 1014 
Police Investigat1ons 7 
·water Analyses . . . . 51 
ot.hers including 
private samples 156 
1515 
Diamond Drilling: 
Number of 
Determinations 
902 
2043 
33 
157 
245 
3380 
.The Spra~ue & I_lenwood Prospector Type 
Diamond Dril : acquired by the Geoloaical SuT-
vey in 1936 commenced its 1939 oper
0
ations on 
the 18th of April, and has been in continuous 
operation_ ever since. At the Simms Ridge 
pro~pect In Sops Arm four holes, with a total 
footage of 1253 feet were drilled and assays of 
the mineralized cores were run. A report on 
the drilling, together with maps, logs and assay 
res11lts, 'vas furnished to the claim ,holders. 
At the Rendell-J ackman property, near the 
village of Kir1gs Point in Southwest Arm, Green 
Bay, five holes, with a total footage of 1954 
feet were drilled, and these cores are at present 
undergoing ana lysis for copper at the Govern-
ment Laborator~·. 
Follovvjng the operation at Rendell-Jackman 
Property, near the village of Kings Point in 
South,vest ..c\rm, Green Bay, five holes, witl1 a 
total footage of 1954 feet were drilled, and 
these cores are at present undergoing ana-ysis 
for copper at the Government Laboratory. 
Following the operation at Rendell-Jackman 
the drill was moved to Gu,l Lake where it was 
decided to drill the western extension of the 
known <;>rebody. More than two million tons 
of 2.5% copper are known to exist in the Min-
eral Point orebody at Gull Lake and the pres-
ent drilling programme has been undertaken to 
explore the possibility of the extension of this 
known orebody, or th_e occurrence of a new ore-
body to the west. One hole has been completed 
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and a second is now being drLled. To date 
about aJO feet have been ari.i.1ed on tL.is proper-
ty, makmg a tota.l of more: than 0 500 feet of 
diamond drill1ng by the G-eological' Survey t he 
past year. 
~he sur:ve! 11as also acquired a second, light 
dril.L. T~Is Is a Call:adian Longyear prospector 
model w1t11 a capacity of 300 f eet and is rr.luch 
more portable tl1an tne larger dri1l, though it s 
depth capacity is on y one half of the larger. 
I~ IS ~lanned to use the Ile\v dr i.tl f or explora-
tion In places where transportation pre~ents 
quite a problera, and it is ·hoped that 1940 wLI 
see the two drills in operation for the greater 
part of the year. 
Active Mines and Quarries 
Bell Is1land 
Prior to the 011tbreak of ho~tilities the greater 
part of the production of Bell Island had been 
going to Germany. Immediately after the 
outbreal{ arrangements w ere made to have the 
United Kingd ~)m absorb the production that 
had been going to Germany. Owing to the dif-
ficu1lty in securing carriers and the delays in 
inaugurating the convoy system, shipments of 
ore for S eptember and o~tober showed a de-
cided drop. November and December have, 
however, see11 t h·ese difficu_ ties partially over-
come, with the 1·esult that production has con-
tinued at a norn1al rate until the close do\vn of 
operations on lJecember 22nd. 
Buchans 
Buchans, too, suffered a serious interruption 
in the shipment of its concentrates foll owing 
the outbrealr oi war. The greater part of its 
shipments of lead and zinc concentrates had 
been consigned to Belgium and Germany, but 
these were forced to discontinue. Copper ship-
ments to the lJ11ited States continued and ~per­
ations '\vere modified so that the parts of the 
orebody that "\vere richer in copper were mined. 
In spite of this, stocl{s of lead and zinc concen-
trates accun1ulated faster than shipments cou'ld 
be made and there are at present in excess of 
40,000 tons of zjnc conce11trates on hand. Re-
cently, ho,vevel', shipments of lead concentrates 
have been madtJ to the United States and to 
Norway, and it is understood that arrangements 
are being n1ad~ to have the lead and zinc con-
centrates shipped to tlre United States in bond 
for smelting and re-shipment of the refined 
product to the United Kingdom. 
St. Lawrence: 
Production of fluorspar by the St. Lawrence 
Corporation of Newfoundland Ltd. has con-
tinued at about the same rate as 1938, and im-
provements in mining and milling methods 
have been made. The power situation has been 
improved by the installation by the United 
Towns E,ectric Co., Ltd., of a 500 H.P. genera-
tor at Water Fall Brook, Little St. Lawrence. 
The American Newfoundland Fluorspar Co., 
Ltd., ,has continued its programme of explori.-
tion and deve,opment on the Director Vein and 
. . ' It IS understood that some 200,000 tons of high 
grade fluorspar have ·been developed on this 
vein to date. 
Limestone: 
Operations of the Dominion Steel & Coal 
Corporation at Aguathuna h ave continued as in 
the past and this year 232,0~0 tons were mined 
and shipped to Sydney, N.S. It is thought that 
the anticipatecl increased produ,ction of the 
st eel plants of the Dominion Steel & C·oal Com-
pany· will mater.ialy increase shipments fr om 
this quarry in 1940. 
Halls Quarry: 
Production oi quarry material for the Air-
port decreased <;onsiderably in 1939 owing to 
the completion of the runways of the New-
- f oun dland Airport. 
Brick Manufacturing: 
Briek manufacturing continued at a normal 
level in 1939 wjth no great increase in the use 
of locally made bricks for building purpnses. 
One exception, ·h o,vev er is the new Govern-
nlent Laboratories bujlding in which 80 000 
bricks from Pelleys Brick Yard were used.' 
Minerai Production 
Iron ()re ........... . 
Limestone .......... . 
I..Jead Concentrates .. . 
Copper Concentrate·s .. 
Zinc Concentrates .... 
G·ravit y Concentrate's . 
Fluorspar .......... . 
Pyrophyllite ........ . . 
1938 
Tons 
1,680,213 
187,480 
47,119 
32,865 
122,084 
365 
14,000 
1,000 
2,085,126 
•Estimated to Decembe'r 31st, 1939. 
•1939 
Tons 
1,625,261 
244,800 
40,746 
48,984 
105,916 
386 
11,858 
. . . . . . 
2,078,951 
Shipment of N~9wfoundland Mineral, 
1938 and 1939 
Tons 
1938 
Iron Ore ............................. . 1,662,088 
Lead Conce~ntrates ......... 43,270· 
Copper Concentrates...... 28,7 54 
Zinc Con centr;!tes ............ 114,881 
Gravity Concentrates... 395 
Fluorspar ...... ......... ...... ...... 8, 7 8 5 
Limestone ...... . ..... ···- ...... .193,800 
Conclusion: 
Tons 
1939 
1,240,421 
20,729 
28,974 
50,955 
214 
'7,460 
232,050 
It is felt that the immediate objective, de-
spite uncertainties as to the length of the 
preRent conflict~ shou~d be to make available as 
quick,y as possible to the Empire such needed 
mineral raw materials as Newfoundland 
possesses in quantities which warrant com-
mercial exploitation. In this category, the 
ferro-al]oys, molybdenum and chrome1 and to a 
...... 
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lesser extent manganese and nickle have pros-
pects for devel<•pment. There is basis also for 
more than a pious hope that our coppe~ .re-
serves ma)r be sho,vn by the prese11t drilling 
campaign to . prove sufficiently large for ex-
traction under present circumstances. 
From the long-range point of view it must 
lje e1nphasizcd that the careful pr.o~i~~ a~d 
stock-taking of our mineral possibilit ies In 
,Yhic}l the Govern1nent is now engaged also 
builds for the fnture when the arts of war give 
\vay to the arts of peace. 
It is pleasing to note that, with the gen ·)ral 
disruption in trade fol~ o,viug the outtbreak of 
the 'var, and thl~ accumulation of stocks of iron 
ore and ]ead ·and zinc concentrates, owing to 
temporary difficulties of disposal, p:L~oduction 
has maintained its n crmal level and employ-
ment has not been affected in any 'vay. It is 
likely, ho,vever~ that the N e' v Year 'vill see the 
ironing out of these difficulties of disp rsa1 and 
that 1940 "rill see a continuation of production 
of our operating mines at their present ca-
pacity. 
Decernber 27th, 1939. 
OUR 1..,0URIST 1'RADE 
'rhe year 1939 has been a slight disappoint-
Inent to the N e\Yfoundland Tourist 'l'raJ.ue De-
velopment Board in as much as their records 
sho'v a sl~ght faJing off in the number of 
visitors who came. to Newfoundland during the 
current year, as compared with 1U38. Ho~ever, 
this is no Indication that interest in Newfound-
land as a travel resort is on the wane, on the 
contrary, the records of the Board show ~hat 
several hundred more enquiries 'vere received 
by their Newfoundland and New York offices 
in 1939 than at any other time in the Board's 
history. 
The Tourist Board is conducting a publicity 
campaign consisting of newspaper and maga-
zine advertising, radio broadcasts, illustra~ed 
lectures and moving picture shows, all of 'vhich 
are for the present confined to the United 
States Canada and England. This advertising sched~le was planned with a view to reaching 
the greatest number of people, and this season 
the total circulation amounted to 12,701,401-
an increase of 1,566,726 over last year. 
During the year approximately 250,000 
pieces of descriptive and pictorial literature 
were distributed. The Board issued a new book-
let. en tit lfrl ' ;Discover the GrPat Island, 
Affierican's lTnspoiled Vacation Land" and had 
a repr]nt made of the Sportsman's Map. 
Mr. Lee Wulff, noted angler, sportsman, pho-
tographer, 'vriter, lecturer and artist, came _to 
Ne,vfoundland and at tl1e rel]llest of the To11rist 
Board, to continue the investigations started by 
him on their behalf last season Mr. Wulfl: pub-
lished seven articles and stories on Newfound-
Jand in leading periodicals d11ring the 1939 sea-
r/on. Ile also lt'Ctll rf·d and sho,vcd his .N e'v-
foundlnnd n1ovies to 111a 11:\r sporting and edu-
cational groupcs during the year. 
As a restt~t of this campaign Newfoundland 
received excellent write-ups on salmon fishing 
in the columns of the New York Times, the 
Ne'v York World-Telegram: and several other 
'vel! ]{novvn ... -\.meriean ne,vspapers. This is the 
type of p11blieity that money cannot buy and is 
a direct result of the Tourist Board's efforts to 
111ake NevYfOtlndlanrl's salmon rivers better 
kno,vn to all the infltlent1al sporting editors. 
\Vith thiii end in view the Board has, from time 
to tjn1c. hron g.'ht these editors to Ne\vj_oundland 
as guests of the Board. 
Some progress, was made during the year in 
the r eRt or ation .,vorlr u n - ertaken bv t he Tonri~t 
Board on the old fortifi t ations and.in the mark-
ing of our historical sites. 
Ne,vfoundland offers many attractions to visi-
tors. The experience gained by the Tourist 
Board dtlr? . ng the past fe'v years shows tl1at 
the excellent opportunities offered for salmon 
and trout fishing are the chief attractions. Next 
is the c1imate and scenery, followed by interest 
in historic places sucl1 as old fortifications, etc. 
These attractions are being profitably developed 
and the Board can now confidently report con-
tinuously increasingly interest from even the 
most remote countries. 
---0---
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Trans-Atlantic Flights 
Summer 1e39 
Four Air Lines conducted flights across the 
Northern AtlaiJtic this year, name.y, Imperial 
Airways, Pa11 Amer~can Airways, American 
Export Lines and Air France. 
Pan American Airways and Imperial A:r-
\vays conducted a regular passenger and air 
mail service, whilst Air France and American 
Export Lines e ~n1ducted several experimental 
flights only. 
The Pan American Air,vays started the sea-
son 'vith the first eastbound flight on June 28th, 
completing the 1r1p from Botwood to Foynes in 
14 hours 2'7 minurtes and made 13 ·complete 
crossings, the last \Vestbe>und being on October 
9-10. There 'vas almost a fu:I passenger list for 
each Atlantic crossing. 
After the first air mail flight the amount of 
mail carried decreased considerably until after 
the outbreak of war when there was a decided 
increase. ~.,rom the outbreak of war, flights 
'vere not carried out beyond Foynes. 
Pan American Airways average time was as 
fol o'vs: for ea&tbound, 12 hours 57 minutes; 
for westbound, 16 hours 33 minutes; record 
time for eastbound was 11 hours 4 minutes; 
record time for westbound was 15 hours 22 
minutes. 
Imperial Airways started with their first 
'vestbound flight on August 5th, completing the 
crossing from ~~oynes to Botwood in 19 hours 
and 5 minutes. The flight was carried out un-
der very poor c.onditions and a landing was 
made in heavy rain and fog. 
The Imperial Airn:ays completed 8 flights, 
the last eastbound being on September 26th. 
Impe.rial Airways average time was as 
follows :-for eastbound 12 hours 44 minutes; 
for westbound, 15 hours 46 minutes; record 
time for eastbound was 11 hours 47 minutes; 
record time for westbound was 13 hours 37 
minutes. 
As stated above, Imperial Airways carried 
mail only, and the quantity was not so great as 
at the beginning, but increased after the out-
break of war. 
The last 'vest bound flight of the "CABOT" 
was made at night, w~hich was the first night 
landing at Botwood. · 
The Pan American 'Planes were the ''AT-
L.Lt\NTI C ", ' 'D JXIE' ' and ' 'AMERICAN'' 
Clippers alternately-four motor Boeing Flying 
Boats. 
The Imperial Airways 'PJanes were the 
'' CARIB01J" and ''CABOT", four motor rein-
forced Empire Flying Boats, new type engine. 
The American Export Lines operating a two 
motored Consolidated Flying Boat, made three 
or four trips and on two occasions their plane 
did not land at Botwood. 
Air France made two trips returnin<z via the 
Azore~. Their 'PJane.s were the ''VILLE DE 
ST. PIERRE'' and the ''LIEUTENANT D·E 
VAISSEAU PARIS", six motor Latecoere 
Flying Boats. 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR YEAR ENDING 
December 31st, 1939. 
Revenue 
Ba1ance as at December 31, 1938 ............. . 
200 City men1bership fees at $12.00 . . . . . . . . . . 
77 Ollttport membership fees at $5.00 . . . . . . 
Statistical Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,.. . . 
Mar l{et Reports . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 0 • • • • • " •• 
Certification Documents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. 
Rent of Front Roo1n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Hire of Council R,oom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • I e • e • • t • • 
. . . . $2,400.00 
. . 385.00 
550.00 
525.00 
. . . . . 106.50 
' . . . 
. . ' . . . 
. . . . 600.00 
157.50 
Sa- e of Tickets Annual Dinne'r ......... · ........ ·. . . • • 
Surplus fro1n Journal of Commerce a; c . . . . . . . ·. . . 
' . 
Expenditure 
S ., . a ar1es . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 
Rent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . 
Statistical and Market Report Services . o o • • • • • • • • • 
Stationery and Pri11ting . 0 • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• 
Subscriptions to Periodicals and Newspapers ......... . 
Lig·ht o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • 
Telephones ....................... · .. · · 
Advertising . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sta1nps, Lnundry and ot·her Office Expenses . . . ~ .. 
Incidenta}s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o •• 
. . . . . . 
.. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . . . 
• • • • • • 
' ' ' 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . 
Office Furniture 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • : • • • • • • • 
Sub. to Federation of C·hambers of Commerce of the British En1pire 
Cables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . 
Annual Dinner Exp·enses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Balance in Bank of Nova S·cotia . o •• • • • • • • • • .$258.67 
·Cash on hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . f. . 7.50 
Savings Bank ·Account No. 1·0961 
• 
$550.60 
2,785.00 
1,181.50 
757.50 
100.00 
218.54 
$5,593.14 
$2,740.00 
1,200.00 
627.37 
133.35 
33.98 
51.98 
85.60 
88.80 
160.00 
42o46 
55.00 
15.10 
10.18 
82.95 
$5,3.26.77 
. -
266~37 
$5,593.14 
Credit Ba 1 ance for year 1939 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 266.37 
Savings ajc as at Decen1ber 31, 1938 .............. $1,473.74 
Interest accrt1ed to D Ecember 31, 1939 . . . . . . . . 44.19 1,517.93 
Net Surplus ............... . . . . . $1,784.30 
Audited and fo11nd correct, 
J .. C. PRATT, 
January 17, 1940 . Hon. Auditor. · 
NOTE :~Payments amounting to $240.00 are receivable and may, there-
fo~e, be added to the net surplus. · 
' "" ' ' .. 
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STATEMENT QF IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF NEWFOUNDLAND, BY 
COUNTRIES, FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30th JUNE, 1939 AND COM-
PARATIVE FIGURES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30th JUNE, 1938. 
Imports Total Exports 
1938-39 1937-38 1938-39 1937-38 
United Kingdom ...... -·- -- ...... $ 5,277,670 $ 6,351,620 $11,326,845 $13,243,676 
Dominion of ~anada ...... ...... ...... 9,196,212 9,973, 700 2,454,648 3,146,570 
CommonwealtlJ. of Australia .. _. 2, 7 59 ........................ ........................ . .................... ... 
British Borneo ........ _ -·- -· .... .. 
British East Africa .. - ........ ----
British C~11iana ...... - ................. . 
British llonduras ....................... . 
• 
British \Vest .A.frica ...... _ ........... . 
British West Indies ...... ...... . .... . 
Ceylon ............ -- ............... _ ........... . 
Gibraltar ................................. _ .... _ 
Hong l{ong .................. -·- ........... . 
India ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . .... . 
J . • ama1ca .......................................... . 
~fa lta ................... ............................. .. 
Mauritius ......................................... . 
Pal est in e ....................... - ··· ......... .. 
Straits Settlements .................... ... 
ArgentinP. ...... ...... ...... ......... ...... .. ... . 
A ustri.tt. ...... ...... ...... ......... ...... ........ .. .. .. 
Belgium ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . .... ~ 
Bolivia ................................................ . 
Brazil ................................... ......... .. 
Chile ................................................ . 
China ............................................... . 
Cuba .............................................. .. 
C.1ecllos l ovakia ............................. . 
Denmal~]r ......................................... . 
Egyr)t .............................................. . 
Eire ..................................................... . 
Finland ......................................... . 
F,oreign East Africa ...... ...... . ... .. 
Foreign West Indies ................ .. 
France ......................... , ...................... . 
.. Algeria (f1re11ch) ... uw .............. . 
Morocco (French) ...... ...... . ... .. 
St. l?ierre (French) ......... .. ... . 
T .. unJL~Jla ...... ...... ··~··· ...... ...... ...... . ... .. 
Germar1y ........ n ............................... . 
Greec·~ .................. ............................. . 
Holland ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . .... . 
J~ast Indies -(Dutch) ...... . ..... 
Hungar~· .................................... --
Iceland ...... ...... ...... .. ............. \ ......... -
Iraq ...... ...... -··· ...... . .. - ...... ......... . ... .. 
Italy .................. ...................... -:- ..... . 
Japan .............................................. . 
N orwa.y ...... ...... ...... -- - ...... --
• 
Panan1.n ....... ···- ............................... . 
Pola11tl ............ -·· ...... ....................... . 
Portugsl ...... ............................. " ..... . 
Azores (Portuguese) ...... .. ... . 
East Africa ............................. . 
Madeira (Portuguese) " ......... . 
631 
........................ 
294 
........................ 
........................ 
7,327 
352,117 
11 
424 
5,267 
7,646 
........................ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
249 
15,629 
120,412 
........................ 
87,020 
······················ ~· 
28 422 
' 
........................ 
1,000 
313 
57,386 
92,113 
3,065 
671 
3,383 
........................ 
. ....................... . 
30 460 
' 
........................ 
·····-················· 
10,537 
........................ 
139,650 
19,516 
426,786 
~ ................... .. 
5,254 
233 
205 
53,462 
20,892 
14,413 
........................ 
5.743 
' 
13,281 
10 
........................ 
........................ 
........................ 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1,035 
·····-····-·· .. •····· 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
186,647 
342,161 
......................... 
•···•··•···············• 
8.418 
' 
7,511 
........................ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
126 
24,389 
163,290 
181 
63,142 
................. :•••••• 
42,539 
2,344 
371 
125 
82.477 
297,994 
2,042 
1,832 
6,044 
. ..•••......••.......... 
125 
37,641 
40.5 
. ...................... . 
13,550 
. ...................... . 
382,328 
22,164 
198,197 
739 
5,110 
........................ 
1,216 
29,680 
37,642 
39,328 
-······················ 10,4:30 
16 853 
' 
........................ 
. ....................... .. 
. ...................... . 
........................ 
. ...................... . 
9,443 
577 
45 
965,529 
........................ 
. .•.............••...... 
78,702 
53,870 
. ..................... .. 
12,438 
1,037 
72 
18,661 
. ....................... . 
. ............•....•....• 
......................... 
. ...................... . 
12,706 
96,866 
270 
4 
. 125 
13 
··•···•·•·••······•·•··• 
•••·······•············· 
868,990 
407,079 
63 
6,943 
27,025 
238 
1,415.587 
38B,600 
2,138,893 
.. ..................... . 
........................ 
......................... 
.. ...................... . 
916,381 
. ...................... . 
118 
4,810 
. ...................... . 
1,034,184 
400 
39,010 
7 
• 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
165 
6,900 
........................ 
975 
877,332 
. ............... ~~. ........ 
4 
27 !i19 
' 
.........•.......•..•••. 
. ....................... 
1~ !·'11 
. ' .) 
1,115 
50 
5,573 
651 
·········~·· ••........• 
2,494.298 
1,550 
987,405 
. ....................... 
] 0,~04 
101,388 
345 
235 
750 
140 
. .•.••••................ 
50 
809,841 
505,832 
. .•..•..........•••.•••• 
9,077 
14,726 
180 
783,408 
4 43,075 
1,973,481 
. .... ................... 
. .•............•.•...... 
. ....................... 
. ....................... 
582,480 
. ..••.........•••......• 
103,192 
9,233 
. ........................ 
524,698 
. ....................... 
45,567 
. ..................... , . 
.,.) 
..t t 
, 
, 
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Imports Total Exports 
1938-39 1937-38 1938-39 1937-38 
RoltnlanifL ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . .... . 699 
························ 
......................... • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Russia ............ "''" ........................ ·"··· ........................ 8 . ........... " ........... .." ..................... 
Siam ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... _ ... •••••••••••••••••••••••• 344 3,405 . ..................... _. 
Spai11 ............................................. ... 87,306 85,332 ............................ 29,583 
Swede11 ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . .... . 79,921 59,080 9,035 12,499 
SwitzPrlana - ............... ····- ......... ... 7,241 5 462 
' 
......................... . ....................... 
Turkey ...... ...... .. ...... ...... ...... ...... .. .. .. 15 . ....................... . ........................ . ....................... 
U rug11a y ........................................ .. 3,031 
·············f'·········· 175 ........................ 
United States ot America ........ . 7,677,814 9,408,728 7,264,666 8,168,162 
Philippines (American) ........ . 4,077 .......................... 3,150 . ......................... 
$24,460,618 $27,912,351 $31,987,34.4 $34,943,240 
1938-39 1937-38 
'I'otal Trade .............................. ~ ............ $56,44 7,962 $62,855,591 
•Exports to J a1naica are included in the figures given for British West Indies. 
• • 
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Steamers 
p 
Keport of the Newfoundland Sealing F'leet Sailed March 4th, 1939 
Captains 
rn 
;.... C) 
~ ~£ 
- -
= ::: I ,..~ ,.... c 
'tt'..l -"' r-" 
,... ..... C) 
-= 0 ~ 
'"( 8 I ~ 
- ... ---- --.-.. - -·- -- ~---
~ I "6 I GroHs Weight\ Nett Weight I J 
OJ:) rn I 00. . ~ I 0.0 rfl ·"f. ~ ' if. I I Sat"led e~ ~ ·~ ~~ ~ ~~ ------- ~··\ 1 --~ ~ ~f: I' s l. I,,_,., c ~ ~ 8 ~· lc 5 :S .c ~ ~ t. c. q .. t. <~. <1· . :::--; I c:; 1 . upplCl' . .rrOnl 
~ ~ C ~ CC 1~ ~ Cr .::: 8 00 I ~: :,_ ! ;:; ,T._ I 
I I J I -- I ,- --~ , ~ -- ,·--· -·---------I -- -- -, - - ,---
April 811\rptunc ....... !tT. C. Dominey . 465[ 162 6320[ 211 438 16~1 15[ 696E' 149 JO 1 101· 143 13 2 8[ 10,928.911 $22.33 Fngava S.S. CoiSt. John's 
April 8 !Beothic ........ ' Sidney Hill ..• 10771 224 20955[ 9.1 121 138[ 122 21427 ! 4~2 0 3 23[ 415 19 0 231 32.542.341 48 21 Bo,vring Bros .. [St. John ' 1lt 
Apr~l 1(1jJ mogrne . . . . . . . \\~ es. l{Pan. . . . 71.51 225 20138 !1401 2791 6j. . . . 243:1~ 5~8 4 3 2[ 5;~ 15 1 6[ 37,292 25 1 55.0S ~ovvring Bros .. [St. ~ohn '" 
April 18[lTng·nva ........ ' \\ln. c. Winsor 1115[ 229 206231 723 1184 30 51 2256u 416 2 0 251 4t:>;) 3 2 81 33,630.29! 48.7.J r I ngava s.s Co!At. John's 
Apr~l ?OI'l\~rra Nova .... , ~tan. Bnrhour 4~01 165 4~?1 294 702.... 21 J4~S 4; 4 2 9 38 ~ 2 61 2,104.2:-5 4 4D Bowr ing Bros ... jChannel 
Apr~l 251Eagle ...... . ... l Charhe Kean . . 4,2~1 156 848~1 ~02 16321 1521 103 11212 29a 14 3 14· 277 1~ 1 171 18,48:1.31 39.2 ~ Bowring Bros .. !St. John 's 
April 27jHangcr ........ i Ll. Kean ....• ~uu[ 1401 _ 621 Dl t)691 26121 481 48 _ 9292 238 _ 0 1._ 4[ 224_,_3 ~11_14,409.011 _ _?4.06 Bowring Bros .. jSt. J olln .. 8 
.I .... j1291! 832:13 ! ~SOlj 94801 5361 2951 97R45 2189 18 0 3j2085 il 2 51 149,399.361 
- -- - ---~~~------~------~--------~------~ 
Price of Seals per cwt. Young I-Iarps and Yo~1ng Hoods $4.00; Bedlamers $2.75; Old Harps and f[oo<ls $2.25. 
8en lc;; Manufactured by-
l~o,vring Bros., Lin1i.ted .......... . 
Job Bros., Lin1i.ted ............... . 
Total Catch 1939 
Total Catch 1938 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
67,815 
29,53G 
97 ,3-t-f> 
226,747 
DPcrr:u~e 1939 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129.402 
Gross Weight 
rrons c,vt. Qrs. Lbs. 
1504 5 ] 24 
62~ 12 2 7 
21RD 
5013 
282~ 
18 
10 
12 
0 
1 
1 
3 
3 
0 
NOTES ON THE VOYAGE 
Nett Weight 
Tons C1vt. Qrs. L bs. 
1486 6 1 17 
598 17 0 16 
2085 3 2 5 
4807 7 0 26 
2722 ~ t) 2 21 
Nett Value 
$104,831.16 
44,568.20 
149,399.36 
490,664-.42 
341,265.06 
On February 28th, the first of our scaling fleet ~ailed fol' the Gulf sealfishery. S.S. H~1nger in conntlUJHl of C:tptain R. E'l<lcock, on March 2nd when about 
sixteen miles South of Rt. T~awrence she encountered a terrific storm-galrs of wind nnd very heavy sea that floo~led the engine room and putting out the fires. 
S.O.S. call \vcrr SPilt out 'vhich 1vas rceoivcd by the S.S. Ncw·fouJHlland, Chpthin Murpl1y-who hurrictl to her assistance, '\vork of transferring the crew, nurnbe1·ing 
'One hundrrcl :1nd fifty, ovvi11g to sneh n heavy. sea and gale of 1vind, only one boat lond of eighteen of the crew was taken off the S.S. Ranger and put on board 
th0 S.S. NP'\vfoun<lland, vvhich stra.tner stood by until the A R. l1nogcne, jn com1nand of Cnptr~in E. BnrclPll· arrivrd on thr sce11r. This steamer '\vas rushecl by 
l\·1 ~H.;~rs. Br)\vri ng Bl'(>S., Ltd., to assis t in saving the rest o.f the crc\v if possible. On t he l n1og;cne reaching the R.anger \vhich '\Vas then about thirteen miles off 
Cape s·L. ~[:u·y:s, Captain Burd~n suceeedcd in getting n line on hoard, alHl t.O\Vf'<l }}(''l' into rrrcpass0y, 10 p Til., 1{ar(•h 3r(1. 
N e\vfol~.Hllan d then con tin ned lH~r voyage to St. John :s lt :1 vi 11 g on bo;.l rd t h c <' i ~·11 teen 111011 rcseuccl fTo1n the Ranger's er0'\V. 
0n J\Jfarch 5th in 0arly n1ornillg the J{nnger \vas to'\\·('(1 into St. John's hy H S. 'Jmog·cnc, Captain E. Burden, the Rnnger was placed on dock as soon as 
possible 1vhen repairs wclre cffcetrcl. 1\Inrc:h 14th she ~ailed agnin to the scalfishPrv on the northern front in eharge of Captnin Ll. Kran and a 11cvv crc\v of 140 
n1en, quit0 n few of the first crc'\v sni]cd in her, thn oth0rs \Vent hb1nc thinking she \Voulcl 11ot go out again. l\farch 17th. St. Patrick's Day, Capt. Kean struck t he 
seals about 40 tnilcs S.l~. of the :F,nnln~ in cornpa11y '\vith ot hPr st<'fl mers. f ro1n '\Vh l(·h nl)out 50 000 seals '\Ve!'0 seeurcd hrt\Yrrn t.hP.n1. 
l\I0s~1· ~4 • Hcnvri ng Bros. dre 1dcd to sP.nd the S.R. rrerru. Nova in· the Gulf to rcplnce thP Ranger. Mar<· h 7th, Captain Wm. C. 'Vinsor of S.S. Ungava reported 
four N orW('gian sen ling steamers 100 miles North East of the ],unks and on April l ·tth ngain repol'tr<l five N orv~ ... egian steamers secured between them some 
]9,500 srnl~. 
S.S. In1ogrn0, Cnpt. W. B. Kean .. abnndonrd the voyage on April 14th, to proec~rcl to the S.S. Bochum of the 1-Iamburg-American line which was damaged by 
ice 150 mih's Enst of St. John's. rrhe In1ogcne led the vvay through the heavy i<·e flo\v, and both steamer~ arriving in St. John's on April 16th. Scarcely any 
seals \vha.t ev('r \vcre taken hy landsn1cn this spring. 
LEVI G. CHAFE, Compiler ... 
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Members of Newfoundland Board of Trade 
ALLAN, J. W., Manager Furness Withy & Co., 
Ltd., Water Street East. 
ANGEL, HEBER, Manager Wm. Nose.worthy, 
Ltd., Water Street. · 
ANGEL, JOHN, Managing Director United 
Nail and Foundry. 
ATKINSON, D. 0., Assistant Manager BaJ!k of 
Montreal, Water Street. 
A YRE, JAMES S., Director Ayre & Sons, 
Ltd., "\Vater Street. 
AYRE, RONALD H., Director Ayre & Sons, 
Ltd., Water Street. 
A YRE, HAROLD C., Secretary Ayre & Sons, 
Ltd., Water Street. 
AYRE, JOHN F., Director Ayre & Sons, 
Ltd., Water Street. 
AYRE, D. S., Ayre & Sons, Ltd., W.ater Street. 
AYRE, LEWIS, Ayre & Sons, Ltd., Water 
Street. 
BAIRD, DAVID, President James Baird, Ltd., 
Water Street. 
BAIRD, J. BOYD., Secretary Nfld. Board of 
Fire Undervvriters, Bank of Nova Scotia 
Building. 
BAIRD, JAJYIES, Director Baird & Co., Ltd., 
Water Stl"eet. 
BAIRD, J. MACK, Director James Baird, Ltd., 
Water Street. 
BAIRD, A. B., Commission Merchant, Duck-
worth Street. 
BAKER, G. W., District Manager, Canadian 
Industries, Ltd., Water Street. 
BANIKIIIN, F., General Dealer, Herring Ex-
porter, Water Street West. 
BANIKHIN, L., General Dealer, Herring Ex-
porter, Water Street West. 
BARBOUR, JOHN M., Supt. Anglo-American 
Telegraph Co., Water Street. 
BARR, G. 1\1., Fish Exporter, Water Street. 
BAXTER, JAMES, Manager, Royal Bank of 
Cana<;Ia, Water Street. 
BELL, CIIAS. R., Commission Merchant, Water 
Street East. 
BENNETT, V. S., Director Marine Agencies, 
Ltd., Mgr. Director Reid Nfld. Co., Water 
Street East. 
BLAIR, F. L., Mgr. Canada Packers, Ltd., 
Water Street. 
BOWDEN, JAS. H., Mgr. Retail Store. Bowring 
Bros., Ltd., Water Street. 
BOWDEN, CHESLEY, Mgr. Hard,vare Dept., 
Ayre & So;ns, Ltd., Water Street. 
BOWRING, ERIC A., Director Bowring Bros., 
Ltd., \Vater Street. 
BOWRING, P. D., Secretary Bowring Bros., 
Ltd., Water Street. 
BRADSHAW, F. W., Commiss"ion Merchant, 
etc., Bell Street. 
BROOKES, H. R., Director Harvey & Co., Ltd., 
Water Street. 
BROWN, R. B., Mgr. Dun and Bradstreet of 
Canada, Ltd., Bank of Montreal Building. 
BRUCE, A. E., Mgr. T~ H. Estabrooks, Ltd., 
Water Street. 
BURDEN, KENNETI-I, Merchant (retired), 
· Duckworth Street. 
CAMERON, J. D., Secretary-Treasurer Avalon 
Telephone Co., Duckworth Street. 
CAMPBELL, NEIL, Commission Merchant, 
Water Street East. 
CAPSTICK, A. E., Asst. lVIgr. Royal Bank of 
Canada. 
CARNELL, GEOFFREY C., Mgr. Carnell's 
Carriage Fc:c.tory, Go,ver Street. 
CARTER, C. B., Director James Baird Ltd., 
\Vater Street. 
CARTER, T. B., Manager T. H. Carter & Co., 
Ltrl., \Vater Street. 
CASHIN, L. V., Mgr. Cashin & Company, 
Water Street. 
CAVE, w·. II., Mgr. Dominion Stores, New 
Gower Street. 
CHALKER, J. R., Jr., Chalker & Co., Lower 
Battery Road. 
CIIALKER, J. R., Mgr. Nfid. Lime Mfg. Co., 
I.1ower Battery Road. 
CIIESMAN, F. V., Labrador Development Co. 
Board of Trade Bui ding, Water Street. 
CIIIEVERS, JOHN C., CJerk Gerald S. Doyle, 
Ltd., Water Street. 
CLARICE, WILSON, Mgr. Dry Goods Depart-
ment Bowring Brothers, Ltd., Water Street 
CTJO.lTSTON, J. H., Mgr. Uti~a. Company 
(Import Division), Duckworth Street. 
CLOUSTON, WALTER B., Managing Director 
Wm. J. ClQuston, Ltd., Water Street. 
COLLINGWOOD, T. W., Director Baine, John-
Rton & Co.~ Ltd., Water Street. 
COLLINS, J. J., Divisional Supt. Canadian 
Marconi Co., New Gower Street. 
COMERFORD, W. B., Mgr. Garneau Limited, 
Water Street. 
CRAWFORD, JAMES, Mgr. Director Brown-
ine--Harvey, Limited, Cross Roads. 
CRAWFORD, J. G., Manufacturers' Agent, 
Buchanan Street. 
COCKER, JOSEPH, Mgr. Anglo-American 
Garage Ijtd. 
CROSBIE, CI-IESLEY A., President and Mgr. 
Director Crosbie & Co., Ltd., Water Street. 
CROSBIE, GEO. G., Pres. anrl Me-r. DirPctor 
Nfid. Butter Co., Ltd., LeMarchant Road. 
CROSBIE. PERCY, Director Crosbie & Co., 
IJtd., Water Street. 
ClTRRTE. RON. ~JOHN S., Editor Daily News, 
Duclrworth Street. 
CURTIS, L. R.~ IC.C .. Barrister and Solicitor, 
Ro~rd of 'rrane Building. 
DARCY, J. M., Sa~es Mgr. Imperial Tobacco 
Company. 
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EMERSON, HON. L. E., K.C., Commissioner 
1or Justice. 
EWING, JAS. R., 'raxidermist of vV. H. Ewing 
& Son. 
11'0X, U Y 1-tiL J ., K. C., Barr,ister and Solicitor, 
]j,ox, Kn1ght & Phelan, Water Street. 
GRANT, CliAS., 1\Igr. Import Co., \Vater 
Street. 
GREENE, T. J., Mgr. Director T. J. Greene, 
Ltd., Water Street. 
GRIEVE, JAMES C., Clerk Bowring Bros. Ltd. 
GOLDSTONE, JOSEPH, Mgr. Director Lon-
don, New York and Paris Assoc. of Fash-
ion Ltd. 
GODDEN, E. J., lVIanaging Director E. J. 
Godden, Ltd. 
GOOBIE, \V. R., Vice-Pres. Purity Factories, 
Ltd. 
GOODRIDGE, v\7 . P., Director Tor's Cove 
Trading Co. , 
GOODRIDG-E, A. T., Managing Director Tors 
Cove Trading Co. 
GOSLING, AMBROSE G., Sales Manager 
Harvey & Co., Ltd. 
GlJSHUE, R,_AYMOND, Chairman Ne,vfound-
land Fisheries Board. 
H.1\..DLEY, H. B., Mgr. Royal Bank of Canada 
(\Vest Branch). 
HALLET, THOlVI1\.S, Merchant, Bishop's Cove. 
HALLEY, P. F., Managing Director Hal~ey & 
Co., Ltd., Duck,vorth Street. 
HARVEY, GERALD C., Director Harvey & 
Co., Ltd. 
HARVEY, REGINALD, Director Harvey & 
Ca., Ltd. ,. 
IIARVEY, C. McK., Managing Director H. J. 
Stabb & Co. 
HENLEY, J. J., Mattress Manufacturer, IIenry 
Street. 
HERDER, RALPH B., Director Evening Tele-
gram, Ltd. 
HICKEY, J. E., Chief Clerk Furness \\'ithy & 
Co., Ltd. 
HICI(MAN, A. E., 1\tlanaging Director A. E. 
Hickman & Co. 
HICKMAN, EDGAR L., Director A. E. Hick-
man & Co., Ltd. 
HIGGINS, J. G., K.C., Winter & Higgins, 
Duckwortl1 Street. 
I-IISCOCK, E., lVlanaging Director Harris & 
Hiscock, Ltd. _ 
HOLMES, A. C., Fish Merchant, Water Street. 
HORvvoo:o, GEO. R., Director Horwood Lum-
ber Co. 
HORWOOD, C1~ RII.1 F., Director Horwood 
Ijumber Co. 
IIUNT, C. E., K.C., llunt, Emerson, Stirling & 
Iliggins, Barristers and Solic~tors, Duck-
\V orth Street. 
ffiTTCIIINGS, C. H., K.C., Hutchings & War-
ren, Reid JJuilding, Dt1ckworth Street. 
HUTCHINSON, W. F., Director Job Bros. & 
CO., \Va te:" Street. 
INNES, ROBER'l' E., Managing Director R. E. 
Innes & Co., Ltd., Water Street. 
INGPEN, lVL.A.JOl{ W. F., Ma11ager Royal Trust 
Co., Bank of Montreal Building. 
ISNRR, C. N., l\ia11ager H. H. Marshall, Ltd. 
JANES, GEOlt()E, Prop. American Aerated 
\Vater Contpnny, Barter's Hill. -
JOB, liON. It. ]:3., Mgr. Director Job Bros. & 
Co., Ijtd., Consul for Belgium, Water St. 
,.JOB, WM. C., l)irector Job Bros & Co., Ltd. 
ICEAN, I-ION. CAPT. ABRAM, O.B.E., Master 
Mariner, v\ .. &terford Bridge Road. 
KENNEDY-, TllOS. J., Marine Supt. Furness 
\Vi thy & Co., Ltd., Water Street East. 
LAI(E, H. B. CLYDE, Fish Merchant, Parsons' 
Building, Water Street. 
LAWS, F. A. J., Local lVIanager I-Ia\ves & Co. 
(Nfld.) Lin1jted, Reid Building. 
LA \VRENCE, \\T. B., La,vrence Carriage Fac-
tory·, Gower Street. 
LEE, MAJOR J-. S., Lee' Engineering & Cons. 
Co., Duckworth Street. 
LEMESS-URIEl{~ I-IUGH A., Mgr. Standard 
l\1:anufacttlrjng Co., Water Street. 
TjE"\"\TIS, A. S., l)irector Monroe Export Co., 
Ltd., \"\rater Street. 
LEWIS, PHILIP J., Barrister and Solicitor, 
Barron & Le\vis, Duckworth Street. 
LON(}, J. ,J., Managing Director Nfld. Labrador 
Export Co , Ltd., Board of Trade Building. 
LONCi, \V. ,.J., Secretary-Treasurer Nfld. Light 
& Povvcr Cu. 
LINDS.AY, EUGENE, Mgr. Lawrence Nfid. Co., 
Ltd., Water Street. 
MacE\7 0Y, JOliN B., Barrister and Solicitor, 
Royal Bank Bt1ilding1 Water Street. 
1\fACGILLIVR.i\. ~{, II. D., Cornell Macgillivray 
I..~td., StockA a11d Bonds, Board of Trade 
Building. 
MacDONA.t\.LD, E. C., Mgr. T. McMurdo & Co., 
Ltd. 
~1:aciN'rYRE, J1-\.l\1:ES, Supt. Commercial Cable 
Co., vVater Street. 
MacN ..... ~B, J-_.A .. S. li., Sales Mgr., T. A. MacNab & 
Co., I-ltd., V\7 a ter Street. 
MACPIIER.SO:~r, liON. IIAROLD, President 
and Managing Director Royal Stores Ltd., 
Water Street. 
l\iACPHERSON, CAMPBELL, Director R.oyal 
Stores T_jtd., Water Street. 
MACPHERSON) DR. CLUNY, Physician. 
~IacQTT1\.R.RIE, Tj. E., l\fanager Crane & Co., 
I..~td., Water Street E ast. 
MAHER, J. M~, Mgr. East End Bakery, Water 
Street 
MARSHALL, F1• W., Managi11g D~rector Mar-
shall l\iotor:;, Ltd., Water Street West. 
1\i..,.~RSHALL, LESLIE lVf., Manager N evvfound-
land Clothing (Jo., ])uclrvvorth Street. 
1\fcC.l~RTER, \\:. D., Architect, Royal Bank 
Building. 
1\f.FJ"\"\TS, H. G. R., District Manager North 
A.merican I.dfe Assurance Co., Board of 
Trade Buildj11g. 
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MILLER, G. E., Mgr. Royal ,Securities Corpor-
ation, Board. of Trade Building. 
MILLIN(}, GEClFFREY, Director Bowrjng 
Brothers Ltd., w ·ater Street. 
MITCI-IELL, li.1.\ROLD, Managing Director 
,J. B. Mitchell & Son Ltd., Water· Street 
East. 
·MONltOE, HON. vV. S., Director Monroe Ex-
port Co., l.;td., vVater Street. 
MONR.OE, .1\_R'l'l-IUR H., Director Monroe Ex-
port Co., Ltd., Water Street. 
MOOR.E, CAP'l'. C. P., Manager C. P. Moore 
~ieat Market, Hamilton Street. 
l\fOORE, C. C., Butcher and Farmer, I-IamiTton 
Street. 
l\f(JRG.i\.N, GEO. H., Prop. The Morgan Print-
ing Co., Board of Trade Building. 
~10RRIS, J. W ., l\1:anager Nfid. Lig!ht & Power 
Co., Vlater Street. 
· ~ITJNN, W. A., Director W. A. Munn & Co., 
Ltd. 
~1lTNN, ... t\RCHJ Director W. A. Munn & Co., 
Ltd. 
lVIlTNN, IIENLEY M., Director W. A. Munn & 
Co., Ltd. 
l\tiUN~, R. S. ERROL, Director W. A. Munn & 
C'o., Ltd. . 
lVIURRA Y, DA 'VID H., Director A. H. Murray 
& Co., Ijtd. 
MTJRR ... t\. Y, .ANDREW H., Director A. H. 
1\Iurrav & Cu., Ltd., \Vater Street. ~1URPH1~,--ROBERT J., Vice-Pres. and Manag-
ing Director A val on Telephone Co., Ltd., 
Duck \vorth Street. 
1\tiURPI-IY, LEO, Store Manager Bain~' John-
ston & Co., Ltd. 
~icDOUG.L\JjL, IIOW ARD J., Chartered Ac-
cot1nta11t of H. J. McDougall & Co., Com-
mercial Chan1bers. 
~fcNAl\ti.L\..R .  l\, liON. F., Managing Director F. 
MeN amara Ltd., Qt1een Street. 
NEAL, Wl\f. R.: Director George Neal Ltd., 
B eck's Cove. 
NEAL, DAVID~ Director George' Neal Ltd., 
Beclr's Cove. 
NEi\I.J, CliESLEl ... , Director George Neal Ltd., 
Beelr's Cove:. 
NICliOLJjl~, E P., Director Baine Johnston 
& Co., Ltd., Water Street. 
NOO~~.Lt\_N, CLA"CDE, Director Harvey & Co., 
IJtd., Water Street. 
O~t\.KIJEY, ROBERT, Branch Manager . Hud-
son's Bay Co., Water Street. 
O'DEA, JOHN R .. , Manage:r; J. V. 0 Dea & C~o., 
Water Street. 
O'DEA, J. LEO, Manager Ne'wfoundland 
Brewery Ltd. 
O'DRTSCOLL, JOSEPH, Com1nission Agent of 
P. C. 0 'Driscoll, Ltd., He11ry Street. 
O'LE . A .RY, F. M., Co1nmission Mercl1ant, Water 
Street East. 
OIJSEN, CAPT. OLAF, Managing J?irec'tor 
l\.farine Age11cies Ltd., Water Street East . 
OTJ TERBRIDC+E, HERBERT, Director Harvey 
& Co., Ltd.J "\\.,.ater Street. 
01JTERBRID,GE, LIEUT.-COL. L. C., Director 
I-Iarvey & Cu., Ltd., Water Street. 
PARSONS, BERNARD D., B. D. Parsons & Co., 
Ltd., Stocl\: Brokers and Investment Bank-
ers, \Vater 81 reet. 
PATON, N., Paton Engineering Co., Water 
Street. 
P ATTER,SON, D. S_. L., J\tfanager Imperial Oil 
Co., Ltd., \Vater Street. 
I).J.\.T'TER1SON, R. M., Managing Director Im-
perial Tobacco C·o. (Nfld.) Ltd. 
PERLIN, A. B., Assistant Manager I. F. Perlin 
& Co., and Editor of Observer's Weekly, 
Water Street. 
PETERS, GEORGE, Peters & Sons, Duckworth 
Street. 
PETER~S, W. H., Peters & Sons, Duck·worth 
Street. 
PIPPY, C. A., :nianufacturers' Agent, Water 
Street. 
PINSENT, E. S., Barrister & Solicitor, Royal 
Bank Building. 
PITTl\tl~\.N, F. E., Ge'neral Passenger Agent 
Ne,vfoundln11d Railway. 
PRAT·T, J. C., J. C. Pratt Co., Commission 
Agents, N e"\v· Martin Building. 
PRATT, C. C., President Steers Limited, Water 
Street. 
QUINTON, J. I., Manufacturers' Agent, Water 
Street. 
RANDELL, CAF'l. I. R., Director A. H. Mur-
ray & Co., \\Tater 'Street. 
REID) vV. ANGUS, Dj.rector Reid Nfld. Co., 
Bowaters Nfld. Pulp and Paper 1fills, Ltd., 
Insurance Agent. 
RENDELL, P. B., Manager Eastern Trust Co., 
\Vater Street. 
R.ENDELL, ,.JAMES D., Manager Store' Dept. 
Job Bros. &. Co., Ltd., Water Street. 
RENDELL, COL. w·. F .. Special Representative 
Confederation Life Association. 
RTTCEY, R. \V.~ 1\fanager Acadia Ga.s Engines 
Ltd., \'Tater Street. 
ROGERS, D., Dit l\:s & Co., Ltd., Water Street. 
ROI.JLS, TIIOS. J., Gen.eral Freight Agent, 
Ne1vfoundland Railway, Water Street. 
ROSEN-BERG: L., Manager Rosenberg & C'o., 
Ltd. 
ROSSTTEI{, J. J., Th1:anag-ing Dire'ctor Empire 
'rrading Co., Morris Building, Queen's St. 
ROSSITER, J. 1'., Empire Trading Co., Morris 
. Building, Queen Street. 
RTTSSELL, H. A._, Director Job Bros & Co., Ltd., 
\Vater Street. 
RlJSSELL, H. J.) General Manager Newfound-
land R.ailwa.y, Water Street. 
RYAN, J. M. J._. Proprietor and Manager W. J. 
Ryan, Plurr1 bing and Heating, Duckworth 
Street. 
SC.A~lVIlVIELT.J, \\7 ALTER, Earle, Sons & Co., 
Ltd. 
SHAW, GEO. 'f., Shavv Steams,hip Co., Water 
Street. 
S~1ITI-I, WILLIAJ\1 R ·., Manager Martin-R0yal 
Soper Hard wars Co., Ltd., Water Street. 
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SNOW, E. T., 1lanager Groce.ry Department 
Bow ring Bros., Ltd., \Vater Street. 
SOPER,, WIJ..~LIAM, .Managing Director Neyle 
Soper I-Iard,vare Co., Ltd., Ltd., Water St. 
SQUIRES, R. H., Director J as. Strong, Ltd. 
ST:BJER, RON. 1,. H., Beef Importer, Hamilton 
Street. 
STIC~K, JOSEPil P., Secretary Steers Limited, 
\"\Tater Street. 
STEINIL\.VER~ J. P., Mar1ager Nfld. Fuel & 
Engi11ee.ring Co., Duckworth Street. 
ST!C·KLING·, H. D., Manager Bank of Montreal, 
-v.,r ater .Street. 
TEMPLETON, R. A., Wallpaper Dealer and 
lVI:anager "C11ited Can Manufacturing Co., 
\Vater Stree1. 
TESSIE!{., WM., :Florist, of Waterford Nurse-
. 
r1es. 
TJ.IISTLE, D. R., l(ing's Printer, Managjng Di-
rector Trade Printers & Publishers, Ltd., 
Duckworth Street. 
TIBERT, C. R ._, Asst. Mgr., Bank of Nova 
Scotia. 
TOJVILINSON, .A. J., Manager s,vift Canadian, 
Duck,vorth Street. 
rrOO'rON, A. lVI., Kodak Dealer, Water Street. 
VOORHOEVE, ~TAC., Quality Supplies, Duck-
'vorth Street. 
'""" L\.KEL Y, IS . .t\ . .t\..C, Brolrer and Commission 
lVIPrchant, !>arsons Bldg . . 
W ... ~ TSON, ERNEST R., Chartered Accountant 
of Read, So11, Vl atson & Leith, Bank of 
l\f.ontreal Building. 
WATERMAN, . A. H., Manager Canadian Bank 
of Commerce·, Water Street. 
WIIITE, WILLIAM, Managing Director White 
Clothing Co., Duckworth Street. 
WHITE, ERIC G., Di.rector White Clothing 
Co., Duckworth Street. 
WHITE, WALTER S., Manufacturers' Agent, 
Theatre Hill. 
WILLIAMS, GEO. R., Managing Director 
Rothwe1l & Bowring Ltd., Water Street. 
WILLIAMS, J. H., Manager Hardware Dept. 
Bo,vring Brothers, Ltd., Water Street. 
\'tiLLIAlVIS, .. J. 0., Man~gin~ Director J .abra-
dor Developme~t Co., Board of Trade 
Building. 
"\VILLIAMSON, G. W. G., Manager Bank of 
Nova Scotia, Water Stre:et. 
WILLS, W. vV., Director Bowring Bros. Ltd., 
Water Street. 
WINTER, R. GORDON, Director T. & M. Win-
ter, Ltd., Duckworth Street. 
WINTER, GORDON A., Director T. & M. Win-
ter, Ltd., Duckworth Street. 
· \VINTER, GERALD, T. & M. Winter, Ltd., 
lr,T:rorth Street. 
WYATT, H. J., Managing Director Wyatt Coal 
and Salt Co., Ltd., W ate:r Street West. 
Members Outside St. John's 
ABBOTT, W. H., Mgr. the Abbott & Haliburton 
Co., Ltd., General Merchants and Import-
ers, Port au Port. 
J.\LLEN, I. · B., Manager Bank of l\fontreal, 
Grand Falls. 
ANONSEN, C.A.i\.PT. A., 1Yfanager }Tfld. 'Vhaiing 
Co., Hr. Grace. 
ANTLE, A., N., Gene~ral Merchant, Botwood. 
ARCHIBALD, C. B., Manager Dominion Steel 
& Coal Corporation, \\Tabana, Bell Island. 
ASHBOURNE, T. G. W., Manager Ashbournes, 
Ltd., General Merchants, Twillingate. 
BARRET'r, F. D., Manager Bank of Nova Sco-
tia, Hr. Grace. 
BARRY, EDWARD, Agent Imperial Oi~ Co., 
Curling. 
BARTLETT, I-ION. GEO., General Dealer, 
Burin North. 
BASRA G. M., Merchant, T. Basha & Sons, 
Gen'eral Merchants and Fish Deale!rs, Cur-
ling. 
BETHUNE, JOHN G., Manager Woods Cut-
ting A. N. D. Co., Grand Fa1ls. 
BISIIOP, JOHN, J..Jumber Merchant, Bay Rob-
erts. 
BUFFETT, AAR.ON, General Merchant, Grand 
Bank. 
CARR, P. L., Manager Grand Ban\t Fisheries, 
Ltd., Grand Bank. 
CA.SE, J. A., Me·rchant, Wabana, Bell Island. 
COADY, J. J., General J\!Ierchant and Fish 
Dealer, Burin. 
COLEMAN, J. H., General Dealer , Corner 
Brook. . 
CHANNING, M. F., Roya~ Bank of Canada, 
Placentia. 
CHURCHILL, ISAAC, General Merchant, Bay 
Roberts. 
COHEN, M., Merchant, S. Cohen & Sons, Im-
porters Dry Goods and Furniture, Grand 
Falls. 
COLERIDGE, PETER, General Dealer, Cata-
lina. 
COOMBS, H. M., Quee~n Trading Co., Corner 
Brook. 
COURAGE, C. L., Manager Exploits Valley 
Royal Stores, Grand Falls. 
COW AN, l .. A.N, Henry J. Cowan & Son, Farm-
ers, Topsail Road. 
DAVIS, F., Manager Bank or Nova Scotia, Car-
bonear. 
DA WE, WILFRED, Director Wm. Dawe & 
Sons, Contractors and Builders, Bay Rob-
erts. 
DA WE, H. A., Manager Fisherme.n's Union 
Trading Co., General Dealers and Fish 
Merchants, Port Union. 
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DUNPHY, T. J., Merchant, Dunphy's, Ltd., 
Curers and Exporters of Nfld. Fish Pro-
ducts, Curling. 
DYE'l"'T, EDGAR J., General Dealers, St. 
Jacques. · 
EARLE, HAR,QLD J., Managing Director Earle, 
Sons & Co., Ltd., General Dealers, Fogo. 
EDDY, GEO. H., General Merchant, North Hr., 
Placentia Bay. 
ELLIOTT, HENR~, Fish Exporte:r:s and Sup-
pliers, Harbour Breton. 
_E_PSTEIN, EDWARD, Buchans Trading Co., 
Buchans. 
FRENCH, A. A., General Dealer, Clarke's 
Beach. · 
GLICK, BENtJAMIN, General Dealer, Wabana, 
Bell Island. 
GENGE, HENRY, Managing Director Genge 
Bros., Ltd., General Merchants, F~ower's 
Cove. 
GOODYEAR, R. C., Director Goodyear Humber 
Stores, St. George's. 
GORDON, MORRIS, General Dealer, Corner 
Bro9k. 
GOSSE, GEORGE, Fish Exporter, Spaniard's 
Bay. · 
GOSSE, EUGENE, Lumber Dealers and Man-
agers, Spaniard's Bay. 
GRAY, NORMAN, Wood Exporter, . Angle 
Brook. 
GRUCHY, ALEX. A., General Merchant, Pouch 
Cove. 
GUY, R. W., Manager Goodye1ar Humber 
Stores,- Grand Falls Station. 
HALL, E. V., ~1anager Bank Nova Scotia, Bay 
Roberts. 
HARNUM, H. E., General Merchant, Heart's 
Delight. 
HAYES, J AS. R., Proprietor Hayes Bros., Gen-
eral Merchants, St. Ge~orge's. 
HAYWARD, H. R., General Dealer, Grand 
Falls. 
HTRCOC.K, G. S., Fish Exporter, Brigus. 
HTRnO_CK~ J. W., Fish Exporter, Brigus. 
HOLIJAHAN, ~T. R., General Merchant, Bonne 
Bay. , 
HOUSE, A., Northwest Products Co., Agua-
thuna, Bonne Bay. 
JERRETT, GEORGE C., Fish Merchant, 
Brigus. 
JONES, VINCENT S., General Manager Anglo 
N ewfounnland Development Co., Grand 
Grand Falls. 
KEAN, BAXTER W., G·eneral Merchant, Wes-
leyville. 
KENNEDY, GEORGE, Gene,ral Merchant, 
Avondale. 
LAING, G. K., Manager Bank of Nova Scotia, 
Grand Bank. 
LANGDON, ROLAND, General Dealer, Laur-
enceton. 
LA VINE, I., General Dealer, Corner Brook. 
LAVIN, BENJAMIN, Corne:r Br_ook (}arage, 
Corner Brook. 
LAWTON, L. J., Druggist, Bell Island. 
LEWIN, H. M. S., General Manager Bowater's 
N fld. Ptl).p ar1d Paper lVlil s, · Ltd. 
LUCAS, W. J. B., Manager Goodyear Humbe_~ 
Stores, Deer Lake. 
1\tiERCER, SAMUEL E., General Merchant, 
Su~nyside, Trinity Bay. 
MERCER, ALBERT, Wabana Lumber Com-
pany, W abana, Bell Island. 
. MILES, DORMAN, Lumber Dealer, Bishop's 
Falls. 
MILLER, S., General Dealer Corner Brook. 
MILLEY, \VM. J., General J?ealer, Curling. 
MIFFLIN, S. J., Genera~ Dealer, Catalina, 
Trinity North. 
MOORE, L., General Merchant, Grand Falls. 
MOORES, SILAS, Director W. & J. Moores, 
Ltd., General Merchants and Fis.h Export-
ers, etc., Carbonear. 
l'viOORE, GR ..... t\.HAM, Director W. & J. Moores, 
Ltd., General Merchants and Fish Export-
ers, etc., Carbonear. 
~100RE, JAMES, Director James ~Ioore & 
Son, Groceries, Provisions, etc., Carbonear. 
MlTNR0, A., l\fanager G-oodyear !lumber 
Stores, Bishop's Falls . 
McDONALD, M. J., General Merchant, Goose 
Cove, "\Vl1ite. Bay. 
OGILVIE, A. G., M~nager Royal Stores, Ltd., 
GRAND FALLS. 
O'KELLY, PATRICK, Medical Doctor, Avon-
dale. · 
O'REILLY, D. J., General Merchant and Ex-
porter, St. George's. 
PARSONS, CAPT. PETER, General Deale:r 
and Fish Merchant. Lush's Bight. 
PAYNE, ~T. \V., G·enera] Dealer, Cow IIead, St. 
Barbe District. 
l)ELLEY, D., Lu1nber Contractors and General 
Dealers, Port Blandford. 
PE'riTE,. JERRY, Fish Exporter, Ship Owner, 
Engl1sh Hr. vV est. 
PIICE, FRANK P., Manager Saunders, Howell 
& CO.J Ltd.; Carbonear. 
PIERCEY, CAPT. SAMUEL, General Merch-
ant, Importer and Exporter, Grand Bank. 
POWELL, J. P., President Saunders & Howell, 
Carbonear. 
PRE'l"TY, S. J., General Dealer, Dildo. 
QUIN'J~ON, vV.lVI.) General Dealer, Princeton, 
B.B. 
lt.i\.LPH, FR.ED., Genei·al Dealer, Bell Is., W. 
RANI\:IN, E. B., Manager Bank of Nova Scotia, 
Trinity. 
REEVES., JOHN, General Merchant, Canada 
I-Iarbour. 
RENDELL, G. N., Manager Bank of Nova 
Scotia, Bell Island. 
RENDELL, A. R., 1.\tlanager Bank of Nova 
Scqtia, Ohannel. . 
ROBERTS, S., ·a -eneral Dealer, Cha:nge Islands. 
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SHEPPARD, II. W., General Dealer, Spniard 's 
Bay. 
Sil\iMONDS, II. W., Lumber Merchant and 
J\iill o,vner; Colinet. 
ST .L\.NLEY, EDGAR, General Merchant, Clar-
enville. 
S~IITH, H. ~I., Manager C·anadian Bank of 
Comn1erce, Eelleoram. 
STR.L\NGEl\fOH·E, ELIHU, General Dealer, St. 
. A n.th o 11~y. 
SQUIRE, W ALrrER., Ge'neral Dealer, W abana, 
Bell Island. 
SWYERS, ,J. T., Managing Director, J. I. 
Svvyers & Co .. General Dealers, Bonavista. 
TILLl~Y, CLARENCE, General Dealer and 
Fish Mercl1ant, Elliston. 
TUCICER, J. J., General De.aler, Wabana, Bell 
Isl~.nd. 
vTIGUERS, AR'fHUR E., Farmer, Bay Bulls 
Road. 
V i\.RDY, E., General Dealer, Hickman's Hr. 
' TENTERjS, Win., Manager, Bank of Montreal 
St. Georg~~~. ' 
W AR.R, II. G.J General Dealers and Fish 
Merchants, Pelley's Island, G. Bay. 
vVELLS, W. R., Manager Bank of Montreal, 
Curling . 
\VILLIAMS, T. G., Williams & Co., General 
Dealers anti Fish Merchants, Bay Bulls. 
WOODlVIAN, F' .. General Merchant and Fish 
Buyer, Ne'v IIr., T. South. 
YOITNG, W. vV ., General Merehant, Lumber 
and Furniture Manufacturers, Musgrave-
town, B.B~ 
VESSEL OWNERS 
' 
Producers and Expo·rters of 
CODFISH, ~CODOIL, HERRING, SALMON, ETC. 
Grand Bank : : : : Newfoundland 
Cable Address: "GRAND FISH'' 
( 
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GREETINGS! 
With another milestone passed, and the hundred and seventy-
fourth in our existence beckoning us with its Hope and Opportunities, 
let us for a moment reflect upon our Pleasant Relations of the year 
jttst c~osed and take note of the g·ood friends around us. 
. Business s1tccess is not. wholly ·expressed in . financ~al profit! 
Confidence, Satisfaction and Good Will between us all are the active 
.potent factors. 
With this in mind, may we then l()ok forward to a Year of Health 
and Happiness and we trust that the next twelve months will bring to 
your business Unbounded Prosperity . 
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